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ABSTRACT 
An analysis of simultaneous diffusion and heat transfer from a 
vertical isothermal flat plate has been carried out. The analysis 
considered only the natural convection flow around the plate with 
uniform velocity of injection of the injected gas along the plate into 
the surrounding air. The temperature of the plate was always higher 
than the ambient temperature. 
The analysis was carried out to determine the effect of diffusion 
on heat transfer and conversely, the effect of heat transfer on diffusion. 
That is, to investigate the diffusion thermo effect (DT) or Dufour 
effect (the heat flow due to concentration gradient) and the thermal 
diffusion effect (TD) or Soret effect (the diffusive flon of mass due 
to temperature gradient). The property variations due to te mperature 
and concentration were also considered. 
In order to obtain the analytical solution, the governing equations 
(two-dimensional, steady state) were transformed by a p9lying standard 
similarity transformations. Standard perturbation techni ques were used 
to obtain infinite sets of ordinary differential equations in order of 
increasing powers of the expansion parameter ('blowing parameter'). The 
first three sets of equations were solved by Rosenbrock's optimization 
method of hill-climbing for selected gases as the diffusing mediums 
and selected surface tem9eratures. The selected gases were helium, air 
and carbon dioxide and the wall temperatures were 310, 330, 350, 370K. 
It was found that the series expansion was convergent only for low 
injection velocities. ~ithin these low injection velocit y ranges , the 
thermal diffusion effect was about 2% of the heat transfer rate at the 
wall. Most of the heat was transferred from the wall by conduction and 
by the effect of diffusion thermo. The effect of pro?erty variations on 
the heat transfer rate due to tem9erature and concent ration vas about 
iii 
5%. Consequently, the thermal diffusion effect ~as neglecte d and the 
property variations ~ere retained only in the buoyancy force ter~. This 
~ade the equations considerably less comulicated and decreased t~e 
required computer time. With these simplifications, the first five sets 
of equations were solved. '!l i thin the limit of the conver gency of the 
• 
series, the maximum possible numerical values of the injection velocity 
at the wall were 0 .00375 cm/s for helium, 0.0375 cm/s for air and 
0 .075 cm/s for carbon dioxide with the ratio of wall temperature to the 
ambient temperature of 1.1. 
The experiment was done with an interferometer ~hich employed two 
lasers of different wave lengths. A sintered stainless steel porous 
plate was used as the wall. A heated gas (helium, air or carbon dioxide) 
was injected from behind the plate. The velocity of injection was 
uniform over the surface of the plate. Under steady state condition, the 
temperatures of the wall and the gas were the same and uniform. From the 
interferograms, the temperature and the concentration distributions in 
the boundary layer were obtained and compared with the analytical results. 
It was found that the local values of concentration were within 
5% of the analytical values at different points in the boundary layer 
except at the wall where t he concentration differed by 30%. This large 
deviation was due to the graphical extrapolation method use' to locate 
the correct position of the wall in the interferograms. The experimental 
values of temperature were within 5% of the analytical values. As air 
injection did not involve any concentration, the si 3ultaneous equations 
used to calculate temperature were simplified. The experimental results 
for air injection were ·:.ri thin 5% of the analytical results. 
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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
Diffusion is said to occur in a mixture when there is a relat ive 
motion of its components. Such relative motion commonly arises 
because of inhomogeneity of composition. In a binary mixture in 
which the composition is not uniform the components move in opposite 
directions, each down its concentration gradient, with the result that, 
if the temperature is uniform, the inequalities of composition are 
reduced and ultimately removed. Diffusion originating in this way is 
'ordinary' or 'concentration' diffusion. This is governed by the 
Fick's law of diffusion. Diffusion may, however, have other causes; 
in parti~ular, it may be due to non-uniformity of temperature wi thin 
a mixture. Diffusion from this cause is called thermal diffusion or 
Soret effect. 
Thermal diffusion consists in a relative motion of t h e components 
of a mixture arising from temperature differences within the mixture. 
It leads, therefore, in a mixture initially of uniform composition, 
to the development of a concentration gradient. Since this concentration 
~radient in turn causes ordinary diffusion tendi ng to eli~inate the 
gradient, a steady state is possible in Nhich the separating effect 
of thermal diffusion is balanced by the re~ixing effect of ordinary 
diffusion. ·~hether or not such a steady state e xists, it is cene r a lly 
true that when the temperature of a mixture is not uniform its 
composition a lso is not uniform- a te mperature sradi ent i mplies a 
concentration gradient. For example, a gas mixtur e contained wittin 
two bulbs , one above the other, connecte d by a tube. If bo th bulbs 
are at the same te~peTature t he co~position of the ~as is uni:or m. 
Eu t if the te~perature of the upper bul b is raised above that of the 
lower, the more massive molecules diffus e (usually) down t~e te~~erat1re 
3radient, the li~hte r ~ol e cul es up the sradi e~t , until a steady 
2 
difference in co mposition of the mixture in the t~o bul ~ s is establis~ed. 
3ecause the ~ol ecules of the light gas have more k inetic ener ~y and so 
they wi l l occu py more s~ace in the up _er bulb . Thermal li ~ fusion thus 
bri ngs about a )artial seuaration of the com~onents of the initially 
unif~rn Tixture. 
In 1873 Dufour published a pape r entitled 'On the diffusion of 
gases throu~h porous partitions and the ac companying temperature 
c hanges'. I n the e xperiments t here de scribed, a ~orous vessel, in 
which a sensitive thermometer was inserted, was contained within 
a nother vessel. The interior of the porous vessel was in communication 
through a glass tube with the atmos ph ere s o that the pressure ~ithin 
it was constant. When this inner vessel vas filled with air, and 
hydrogen was circulated in the s pace between the two vessels, Dufour 
observed that as the hydrogen diffused into the inner vessel t h e 
thermometer indicated a fall in temperature. He found a similar effect 
when the porous vessel was initially filled with carbon dioxide and 
air was circulated about it. Dufour expressed the view that the 
temperature changes occur, not throughout the gas but near the surface 
of the porous partition. In this way he discovered what has since 
come to be called the diffusion thermo effect . or Dufour effect. 
The diffusion thermo effect consists in a trans port of hea t as 
part of the process of diffusion in a gas mixture; it is t he refore 
associated with the existance of a concentration gradient. The effect 
is initially connected with thermal diffusion, the molecular transport 
associated with a temperature gradient. Thus thermal diffusion and 
diffusion thermo are thermodynamically coupled phenomena. so if t;·/o 
gases initially at the same temperature interdiffuse there is a 
transport of heat, with a co n sequent develo,rnent of a tem~erature 
gradient. 
2 
difference in composition of the ~ixture in the t~o bul~s is establis~ed . 
9ecause the ~ol ecules o f the light gas have more ~ine tic ener ~y and so 
they wil l oc cupy mo re S?ace in t he upper bulb . Thermal li :fusion thus 
brings about a ,ar tial se naration of the co~~onents of the ini t ially 
unif~rn ~ixture. 
• In 1873 Dufour ~ubl ished a pa?er entitled 'On the diffusion of 
gase s throuGh porous partitions a n d the ac companying tempe rat u re 
c hanges'. In the experiments there desc ribed , a ,orous vessel , in 
which a s e nsitive thermometer was inserted, was contained within 
ano ther vessel. The interior of the porous vessel was i~ communication 
through a glas s tube with t he atmos phere so that the pressure ~ithin 
it was constant. When this inner vessel was fil led with air, and 
hydrogen nas circulated in the s pace between the two vessels, Dufour 
observed that as the hydrogen diffused into the inner vessel the 
thermometer indicated a fall in tem~erature. He found a similar effect 
when the porous vessel was initially filled with carbon dioxide and 
air was circulated about it. Dufour expressed the view that the 
temperature changes occur, not throughout t he gas but near the surfa ce 
of the porous partition. In this way he discovered what has since 
come to be called the diffusion thermo effect . or Dufour effect. 
The diffusion thermo effect consists in a transpor t o f hea t as 
part of the process of diffusion in a gas mixture; it is t herefore 
associated with the existance of a concentration gradient. The effect 
is initially connected with thermal diffusion, the molecular transport 
associated with a temperature gradient. Thus ther~al diffusion and 
diffusion thermo are thermodynamically coupled phenomena. So if bto 
gases initially at the same temperature interdiffuse there is a 
transport of heat, with a consequent develo,rnent of a temperature 
gradie nt. 
In the gas ~ixture, he a t is transferre d b y conducti on, co~vection 
and diffusion ther~o effect. The effect of radiation is ne gligi b le. 
If t h e gas is at a particular temperature, t ~e internal energy (heat 
content) of the two species are dif~erent and during t he ~recess of 
diffusion, t h e two s ~ecies will exchan ge energy. This is called the 
heat transfer by interdiffusional convection. 
This process of si~ultaneous heat and ~ass trans~er has received 
considerable attention over a number of years as it is closely related 
to problems of drying, surface evaporation or condensation, suction or 
injection cooling etc . In general, the temperature of the surface can 
be higher or lower than that of the surrounding fluid and the direction 
of the diffusive flow can be from or toward the surface. The present 
study was concerned only with the case when the surface temperature 
is higher than the ambient fluid and with the injection of different 
gases (helium, air , carbon dioxide) into the boundary layer. The 
velocity of the injected gas was uniform over the plate surface. The 
process studied was natural convection, two - dimensional, steady state. 
Under steady state condition, the temperature of the injected gas and 
the wall ~ill be same. The a~bient temperature is considered constant . 
The geo~etry of the model studied is shown in Fig .l . l. 
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Basic studies cl osely relate d to t~e nresent ~ork were done by Gross 
et al1* Sziklas2 , Go llnick3 and Scott4 ~he re t~e effect on heat transfer 
rate for various foreign sases injected into the boundary layer thr ou ~ 
per~eable surfa ce were studied~ Results of a later analysis done by 
Baron5 siowed that when a considerably lighter gas (heliu~, hydrogen) 
trans pired into a heavier one (air), the ratio of heat transfer fro m 
the surface decreased ra'!_Jidly. The difference between the rate of heat 
transfer for a single component gas , and t~o component gases (transpiring 
gas and surrounding fluid) increased when the molecula r weight difference 
of the tvro gases (transpiring gas and ambient fluid) increased. Recent 
6 7 . 8 9 10 11 
studies by Sparrow et al ' , Tewflk et al ' ' ' have indicate d 
that the effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo contribute 
to the difference. 
In the present analysis the relative effects of TD and DT on heat 
. transfer were analysed for different blowing ~ases. The variation of 
properties due to temperature and concentration ras also considered. 
From the analysis, the temperature and concentration distributions at 
different points in the boundary layer were calculated. Experimental 
results obtained by using a Hach-Zehnder interferometer were compared 
with the analytical results. 
* number denotes reference. 
CHAPI'ER - II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1. GENERAL: 
12 Nusselt was one of the first authors to investigate 
convective mass transfer in relation to an engineering application. 
12 13 He ' remarked that under certain circumstances the differential 
equations and boundary conditions for heat and mass transfer respec-
tively were mathematically equivalent, so that these processes were 
similar. If this similarity holds, then the equations governing mass 
transfer may be derived from the equations governing heat transfer 
and vice versa. Schmidt1 4 has formulated the similarity theory of 
heat and mass transfer for free convection. Nusselt and Schmidt both 
developed their similarity relations under the assumption that the 
mass flux of a component caused by ordinary diffusion was proportional 
to the negative gradient of the mass concentration of the component 
considered. This means that they assumed that the diffusive potential 
was given by the mass concentration. This assumption had already been 
introduced many years earlier by Fick15 and is sometimes called 
Fick's diffusion law. Ackermann16 triel to show that for simultaneous 
heat and mass transfer it was better to use the partial pressure as a 
diffusive potential. 'rhis point of view has been accepted by Eckert17 , 
18 19 . 20 21 22 Jakob and Sherwood et al • Later on Spa2..dlng ' ' proposed that 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer might be described in a very 
convenient way if the fractional mass concentration was used as the 
diffusive potential . Merk23, 24 used this mass fraction and 
formulated the basic equations in a general vectorial form which 
could be used to analyse any specific problem of simultaneous heat 
and mass transfer. 
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Nusselt in his works concluded that the process of heat and mass 
transfer were similar in nature because the energy equation and the 
diffusion equations were si~ilar in form except that the energy 
equation had the Prandtl number, Pr, while the diffusion equation 
had the Schmidt number, Sc. Thus the two processes can be analogous 
• 
only if the Prandtl number and the Schmidt number ~ere equal in 
magnitude, (i.e., the Lewis number, Le, which is the ratio of Pr to 
Sc, is equal to unity). If mass transfer occurs, mass is absorbed or 
given up by the surface of the ~ass-exchanging body. As a result a 
finite velocity perpendicular to the surface exists, which is missing 
in pure heat transfer. Nusselt later drew attention to the existence 
of this velocity, which is sometimes called the velocity of Stefan-
Nusselt or the convective compensating velocity. The occurance of 
this convective compensating velocity in mass transfer process disturbs 
the above analogy between mass transfer and pure heat transfer. On the 
assumption that Le is unity, it is easy to relate the heat transfer 
to the mass transfer if both process occur simultaneously. ~he 
influence of convective velocity on the mass transfer has been 
calculated by Schuh25; Eckert et a1 26 ; Mickley et al27 ; Spalding21 
and Emmons 28 , within the range of 0. 6 L :::5c L 2. Merk24 extended 
this range using a perturbation method to 0.5L Sc ~oo. 
2. 2. FRE:S co TiTECTI ON: 
Eckert29 and Ostrach30 studied the behaviour of free convection 
heat transfer. Ustrach considered an isothermal vertical plate with 
free convection flow. The body force created by the difference in 
density was the driving force for the flow. The flow was found to 
be de pendent on the Grasho f number alone. For large Grasho f nuutber, 
the flow ~as of the boundary layer ~ype which was analogous to 
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Prandtl's forced flow boundary layer theory. Velocity and temnerature 
distributions for Prandtl numbers of 0 . 01 ~ 0 .72, 0 .733, 1, 2, 10, 100, 
1000 were com~uted . He did not consider the effect of variable 
~roperties due to temperature. His works showed the influence of 
Prandtl nu~ber on free convectio~ heat transfer. For the same 
temperature difference between the wall and the surrounding, the heat 
transfer rate increases with increasing Prandtl number. 
2.3. HEAT & MASS TRANSFER: 
A •. CONDENSATIO!'T & EVAPORATION: 
Somers3l used evaporation and condensation processes for the 
study of heat and mass transfer in a free convection boundary layer 
on a wetted isothermal vertical flat plate. This problem presents 
itself in the practical case of vaporization cooling of equipment 
without forced circulation of the ambient gas. Somers used an integral 
method for this problem taking into account the non-zero wall velocity 
arising from the mass transfer. His work was concerned with the 
combined thermal and diffusive flow that would arise adjacent to the 
vertical plate in a non-saturated atmosphere. The condition of very 
small diffusing species concentration was used and an analysis was 
carried out for uniform surface temperature and diffusing species 
concentration. Somers came up with a relation between the ratio of heau 
transfer and mass transfer as a function ofvfL,e. Somers did not consider 
the effect of variable properties and the behaviour of therT.al diffusion 
and diffusion t~ermo on heat and mass transfer. 
Nakamura32 studied the si~ultaneous transf8r of sensible and 
latent heat when the material transferred was water vapor, as the case 
in many a~~lications where free convection rnight be important. 
r~tamura assumed constant physical pro~erties and neglected tae effects 
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of e n thalphy differences . ~ru~amura also neglected buoyanc y forcss 
due to concentration distributions . 
~athers et al33 for~ulated the pro blem of simultaneous heat and 
mass transfer i n ter~s of the boundary layer differential equations 
resulting fro~ force-momentu~, energy and chemical s pecies conservation, 
at very low concentration. Neglecting inertia effects, the resulting 
equations were solved by analog computer for Pr =l. O and Sc= 0 . 5-l0 
for the rati o of species and thermal diffusion buoyancy effects of 1.0 
and 0 .5. Resulting trans~ort information appears to support the ~ 
factor of Somers31 • His ex~erimental results with na~thalene and 
benzene diffusing from a sphere in air were found to be 20% a~ay from 
the numerical results. The reason for this discre~ancy may be due to 
his assumution of constant physical ~roperties and exclusion of the 
effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo • 
. ~!ilco~4 in his analysis used an integral method with the 
assumptions of uniform conditions along a surface, arbitrary profiles 
of velocity, te~perature and concentration . ~e d8duced the trans~ort 
equations vrhich showed the factor ,y"Le. He compare d h is results with 
the exact results for flows driven entirely by thermal diffusion. 
Differencss were ap~reciable and the comparison did not validate the 
use of a simple integral method analysis for convection with the 
combined effects of convective heat and mass transfer . Also, his 
analysis did not include the effects of thermal diffusion and 
diffusion thermo. 
Li0htfoot36 considered asy:?:~totic b ehaviou::- for Sc >) Pr a nd 
Gr >> GrAB (·.'!here Gr is the thermal Gr asho f number and Gr A3 is t he mass 
transfer Gr a shof nu~ber) in which the ~ass transfer boundary layer 
was mu ch t hinner than the heat transfer boundary layer and in ~hich 
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substantially all convection resulted from tem~erature inequalities. 
Hi s trans~ort relation for Nusse l t number was not in good agreement 
·:1 i th the geYJ.e r al result of '.'/ilcox34 , '.vhere the limiting case .vas 
Pr-sc. 
Adams and i'1 cFadden37 reported experimental me asurements of 
the heat and mass transfer parameters using a Mach Zehnder 
interferometer during the subli mation of P-dichlorobenzene (Sc = 2.23) 
from a heated vertical surfa ce into air. The body force created by 
this heavy organic vapor in the boundary layer opposed the upward 
thermal body force caused by heating the surface. Presentation of 
the data in terms of the effective net buoyant force predicted by 
Somers3l resulted in experimental data being 10 - 15% lower than 
any of the integral method results. 
DenBouter et al38 reported an experimental study of 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer by an electrochemical me thod. 
A vertical copper , late was maintained at a constant temperature 
in a copper sulphate-sulphuric acid solution. Measurements we re 
made with the two cases when the buoyancy effects \':e re aiding and 
when opposing. The heat and mass transfer para~eters, correla ted in 
terms of a combined buoyancy effect agreed well for the effects of 
aiding. However, for the effects opposed, the deviatio~ in the 
magnitude of combined heat and mass transfer rate was more than 
30%. Perhaps even that level of a greement was surprising since 
Pr ~ 10 and Sc ::::= 2000 apply in t heir study . 
Manganaro and Hanna39 discussed the equations which ~ould 
govern simultaneous thermal and chemi cal S?ecies transport in a 
binary gas mixture. Physical pro pe rties were considered as arbitrary 
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functions of both temperature and composition. Both forced and free 
convection flows were considered. fhey considered large mass transfer 
rates from the surface in order to rnini::nize the effect of chemical 
reactions. Practicc:Ily t!r:ts made- the s-olU:_t±on.,_,- d.i f fi cult to achieve. 
The consideration of different properties as arbitrary functions of 
temperature showed that property variations were generally more 
important for free convection than for forced convection. 
Saville and Churchill 40 considered simultaneous thermal and 
species diffusion caused by buoyancy forces for very low concentration 
levels. They used the formulation of Saville and Churchill4l tor 
natural convection adjacent to general surfaces like horizontal 
cylinders and vertical axisymmetric bodies. Attention was restricted 
to asymptotic processes in terms of the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers. 
The dependence of the transport parameters was found for Pr =Sc -o, 
for Pr= sc- =, for Pr--o and sc.-oo, and for Pr and sc--oowi th 
Sc )) Pr. For Pr= Sc, the processes were a 3ymptotic. But the t'.'IO 
processes would be asymptatic onl-y if the effects of ther~al 
diffusion and diffusion thermo were neglec:e~. So the calculation 
of transport parameters only on the basis of the values of Pr and 
Sc · camrot' be justified. 
Bottemanne· 42 made a very simple theoretical in~estigation 
of the simultaneous heat and ~ass transfer f0r a vertical isothermal 
surface r:fith Pr=O.?l and Sc =0.63. He assumed constant properties and 
neglected the effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo. His 
experimental work 43 with a vertical isothermal cylinder with evapora-
tion of water vapor (Sc = 0.63) from the surf~ce into air (Pr = 0.71) 
s howed good agreement with his theore tical resul ts 42 of isothermal 
vertical surface. Here Pr was very clo se to Sc. 5 o fo r some other 
substance having Sc much differen t t han Pr , the di ffer enc e be t ;veen 
the experi~ental and t heoretical result would increase even if the 
effect of thermal diffusion and dif fusi on thermo were not consi dere d 
as s hown by Lightfoot36. 
B. SUCTION & I NJECTTON: 
Smi th35 developed a theory which . described the e f feet of 
diffusion on the dynamic and thermal characteristics of a laminar 
boundary layer on a flat plate in steady compressible flow. Fluid 
properties were considered as functions of temperature and concan-
tration of the foreign gas. The diffusion currents due to the 
gradients of concentration and temperature were considered. By means 
of the usual transformations, the system was reduced to a set of . 
ordinary differential equations, which in turn were transformed into 
a set of integral equations and were solved by successive approximations. 
The effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo were neglected 
in the whole analysis • Hydrogen and helium, both notable for their 
low densities, high heat capacities and high specific heats were 
considered in the isothermal (low speed) problem and helium alone 
was considered in the case of compressible (hypersonic ) flow. He 
f ound that helium gas held great promise as a coolant in flight 
regimes where aerodynamic heating was important. This result gave a 
general idea of the effect of blo\nng even without considering t he 
ef f ect of diffusion thermo. 
Baron3 analysed the effect of thermal dif fusi on using t he 
in ~ ~cted gas as helium in the case of forced co~vection flow. He 
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neglected the effect of diffusion ther~o. He found that the effect 
of thermal diffusion on heat trans fer was increased ·.nth tC..e increase 
of injection of helium. ·rhe adiabatic wall tenper::~.ture for the· l!JiJ:ture 
boundary layer was found to be 40% higher whan ther:1al diffusion :;as 
considered than when it was neglected. 
Eichhorn 44 ,studied the effects of blowing and suction of a 
gas on the free convect.ion. flow heat transfer about a vertical plate. 
The analysis was carried out under the condition that the buoyancy 
forces were due only to temperature differences, with the mass transfer 
entering the problem only as a prescribed flow through the surface. 
He considered the wall temperature as a function of the distance 
from ~he leading edge of the plate, i.e., n Tw -Too= Bx , where B is a 
constant. ·In. - order t-e ha\re: :a similar solution-.-Of. 
the laminar boundary layer equations, he needed to assume the blow~ng 
velocity (v ) across the plate to be a particular type 
w 
of the distance along the plate from the leading edge, 
of function 
- (n -1)/4 ~.e., v =X • 
w 
this made his analysis very restrictive for the distributions of wall 
temperature as well as for the blowing velocity. Also, the blowing 
velocity distribution on the wall may be of any form for 
theoretical analysis. But it is difficult to have any form of veloCity 
distribution other than uniform velocity along the wall for experimental 
purposes. Sparrow and Cess~5 used his similarity solution and extended 
his solution to a general form by using a perturbation method. The 
forms were T -T-=Axn, v = Bxm, where nand m ~ay be chosen w ~ w 
independently. First two sets of equations were so_ved. ~hey showed 
in their analysis that very small blo~ing or suction veloci~ies could 
significantly affect the heat transfer. As tC..ey did not consider the 
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effect of variable properties, thermal diffusion and diffusion t he~o, 
their analysis could net differentiate the effects of blowing or 
suction for different gases. 
Gill et al46 analysed the combined buoyancy effects in 
gaseous binary diffusion and included the effects of varying transport 
properties and species enthalpies while neglecting the phenomena of 
species thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo. This study concerned 
combined thermal and species diffusion in various gases like heliu~ 
hydrogen, water vapor, air, carbon dioxide into air when the concen-
trations of the species were comparable. The appropriate surface 
condition of appreciable normal velocity was used. i,:umerical results 
were obtained which indicate the r.3lative i::1portance of the various 
effects like the property variation due to temperature, ~oncentration, 
molecular weight etc. The wall concentration and walL_ temperature _ 
were assumed to -he _constant. - So in order to transform the governing 
equations into ordinary equations, it was necessary to assume the 
blowing velocity distribution to be of a particular form rather thm 
uniform which made it difficult to achieve by experiments. It was also 
found that the consideration of the variations of properties ~as 
important in order to calculate the heat transfer rates, especially 
when the molecular weight of the blowing gas was very much differen:t 
than that of the boundary layer ga5. So the effects of thermal diftusion 
and diffusion thermo would also be important in calculating the heat 
transfer rates. 
Lowell and Adams47 considered the similarity solutions for flat 
plate with simultaneous heat and mass transfer for rewtonian fluids 
in free convection where the body force was coupled to both the 
energy and conservation o: spec_ies eaq.a tio:::J.s. The li.:ni ta tions ·Hera, 
the same as those assumed by Gilr 46 , but constant properties ~ere 
assumed. The boundary condition of appreciable nor~al velocit y at the 
surface and the effects of comparable concentration levels were 
included. The only similarity condition fot:nd was that of an isothermal 
surface. 
Adama and Lowe1148 solved the non-I~near partial differential 
equations defining free convection boundary layer flow along a 
vertical, flat, subliming, nonreacting surface. The ambient temperature 
and pressure were varied to observe the resulting effects on the Ilusselt 
and Sherwood numbers. Particular interest was directed to the effect 
of the pressure ratio (ambient pressure to v1all pressure of sublimmg 
component). The results indicated that there was an increasing effect 
of the mass transfer upon heat transfer as the pressure ratio decreased. 
Gardner and Hellums49 considered ~he si~ultaneous heat and 
mass transfer in laminar free convection with a moving interface using 
the low species concentration level approximation. They analyzed the 
flow adjacent to a liquid layer assuming this liquid surface to be 
isothermal. Interfacial velocity was taken into account and some 
numerical results were presented. But the effects of ther~al 
diffusion and diffusion thermo were not considered here. 
Recent -.· ex-perimental work 
,...o 
by Lewis et al' for the 
study of natural convection mass transfer along a vertical plate, 
with surface injection of p~re ·water into an aqueous NaCl solution 
using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer sho~ed very good agreement with 
their theoretical prediction. This agreement for concentration 
distribution, Sc, Gr etc were found to be good at low injection 
rates and showed i~creasingly large de'riat.:..on fror: the ex-p~ri::Ien tal 
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data at high injection rates. This '.vas because the natural convection 
boundary layer became unstable as t h e blowi ng rate was increased. This 
was shown in t heir interferograms. 
Bradlik and Pubovik5l analysed t ~e effect of forced convection 
on free convection and vice versa. They excluded the effect of 
diffusion thermo in their differential equations. They found that 
for the injection of helium, free convection ef ~ect need not be 
considered up to Gr/Re 2 = 0 . 09. 
Gebhart and Pera52 presented their results on the effects of 
thermal diffusion on diffusion thermo and vice vers a. They found that, 
in general, diffusion ther~o was much more prominen t than thermal 
diffusion. 
Tewfik et a18 measured the local heat transfer by free 
convection under steady state condition around a circu: ar cylinder 
mounted with its axis horizontal in an isothermal large enclosure. 
0 0 The wall temperature was varied from about 20 F (-6 . 7 C) below 
ambient, to about 80°F (26 . 7°C) above ambient . Helium was iLjected 
through the porous wall of the cylinder into the boundary la~; er at 
a uniform rate . Analysis of the result showed that when the c 0nduction 
heat flux from the wall was zero, the wall temperature, termed the 
adiabatic wall temperature, was hi ghe r than the ambient temperature 
by up to 190°F ( 87 .7°C), depending upon the location around the 
cylinder and the helium injection rat e . This phenomena was due to 
diffusion thermo effect in free convection as was also found f or 
turbulent boundary layer9,lO,ll . At a s iven injection rate, the 
heat transfer coefficient decrease d fr o~ a ~aximum val ue at t h e 
l ower stagnation point to a ~ini~um va:uc at the U?per stagnation 
point. At a given location on the cylinde r circu~feren ce 
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the adiabatic wall temperature increased steadily as the injection 
rate increased. 
Sparrow et a1 6 made their analysis to determine the effect 
of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo on heat transfer, flow 
and mass transfer for the helium-air boundary layer in stagnation 
flow over a flat plate using the free stream temperature range 
from 500 to 5000°R (277 to 2450K). For ratios of wall to stream 
temperature ( Tw/T oa) which differ only moderately from unity, Tewfik8 
found that diffusion thermo has a decisive effect on 
heat transfer. The diffusion thermo effect was found to be more 
important than the thermal diffusion. When the wall temperature was 
much lower than the ambient air (highly cooled wall), the diffusional 
effect on heat transfer was small. For the condition of the adiabatic 
wall, the surface temperature exceeded that of the free stream by an 
appreciable amount. This was due to the diffusion thermo effect as 
. 8 9 10 11 found by Tewflk et al ' ' ' . 
A detailed analytical study has been carried out by Sparrow 
et al7 to examine the effects of buoyancy in a boundary layer where 
there was mass injection through a porous surface. Specific consider-
ation was given to helium injection into air in the stagnation-point 
region of a horizontal cylinder. Mass and energy transport by 
thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo were also included in the 
analysis. 1t was found that both the traiJ.spiration-induced buoyancy 
and the diffusive flow played a decisive role in determinin~ 
the heat transfer when the wall to stream temperature ratio was only 
moderately different from unity. In particular, when T~T00/ 1, the 
tendency of the transpiration-induced buoyancy to increase the heat 
transfer was opposed by the action of diffusion the~mo. For the 
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condition of the adiabatic wall, the wall temperature exceeded the 
stream. temperature by an appreciable amount. This '!las due to 
diffusion thermo. 
Eckert53 found diffusion thermo to affect the temperature 
field in combined heat and mass trausfer processes. He used a porous 
cylinder and determined the heat transfer coefficients in plane 
stagnation flow in lami~ar free convection and in turbulent boundazy 
layer when hydrogen, helium, water vapor, argon, carbon dioxide or 
xenon was injected into an air boundary layer. He found that the wall 
temperature with no heat conduction was higher than the a~bient air when 
lighter gases like hydrogen, helium, water vapor etc were injected 
and lower for gases like argon,carbon dioxide, xenon. 
Sparrow et al54,55 studied in more detail the effects of 
diffusion thermo on heat transfer, mass transfer and flow in a 
boundary layer into which various foreign gases were injected. Air 
·;tas the main stream gas. The study 1.'tas carried out for plane and 
axi-sy:n:netric stagnation flow in forced convection and for plane 
stagn~tion flow in free convection. It was found t~at the diffusion 
thermo effect was stronger for injection of hydrogen and helium 
(molecular weight less than air) than for injection of argon, carbon 
dioxide, xenon (melecular weight greater than air). So the adiabatic 
wall temperature was higher than the ambient air for light gas than 
for the heavy gas. 
The experi~ents of Sparrow et a1 56 in free convection ~eat 
and mass transfer about a porous horizontal cylinder ~ith ?arious 
gases con:ir~ed the effect of diffusion therno as precictad by 
previous authors. The gases ~ere either )~eheated or precooled and 
injected through the porous cylinder into air. It ~as found for the 
1.3 
condition of no net heat transfer at the surface, the temperature of 
the surface differs from the temperature of the environment. This was 
due to diffusion thermo effect. ~hen hydro gen or helium was the 
injected gas, the adiabatic wall temperature exceeded the ambient 
0 0 temperature by as much as 100 F (37.8 C). On the other hand, when 
carbon dioxide or Freon-12 was the injected gas, the deviation between 
the adiabatic wall and ambient temperatures was both much smaller and 
of opposite sign relative to that noted previously . For a light gas, 
the diffusion thermo aided the heat conduction when the wall temperature 
was higher than the ambient temperature. So the adiabatic wall 
temperature for the injection of a light gas would exceed the ambient 
temperature. Similarly the reverse would be true for heavy gas . Sere 
the diffusion thermo would oppose the heat conduction when the wall 
temperature would be higher than ambient temperature . Consequently the 
adiabatic wall temperature would be lower than the ambient temperature. 
From the above discussions, it is evi dent that diffusion 
thermo and not thermal diffusion is important in si multaneous heat 
and mass transfer problems . From Table - 1.1, it can be found ttiat .nany 
analyses were done for isothermal vertical plates with free 
convection ~ithout the consideration of diffusion thermo effects. 
00 it is necessary to investigate the effect of diffusion thermo 
for a vertical isothermal plate. Previous authors used the standard 
method for the solution of their governing equations which needed 
large amount of computer time . The present analysis was done using an 
approximate perturbatio~ method for the solution of the equations. 
Table :.. 1.1 
Review of references. 
Geometry of Case Reference Whether diffusion 
the surface thermo considered 
Isothermal Forced 53 yes 
horizontal convection 
cylinder 
Free 43 no 
convection 
7,8,10,53 ye s 
55,56. 
Isothermal Forced 5,35 no 
flat plat e convection 
6,54 yes 
Free 47 no 
convection 
Isothermal Forced 39 no 
vertical convection 
plate 
51 yes 
Free 31,33,34, no 
Convection 37 ,38 ,39, 
40,41,42, 
44 ,45,46, 
48,49,50. 
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CHAPTER - II I 
THEORY 
3.1. THER~AL DIFFUSION A~ DIFFUSIOf THERMO: 
In a binary gas mixture, the presence of c onc entration 
and tern?erature gradients Wlll induce a diffusive mas ? flow j. The 
diffusive flow per unit time and area for one of the g~ses is 
- D r~ wl -t-cX12 .. ~vl'( 1- Nl). ~Tl 
j l = p 12 L~Y T C)y J (3.1) 
in 1Nhich the direction for positive j coincides with the positive 
y direction . A similar equation applies for the flux j 2 of the 
second gas .. 
Boundary layer 
Porous wall 
Fig.3.l: Co-ordinate system 
The first term on the right side of equation 3.1 correspond s to the 
well - k no .vn mass diffusion (Fick' s la·.v) , while t he second term on t ne 
ri ght is the thermal diffusion . Other types of diffusion are pressure 
diffusion and body-force diffusion . pressure diffusion be comes 
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important in s~irling flow. It is ne gligi ble i n ~or~al ~cundary l aye r 
flo w because t he pressure variation in t he direc t i on nor~al t o t he fl ow , 
where t he im~ortant dif fusional mass fluxes occur, is ne gli gi ble i n t hi s 
situation. Body- force diffusion takes on finite values vrhen di f fer ent 
body forces act on t~e two components. This is the case i n plas ma 
technology, where the fluid interacts with electric and magnetic 
forces. Details are discussed in reference 58. 
The mas fraction w1 is the ratio of the local density p1 of 
species 1 to the local density p of the mixture. A similar definition 
applies for species 2. 
(3.2) 
The symbol n12 denotes the coefficient of mass diffusion (D12 ~ D21 ) 
and ~12 represents the thermal diffusion factor of species 1 into 
species 2. The particular form of Equation 3.1 may be found in 
57-61 references • 
In this analysis, the subscript 1 will be associa te d vii th t '_e 
injected gas, while subscript 2 will be associated with t he ambient gas. 
In general, the binary diffusion coefficient, D12 is positive. If 
1 re~resents the lighter of the two co~ponents, then ~12 is usually 
negative. But the sign of ~12 can change at a very low tem]era t ure, 
near the absolute zero of temperature. If l re~resents t he heavier of 
the tva conponents, t hen ~12 is usually positive. Fro~ Ons ager's 
theory of ir.:;:-eversible thermodynamics, t he tl:.erma_ di ffu sion 
factor, 0( 12 or o<.21 are equal in magnitude, i.e. , o< 12 =- o<21 . 
Using this equation vlith Equation 3.2, it is easily verifi ed fro :n 3.1 
t hat 
(3 • .3) 
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Generally, the highest concentration of the transpiring gas will be 
at the wall. Therefore, if y is the coordinate nor~al to the ~all, t~en 
( o '.r1/ ~ y) < , and the mass <iiffusion c;i ves e. positive contribution to 
j 1 . The thermal diffiusion contributes ~ositivaly to jl for li~ht 0 ases 
(relative to air) Pfhen ( a T/ d- y) > 0 am~ ror '::eavy sases '.'Then ( "'dT/ 'd y) z: o. 
On the other hand , the ther~al diffusion ~ay oppose the ~ass diffision 
for conditions that are reversed relative to those just stat3d . 
The heat flux q ~er unit time area in a binary :as i:li:du~e ciue 
to the effects of heat conduction and diffusion thermo is, 
The ~articular form of Equation 3 . 4 may be found in references 57- 59. 
:!ere H, r-11 , H2 are res~ecti vely the oolecular mass o:: rr.i::ture, species 1 
and snecies 2, nhile R is the local ga.s constant for the r.;i:~ture . 
Mass diffusion , jl is :positive for injection . T~e thermal 
diffusion factor , ~12 is negative ~hen the trans~iring ~as is li~hter 
than the a~bient gas . T~erefore, for this case diffusior- thermo inhibits 
the heat transfer . For rr )' T00 , at the ,:rall ( -a "l./ o y) .:(. 8 . ':::'herefore, w 
diffusion thermo aids heat co:!:.duc tion l'rhen ( ~T/ ~ y) > 0 i . e . , ·::hen 
·::all terroerature is lower than the surrounding and opposes :1eat 
conduction ·:;hen ( o T/ C7 y) ~ O i . e ., ·:rhen :rall temperature is higher than 
the surrounding . 
3 . 2 . 'flH~ GOVE~YTNG :S9TJATIOJS A':D BOU'PillARY COLDI'~TO]:-~s : 
The flow , heat trans fer and :::'lass trans fer :!:)rocesses C?.re 
governed by the basic conservation la•:rs . For a binary flo·:r, ::1ass 
conservation ?:lust be satisfied se9arately for each species . 
Equivalently, this condition is ~ulfilled by satisfying ~ass 
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conserv ation f or t h e mixture and one o f the s pecie s. i·1o r::e ntum and 
energy co nservation must also b e fulfil led . The mathe na t ical 
statement of t h e conservation laws in vectorial form are, 
Dv N ~ 
P Dt = - g rad P+ L RkFk 
k ==1. 
..... 
Di v(?Grad V) -t- ~grad Y di v v) 
+(grad~) .[(Grad~+ -Idiv v] 
N 
oDh di ~ Dt + v d . --- Dn -~vq+.::...o:.+ Dt ~ jk.Fk + Ji k=l 1 
Dw 
o_l d' . +K 
' Dt = ~v J1 1 
( 3. 6) 
(3.7) 
The above forms of equations can be found in references23, 2 4 , 57, 61 . 
These equations can be simplified to t h e standard form on t he basis 
of the following assumptions, 
l. Two di~ensional steady state flow 
2. Laminar boundary layer 
3. Incompressible flow 
4. No chemical reaction 
5. No viscous dissipation 
6. Wall temperature is constant 
7. Injection velocity (vw) is uniform along t h e plate 
8. Velocity variation in x-direction is mu~h smaller as compared 
to that in y-direction. 
9. Heat flux in the x-direction is negli gi b le as compared to t hat 
in the y-direction. 
10 . Wall is i~permeable to ambient air. 
ll. No external flow 
12. Change of pressure across t h e boun dary layer due to motion is 
negli gible. 
13 . Diffusive mass flow in the x-dire ction is ne gli gi b le. 
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The final forms of t~e above equations will be as follows. Details are 
given in Appendix-I. 
~ pu)+ ~ cv) = 0 2>X ?>y ~-
r(u ~~ +v ~~) = g(f..,-f )+ 0~(~ ~~ ) 
a~ a ( C T) aC C T)) ( C C ) . "dT \ u - P + v - P + - P J 1" ay -ax ay P1 2 
f(u -awl + v owl) :::= 
\ ox ay 
- C)q 
ay 
. . . 
( 3· 9) 
( 3.10 ) 
(3 .11 ) 
(3.12) 
The coordinate x rr.easures distances along the surface from the lead-
ing edge, Whereas y measures distances normal to the surface as in Fig.l .• l 
The above equations are solved by transforming them into stancard 
equations by assuming some new variables. This process of transformation 
was introduced by Polhausen. Details are discusse d in references 58,61 . 
The new variables are "7.._, blowing parameter .3 , stream function 'f', a s 
follows, 
A -l/4(Y J: dy { = x Jo f' 
v xl/4 
w J 4AV00 
1/2 
9 .::: ( T/Tce) = 
V-:= 
00 
f= ~ Fn(-rpf 
n=O 
00 M ~ e1\ L-rt) 5.· 
n==O 
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The quantity ~f= j/e~nd a corres ponding meaning applies to ~ , ~k. f D 
e tc. The t r ansfor me d equations are 
' 
I 
[ 
II] II I I ll II 1 
:f :Jf -2f r -r (nf) +3f f+f (nf ) -t~- -1 = o f~ r 
o o< e2M ' 2 o( w w e' R ~ ]I 
Ml Cpco Scco ~ :fn M2 (wi + ~ 2 ) + 2 ~C pl 2 
Sc 00 
I I c~Cpe2] -nf [!cpe2] -3f 
(3.1 :7 ) 
where the 1 denotes partial diffe rent iation with res pect t o '7._, Pr00 and 
Sc 00 are Prandtl and Schmidt number of the mixture at a distance 
far from the wall, 'Sc =- ( Cp1-cp2 ) /Cp00 • Because of t h e fact t hat pl2 
the fluid properties, represented by t he ~ratios, are dependent on 
both temperature and concentration, it is clear t h at the equations 
1.14-1.16 are coupled together and are a lso nonlinear. 
All the different 'S' s were expressed using te mperature, 
concentration, molecular weights in the form of a series with increa-
sing power of the blowing parameter ~~2 , 63 De t ai l s a r e gi v e n in Appe ndi x 
II. The equations 1.14-1.16 can be expanded and grouped toget her acco-
rding to powers of ~which multiply them. In this way different sets 
of ordinary differential equations will be formed. Details are given 
in Appendix I II. Since the higher sets of equations are very comple x , 
only the first three sets are given below, 
FIRST SET: 
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SECOND SET: 
THIRD SET: 
(w~e0+ 2c89~w0 ) (281;e0 + c 29w0 )J'+ 2EcpAne~/sc..,f~ t-2c8e~/80 ( w1t-
2 I f f I f I 
c
28
w
0
+ w
0 
( e
1
;e
0
-e
1
;e
0
) )-( w0 + 2c8e0 w0/e0 ) ( e1/e0 + 2E1w0 ) + ( e1/e0 + e1/e0 ) 
( w~+ 2c88~w0;e03'"' F~ (29081 +Ecp8~w0 ) -t 2F~(8i t-2e082+Ecpe~w1 + 
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AD/Sc00 ~/e0 (w; + 2c8 e~;e0 (w2 +2c28w0 w1 + c 32w6 +(w1_+ c 28w;J ( e~/e~-e1;e0 ) + 
where A1 , AD' A28 , B28 , c 8 , E1 , E2 ~ A29 , B29 etc are different propertty 
constants arising from expressing different ~'s (Appen~x-II). 
Ihe system of differential equations 1.14-1.16 is of order 
seven and this requires that seven boundary conditions be provided in 
order to completely describe the problem. At the surface, y == 0, it seems 
reasonable to specify-: the following: u =0 (no slip), v=v (specified 
w 
blowing velocity), v 2 -:::.o (surface impermeable to air), T=Tw (specified 
temperature). In the ambient air, y-Poo, the following appear reason-
able: u=O (no streamvlise velocity), w1 =0 (pure air), T=T 00 (specified 
temperature). These conditions may be restated in terms of the variables 
of the analysis by applying the transformation equations 3.13. 
At(= 0 
F0 =0, F~=O, e 0 [j~T;_] 1/2 , W~= -1/80 (4Sea,/AD+2C8e~w0 ) 
2 f I I 
C wl + c28wo) + woe2/eo) + (E2-z)woc wl+ 
zc8eo I ;eocwl+ cz8wB + woe~;e;) .)+<w;+ 
I 2 2 2c8 e 0w0/e0 ) C (2-E 2 )w1 + (E 2-3E2+3)w0 ) 
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At Y[_~O() 
I 
F0 - o, e0 -1, 
.. , --o 
' 0 • 
' F1 -- O, e1 --o, \'11 - o. 
' F2 -- o, e2 ---o, w2 --o. 
Details of deduction of the above boundary values are given in 
Appendix-IV. 
The higher sets (4th, 5th, etc) of equations werelarge and 
complex. So on the basis of the results of the first three sets of 
equations, some assumptions (details are in discussion section) vrere 
made such as all ~'s equal to unity, thermal diffusion effect was 
ne glected and the sir.r:9lified governing equations were again expressed 
into different sets of equations and the solutions were done up to the 
fifth sets of equations. Details are given in Appendix-V. 
3.3. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES : 
The s pecification of the trans:9ort properties is a requisite for 
the solution 'of the conservation equations. The thermal conductivity 
and viscosity of the mixture of different gases were evaluated using 
equations (8.2-36) and (8.2-22) respectively of reference 57 by the 
application of the Lennard-Jones model. 
The specific heat of the mixtures were evaluated from the 
standard mixture rules for a perfect gas, with the specific heats for 
pure helium, air, co2 taken from reference 
64 
• ·1· he density, molecular 
weight and gas constant were also found from perfect gas mixture rules. 
The coefficient of mass diffusion D12 was evaluated according 
to equation (8.2-44) of reference 57 .The values are listed in appendix VI 
The final forms of different ~'s are given below. Details 
are given in anpendix II. 
2 ) 
~ ~ =Al/eo[ 1 + (A28wo- 81/eo)J + (A28wl + A29w;-A28woel/9o + 9i/8;-e2/9o) .5~ 
............... ] 
+ ............... J 
~f-l :=. e; +< 290e1 +E1 o;w0 ) j + ( ei + 2e082 + 2E1 80911'10 +E1 e~w1 ) ~ 2 ........•.... 
S c p =' 1 + E c PE 2 ( W 0 j +(_ Wi-E 1 W~) t + . . ........... ~ 
~D,~ AD96 [ 1 + 391/901 + 3( 92/90 +- ei/9~) f + ............ J 
c<.=cs [l+C26wo~+(C26wl+ c27w;) J2-+ ................•. ·] 
2 [ 2 2 I ~(" ~D=AD/90 l-(2El Wo+91/9o)~-t-(91/eo-92/9o+2ElW091 9o+ 
3Eiw~-2E1 w1 ) j 2 + ............. J 
The values of the refractive indices for different gases at different 
~ 65 66 67 68 
wavelengths were taken from rererences ' ' ' . Sone tables are 
listed in Appendix-XI!. Appendix-XIII shows the details of calculation 
of the experimental results using these refractive indices. 
CHAPI'ER- IV 
METHOJ 0:5' SOL UTI o:rr 
Sever~l di:ferent ~ethods of solvin0~ t'.~e · ~ f ,. ~overnlng sys~en o 
non-linear, coupled differentia l e quations ~ere investigated. 
The standard iterative :nethod was found to be very laborious 
and time consuming. The boundary ._.3.lues at the wall had to 
be deter~ined accurately in order to s atisfy the boundary 
conditions at a distance a1flay from the wall. The equations <~ere so 
sensitive that for a slight deviation f~om the actual values, the 
solution would not satisfy the boundary ~ onditions at infinite 
distanc e. Si.rice ·back.vard ·integration, i.e from Jt.=20 to"'Z-::0 did not work, 
attempts were made to find a suitable opti~ization technique ~hich 
could by itself find the boundary values satisfying the conditions at 
60 69 
't = 20. Hooke and Jeeve 1 s method /, Fletcher and Po;·1ell' s method 
could not oe used for these complicated equations. ~osenbrock's 
opti~ization ~ethod70 of hill cli~bing was ~ound to be suitaole for 
these equations. Once ~t found a value close to the actual value, it 
sharply converged. IIa.":l::~ing's modified predictor cor::-ector method69 
of integration was used with the initial estimates of the boundary 
values at th-e · wall. As this pro'gr.a:iime was ~· very 'long and complex, it 
was used only to provide boundary values suf:icier:tly accurate to 
allow the 4th order Runge-Kutta ~etho d of int ~ gration to complete 
the calculation of the value s to sufficiently ligh accuracy, t~us 
providing a substantial reduction in co;::puter tL::e. The pro:;:-a:-:!!!.:es used 
are listed in Appendix- VII. 
T~e ~u~erical calculations ~ere do~e by usi ~ .; the !3~ 360/ 65 
at the co~puter center of the Universi~y of ~indsor . ?~e ::'easons for 
the len3thy nu~erical ~ark ~e::'e the high_y cocple~ nature o: t~e 
fluid pro~erty calculation and the search ~ethod itself . 
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1TUE1erical results ~1ave been obtained v1i th T00 = 293.~ :t...""J. ... T.,.1= 310, 
330 , 350 , 370K v1i th helium,. ai:- and carbon dioxi de as the diffe?:'ent 
blowing gases up to the t hird sets of equations. Si~ilar solutions 
were also made for the cases with some simplifications (details a re 
in discussion section) up to the fifth sets of equations for 
absolute temperature ratios between 1.1 and 1.2. In addition to the 
group of solutions including diffusion thermo and t hermal diffusion 
(DT & TD), another group of solutions we re carried through which 
included diffusion thermo only (DT only) and still a third group 
was obtained in whi ch there was neither diffusion ther~o nor 
thermal diffusion (neither DT nor TD). The initial boundary values 
are listed in Appendix-VIII. 
C-L11.PTER- V 
ZXPERIHENTAL A._-q~ANGEi·GNT 
The general arrangement of the experimental ap]ar atus is sho~n in 
Fig.5.1 and 5.2. The principle components are explained in detail 
as follows-
5 .1. Maj or Comuonents: 
A. Porous ulate- The basic member of the test apparatus (Fig.5.3) was 
a vertical porous plate (12.7 em by 12.7 ern by 0~16 em) made of 
stainless steel (of 10 micron filtration rating). The plate was 
fitted as one side of a box made of hi gh temperature resistant 
plexiglass sheet. The transpiring gas was passed t hrough two baffle 
plates inside t he box before the gas was allo"ed to flow t hrough the 
porous plate to achieve a uniform velocity at the plate surface. l. ine 
thermocouples were fixed on the inside surface of the plate to measure 
t he temperature of the plate. Four small pins were attached to the 
outer surface of the plate. The lowest one was used to locate the 
leading edge of the plate in the interferograms. Of the remaining 
three pins, two were on one vertical edge of the plate and the third 
one was at the middle position of the two pins but on the other 
vertical e dge of the plate. These three pins protruded the same 
distance from the surface of the plate. They were used to align 
the surface of the plate tangent to the light beam. 
B. Heater- The heater was made of 302.8 em heater tape (2.54 em wide). 
It was placed inside a box with different baffles to increase the path 
of travel. The gas supply was regulated by a precision t ype valve. The 
power supply was regulated by a variac autotransformer. 
C. Flowmeters- Five flowmeters of different ranges were connected 
parallel ·ai th individual glass valves. The range are g..:_ ven in 
calibration charts as in Appendix-IX. 
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r'ig. 5.1: General arrangement of experimental apparatus. V-l V-l 
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Fig.5.3: Details of the porous plate, baffles, thermocouples. 
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D. Filter Holder- The fil t er holder was made of stai nles s stee l with 
0 .3~ glass filter paper. The gas was passed through the ~ilter a f t er 
being heat ed. 
5~2. Tem~erature Measurement-
A. Potentiometer- A standard potentiometer was used to mea sur3 the 
temperature of t he different thermocouples. The cold junctionL; of t he 
thermocouples were placed in the crushed ice which was maintai~ed a t 
a constant temperature of o0c by using a magnetic stirrer. 
B. Thermocouples- Iron-constantan wires (36 gage) were used for t he 
thermocouples. The bead of each thermocouple was place d in a s mall 
drilled hole in the plate and was clamped by punching the materia-
around each hole. The positions of the thermocouples were shown in 
Fig.5.3. All these thermocouples were connected to the potentiometer 
through a thermocouple rotary switch. 
5.3. Concentration Measurement-
A. Interferometer- The general arrangement of t he interferometer was 
shown in Fig.5.4. The principle components are-
A.l. Lasers- Two lasers of different wavelengths (Helium-Neon laser 
with a red beam ofA,=6328 _lt, Argon-Ion Laser with a green beam of 
~= 5145 I) were used to obtain the fringe pattern of the boundary 
layers. Each of them had a beam expander and an exi ~ er. 
A.2. Optical Bench- Two optical benches, each 2.42 m~ ter long, were 
mounted on the main concrete beam which was isolated from the ground 
by means of air tubes. These benches were used to suppor t lasers, 
beam splitters, mirrors, lenses etc. 
A.3. Concave Hirrors- Two concave mirrors each of 30 .28 c ~1 in diameter 
and having focal lengths 2 •. 53 meters and 2.56 meters, ·,•,e re mounte d a t 
the two extreme ends of t he main beam path on t he main conc ~ ete bench . 
5.4. ~nstrumentation- The detailed specifications of the ins : rumen-cs used 
Test section 
~c-- - t'"-o--- !Ml .. --- -Grr-+-"1-~ . 11 ~ { .. <j 
F 
Fig.5.4: Optical layout of 
Interferometer. 
,$ fB - $ B A • d 1 j 
E 
A - Beam Splitter 
B - Double Convex Lens 
C - Front surface Mirror 
D - Paraboloidal mirror 
E - Camera 
F - View camera 
L1- Argon-ion laser 
L2- Helium-~eon laser 
M - Model 
\..N 
>J 
Fig. 5 .5: The camera facing the interferometer. 
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for temperature and power measurements, photography etc are listed 
in Appendix- X • The instrumentation circuitry an.d cali'bration are . 
discussed below-
A. Thermocouple circuitry- Iron-constantan thermocouple wires were 
used to measure temperatures. ~he bead of each thermocou ple was made 
by a thermocouple welder. The thermocouples were calibrated using a 
constant temperature water bath. The millivolt readings in the 
potentiometer were within 1% of the values of the table supplied by 
the manufacturer. Nine thermocouples were used on the porous wall, 
one at the entrance to the box and another one to measure the 
ambient room temperature. The cold junctions of the thermocouples were 
placed in a crushed ice-bath, the temperature of which was maintained 
at o0c by using a magnetic stirrer. 
ij. Power supply circuitry- Electrical power was supplied to the heater 
from a 110 V A. C •. supply and varied by means of a 0-140 val t variac 
autotransformer. Separate supply arrangements were also made for 
the lasers. 
C. Flowmeter calibration- The flowmeters were calibrated by using a 
standard wet test meter using air from the building supply. The 
readings of the flowmeters were compared with those of the calibration 
curves supplied by the manufacturer and it was found that they were 
within 1.2% for the maximum flow rates. The flowmeters were then 
calibrated for helium and carbon dioxide by using empirical relations 
supplied by the manufacturer. Details were given in Appendix- IX 
CHAPTER-VI 
EXPERIHENTAL PROC:ZDURt:: 
The adjustments and alignments of di~ferent components of the 
interferometer were made to obtain a fine fringe pattern for the 
boundary layer .. The model was placed in the test section of the 
interferometer. All the tests were carried out at midnight when there 
was limited movement of traffic on the nearby street. 
The gas was supplied from high pressure cylinder and was passed 
through the iilter into the heater. The temperature of the heated gas 
was controlled by an autotransformer. The amount of cas flow was 
measured by the flowmeter. A precision type valve was used to control 
the flow of the gas .. The gas was then passed through two baffle s to 
achieve a uniform velocity before passing through the porous plate . The 
temperature of the inside surface of the porous plate was measured by 
thermocouples attached on that face. The box ~as positioned in such a 
way that the porous plate was made vertical by alignin3 it with a thin 
wire suspending a plumb bob. Vlhen vertical, the thin wire and the sur face 
of the plate were parallel to each other. The beam was made parallel 
with the surface of the porous plate by using three small pins (Fig.5.3). 
All the three pins protruded the same distance from the surface of the 
plate. So when the beam was parallel with the surface of the plate , the 
tops of the three pins were in line. Two pins were on one vertical edge 
of the plate and the third one was at the middle position of the two 
pins but on the other vertical edge of the plate . This helped to 
~aintain the lo~er edge of the ulate in the horizontal position . ~~e 
4th pin located at the lo~est edge of the plate ~as used to determine 
the leading edse of the plate in the interferogra~s. The two beans fro~ 
t~o lasers ~ere adjusted so t~at they ~ere uarallel to each other and 
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uarallel to t~e surface of t he porous plate . The temperat1re of the 
gas and the amount of gas flowing we re co~trolled to pre deternined 
values (to co~pare ~ith the theoretical analysis) . 
The injection velocity (v) was the ratio of the flow rate 
w 
of the gas divided by the total area of the plate. The room temperature 
(Too) was not constant every day. It varied from 25°c to 27°c. The 
wall temperature (Tw) was controlled to maintain the ratio T~T00 
around 1.1. Nine thermocouples were used to measure the temperature 
of the wall. Under steady state condition, the maximum variation of 
the wall temperature measured by different thermocouples was about 
0 1.5 C. The mean value of those temperatures was used as the wall 
temperature (T ). Details are given in Appendix-XI. The thickness of 
w 
the wall was 0.16 em. The temperature drop across the wall was 
negligible. So the temperature, T was considered to be the temperature 
w 
of the wall facing the boundary layer. The heated gas was heating the 
wall. So, under steady state condition, the temperature of the wall 
and that of the injecting gas would be equal. This was checked by 
using a thermocouple (no.lO in Fig.5.3) at the entrance to the box. 
The box was well insulated to minimize the heat t ransfer from the 
sides of the box. It was found that the difference between the 
temperature of this thermocouple and the average temperature of the 
plate was about 2°c. So the injected gas temperature and the wall 
temperature were considered equal. 
The potentiometer ust:·d had the sensitivi ty to read up to 
0.2°c. All the cold junctions of the thermocouples were placed 
separately in a beaker filled vri th distilled water and crushed ice. 
The circulation of the wat er was maintained by a magnetic stirrer. 
The top and t he side of the beaker was insulated. The te~perature of 
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the ·:1ater in the beaker was :neasured by a thermometer . It '.'las found to 
0 be at 0 C. 
Flowmeter-1 and flowmeter-2 were used to measure the flow rate 
of the injecte d gas . Each of the flowmeters was graduated upto 100 
divisions . Hinimum possible reading was 0 .l. Calibra·tion charts of 
these flowmeters for different gases are listed in Appendix-IX. 
For each run, the flowmeter reading , the readings of the 
thermocouples, room temperature were recorded. Then the photograph 
of the fringe pattern df the boundary layer for both the lasers 
(which were superimposing on each other) was taken under s teady state 
contti.tion. The exposure time for the film (Kodak Ektachrome ) was 
l/50th of a second. One photograph of the boundary layer ·!las taken 
initially without heating or blowing. 
Then three photographs were taken for each of the blowing gases 
helium, air, carbon dioxide at different flow rates and at diffe~ent 
temperatures (temperature of the wall was varied so that Tv/Toa ::: 1.1, 
to compare with the theoretical analysis). 
Each of the photographs was then developed . Each film was 
exuosed to two different filters to separate the red and green fring : s. 
J; 
The exposure time for the red filter was 20-30 seconds and that for 
the green filter was 20-70 minutes. After filtration, the paper 
(Kodak panalure paper) was developed, washed and dried. 
CEAPI'ER-VII 
;·STHOD OF CALCULATI 0 ~ & r;TERP:1ETATIOr; 
The height of the ~late ~as 12.7 em. Nu~erical results, ~hich were 
in ter::ns of YL and ~ ' were solved in terms of x, y, v by using '.IT 
a finite (central) difference technique. T~o vertical positions were 
considered, one at x =3. 0 em and the other at x=7.0 em using t he 
known pin positions (Fig.5.3). The scale of the photograph was 
determined. At each of these two points, the fringe shift was determined 
for both the red as well as the green fringes at different distances 
(y). The technique to determine the fringe shifts are explained in 
Fig.?.l. At y=a, fringe shift, s=O, at y=b, s=l, at y=c, s=2 
and so on. These values were plotted as in Fig.7 .. 2 to determne the 
fringe shifts at the same y position at a particular value of x. 
Wall--.~ 
X 
y 
Fig .?.l: Determination of Fringe Shifts . 
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The slope of the fringe was very large at the wall . So the location 
of the wall is important to determine the fringe shift accurately. 
Fr om the :9hotograph, it '.'!as difficult to locate th.e exact position of 
the vmll . So usually by esti!!'.ation , the rough location of the wall 
is deter~ined and fringe shift is plotted against the distance y as 
in Fig.7.2. ~hen the line in the Fig.7.2 is very close to the wall , 
it is then extended by using its form to hit the wall ~ithout using 
its reading of the wall . In this way , the fringe s hift at the wall 
is determined. This method was used by Ross et al7l,72 , El-'Nakil 
et al 74 , 77 • All these values of frin ge shifts are listed in 
Appendix-XI. 
These fringe shifts for each wavelength , sa and sb were due to 
the effects of both temperature and concentration gradients . These 
fringe shifts are proportional to the refractive index. The index 
of refraction at any point in the boundary layer is dependent on the 
temperature and concentration of that point. Details are given in 
Appendix-XIII. Equations (A.ll) and (A.l2) of Appendix-XIII are 
deduced on the basis of the principle as stated above and these two 
equations can be used to find sinultaneously the temperature ratio,e 
and the mole fraction X from the values of s and sb. These 
' 1 a 
equations are also deduced in reference 75. 
CnAPI'~R-VIII 
~ESULTS 
8 .1: 2ffects of TD and DT: 
The first three sets of gov2rning equations were solved for 
helium, air and co2 with wall temperatures, Tw of 310, 330, 350, 370K. 
This solution included the effe~ts of thermal diffusion (TD), diffusion 
the rmo (DT) and property variations due to temperature and concentration. 
The higher sets of equations we re very complex and large. Excessive 
amounts of com~uter time we re necessary for the searc h method of 
o~t imization to solve 4 t h and 5th set s of equations . Thus only the 
numerical results of the first three sets of equations were analysed 
to see the relative importance of these different pro ~erty ratios 
( 'j 1 s) , TD and DT. 
Fig.B.l shows the analytical conduction heat transfer result for 
helium injection. The ratio of conductive heat transfer vri th and 
•:rithout blol'ling is de noted by q/q
0
• The blowing parameter, S = vwxt/(4A "'Voa) 
increases with the increase of the injection velocity, vw. Of the three 
curves for each wall temperature, t wo fall closely to~ether on t he 
lower part of the graph, while the third is quite apart fr om these and 
lies at the to p of the figure. The third line represents the case wh en 
both TD and DT are neglected. With an increase in the blowing parameter, 
S , q/q0 increases or heat transfer from the wall increases. But the 
other t wo lines show that with an increase in the injection velocity, 
heat transfer from the wall decreases in spite of the fact that Tw ) T~ . 
This can be ex~laine d from the heat transfer equation (3.4) which may 
be ap~lied at y 0 . 
[ - k o $ T o<l 2R M ~2. j 1 ] ~y - 1 2 w (3.4) 
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:l!'ig. 8 .1: Ana lytical Heat Transfe r result s f,or Helium Injection . +:-co 
For t he case under consideration, ( - k ~) is positive On the other q y w - • 
hand D~ is negative since ~12 is negative for helium and j 1 is uosi tVe 
for i nje ction .. There fore heat conduction and DT are o::p:9osing. 
The DT line is very close to the combined DT and TD line. So 
it is DT and not TD which is responsible for the dramatic change. in q. 
This coincides '!lith the results of Sparrow et a16 for forced convection 
over a flat plate~ Sparrow et a17 for free convection over a porous 
cylinder and Tewfik et a18 for free convection over a porous cylinder. 
It is also seen from the Fig.8.I that at higher wall 
temperatures, the gap between them is graduall~ increasing. This 
shows that the effect of TD increases slightly at higher temperature. 
Still for the highest temperature (370K), the effect ~f TD is not 
over 3%. 
Fig.8.2 represents the results of conductive heat transfer 
for co2 injection. Here since ~12is positive, heat transfer increases 
vdth the increase in ~lowing. Also the TD effect is very small as 
compared with the DT effect. 
Fig.8.3 represents the results of conductive heat transfer 
for air injection. It shows that conductive heat transfer at the wall 
decreases with the increase in blowing parame~er, S· Here the heat 
transfer rate, q is only by -k~0~. The temperature gradient decreases 
with the increase in blowing rate. So conductive heat transfer 
decreases. This result coincides with the result of Sparrow et al45 . 
He showed that heat transfer decreases by blowing and increases by 
suction. He assumed constant physical properties. He solved the first 
two sets of equations for heat transfer results. 
q/q 0 = l-2.77~+· .. · ·· · 
==1-2. 79 5+ •••••• 
(Sparrow) 
(present solution at 370K) 
Th.is indicates t hat at higher wall temperature, the effect of the 
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property variation is re atively small as compared to t ' at of the 
temperature. T':le rate of decrease in a/q ·:ri_l decrease fo~ the sa~e 
- 0 
~ l.f T l· s very large as compared to T
00 ~ w • mhis ~s shown by Sparrow 
et al 6 ' 7 i~ their analysis . 
8 .2: Effect of different Drouerty ratios ( ~ 's ) : 
_he value of the blowing parameter is restricted to a certain 
value in order to have the expansion series convergent. Using the maximum 
value of ~, different property ratios ( ~'s) are calculated using thelr 
equations listed in Appendix-IT. It is found that the values of these 
different Y's are not above 1.05. So the cnclusion of variable property 
effect changes the values of temperature, concentration and heat 
transfer by only 5%. This is because of the fact that the injection 
rate is very small. So the presence of these property ratio improves 
the results of any function by 5%. But on the other hand, their presence 
make considerable complexity in the analysis. 
8.3: Exte~sion of solution with some simplifications: 
From the above discussion of the results , based on the solution 
of the first tnree terms in the series solution, it is clear that-
1. TD effect is negligibl e compared to the DT effect for the range 
of temperatures considered. 
2. The maxlmum value of different property ratios is 1. 05 i.e, 
C.Lose to unity. 
3. The change in the value of~12 is very small due to injection. 
On the basis of t hese results, the following simplifying assump tions 
are justified ·.vi tnin t ,_e range of te mperature considered. 
1. TD may be neglected. 
2. All ~ 's ~ 1. This means t : e property of ::-:ixture is t :1e :?roperty 
of a~bient air . ~~is ~s possible here beca~se the injection rate 
is very small.nhis is an assumption. 
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3. 12 is constant.It does not vary with the rate of injection. 
These assumpt ions make the equations less complicated and so highe r sets 
of equations can now be solved. Fie . 8 . 4 s ~ows the general behaviour of 
the results with increasing number of terms . 
~ith the above assumptions, solutions were done for the fi rst fi ve 
sets of equations (Appendix-V). The maxi mum values of ~ obtained 
from the series sa tis fyi~g t he ir boundar y conditions for '.r /T
00
= 1 .1 are 
'N 
Helium 0.001 
Air 0.010 
C02 0.020 
Figs.. 8 .5, 8 .. 6' ~ .7 show the ' velocity profiles (u ,._,f ) for 
helium, co2 an d air. From Fig.8.5 the maY~mum value ~f the convective 
velocity is higher if DT is absent. The velocity diminishes gradually 
with DT. Fig.8.6 shows the opposite picture with co2 i njection. Here 
the maximum value of the convective velocity is higher with DT. But 
the velocity diminishes rapidly as compared with tha ca3e when DT 
and TD effects are absent .. Also from these three figure .s , it is seen 
that maximum magnitude of the value of the convective vel ocity is 
highes t for helium and lowest f or co2 . 
Figs. 8 . 8 , 8 . 9 , 8 .10 show the temperature distribut i on for 
the three gases. Fig.8 . 8 shows that the temperature at any~ (y) is 
higher if DT is absent and temperature is lower if the blowin ~ rate 
is increased. But from Fig. 8 .9 situation is opposite. He re at :my >t_, 
temperature is higher if DT is present and temperature is lower if 
the blowin~ rate is decreased. From Fig . 8 .10 the temperature 
0 
distribution is similar to that of co2 • 
Fig. 8 .11 and 8 .12 show the concent ration distribution for 
helium and co2 • From Fig. 8 .ll at any ~' 
concentration incre ases 
with t he r ate of blo \'ri~g and concentratio!1 is higher if :JT effe ct L;; 
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nresent. In Fig.8.12 for co2 , concentration increa ses with the rate 
of blowing but it is higher if DT is absent. 
8 .4: Ex~erinental results and comuarison: 
Nume rical results ( 5 t erms) which were in te-rms J f '?.. and ~ 'He re 
solved in terms of x,. y, vw by using a finite (central) dif fe rence 
techni que .. Two values of x were considered. One at x =3. 0 em and 
the other at x =7 em for T\/rco= 1.1. Only the DT effect vras considered. 
Experimental results for helium are plotted in Figs 8.13-8.18. 
Each of.the graphs show very good agreement with the analytical 
results. At the wall the experimental temperature ratio, e (Fig.8.13, 
8.15, 8.17) is about 1.1. At a dista~ce of nearly t em away from the 
wall, t wo temperatures are very close and within 2-3%. This close 
agreement of t.he tempe~&tures continues up to the last point i.e, 
when e =1. 
For mole fraction 1 x1 (Figs. 8.14, 8.16, 8.18), the 
experi~ental values at the wall are abo~t 30% higher than the 
analytical values. Then they are very close to within 5%. Theoretically 
concentration diminishes to zero at infinity ( y--oo). But the 
concentration drops down to zero as soon as th~ fr~nge shift is zero. 
The general discrepancy of the mole fraction, ~~ at the 
wall is due to the fact that from the measurement of the fringe shift, 
it is difficult to locate the exact position of tt.e wall. This is 
determined by plotting (as in Fig. 7 .2) from the p·oi.nt when fringe 
shift is zero and Gradually moving tov.rards the wall ( FiG• 7 .. 1). T~e 
curve which connects those points is extended (extra)olation) to 
find the fringe shift at y = 0 i.e, at the wall. So tl1..is is an 
approximate method to find the location of the wall. Secondly the 
slope of the curve at the wall is very high. So for a s~all error in 
1.10 
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extending the line, the location of the wall may be off from the 
actual -position of the '!!all. T __ e 'Nall position was not clear in the 
~hotogra9hs . So the values of fringe shifts are not accurate at the 
wall . That i s ~hy this discre9ancy arises . This ty9e of discre9ancy 
~·tas also mentioned by other authors7l-75. 
Thirdly, from the equation (A.l2) of Appendix-XI II, it can be 
seen that the value of x1 is very sensitive to the values of fringe 
shifts sa and sb. So for a small error in the values of sa and sb, 
the value of x1 is affe cte d appreciably. If the value of any of these 
fringe shifts is 10% away from the actual value, the value of x1 may 
be about 25-30% off. 
Theoretically, the values of e and x1 become l and 0 
respectively at y- oo • But from the interfe ro gra!Y!s, it is found 
that all the fringe shifts become zero at a distance of nearly 2.0-2.5 
em from the wall . So the values of e and x1 are l and 0 with y ,.-....~ 2 .5 
em as in Figs. 8 .13 to 8.18. 
This was also observed during the experiment. As soon as the 
injected gas came out of the 9orous wall, the gas immediately moved 
up (helium) or do·.m (co2). Since the velocity of injection was very 
small, the gas did not travel very far along the y-direction. 
Figs. 8 .19 - 8 .24 show the experimental results for C0 2 
injection. Similar types of discrepancies with the values of x1 at 
the nall are also found here. Experimental results fairly agrees with 
the analytical values. Beyond the 2 em limit as before, the values 
are not in good agreement. 
~· 8 25 ~ 27 h t'ne ex~erimental results for air injectio~ i!lrs. • - J o s _ 0'.'1 -
Since air injection does not involve any concentration, the equation 
(A .ll ) of AD9endix-XIII is independent of xl. So for t·.vo '.'!avele:::gths 
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Analytical----------
Experimental: 
• x=3 em, 
o x = 3 em, 
• x=7 em, 
A x-= 7 em, 
3 
A = 6328 P.. 
a 
"Ab = 5145 A 
A.a= 6328 A. 
/\b= 5145 A. 
Fig . 8 .26 : Temperature distribution for air injection. 
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1.10 ~--------------------.... 
1.08 
1.06 
1.04 
1.02 
~x~3 em 
/ r-x=7 em 
1 
y (em) 
2 
AIR 
TR =1.1 
v w =0 .0316 em/sec. 
Analytical------
Experimental: 
• X =3 em, (\ a= 6328 1t 
0 X =3 em, ;,.b = 5145 A. 
• x=7 em, >--a= 6328 A 
4 X :.7 em, ?- b:: 5145 A 
3 
Fig.8.27:Temperature distribution for air injection. 
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and two frin ge shifts, se~arate calculations can be done to calculate 
the value of e from two equations of two wavelengt hs. The two sets 
80 
of values for two ~avelengths are very close. The experimental values 
are close to the analytical curves. At a distance for away from the 
wall, the experimental values of temperature drop to the ambient 
temperature, T~ but the numerical values gradually diminish. 
Here the concentration is absent. So the value ofe does not 
change appreciably from the analytical values. Because the equation 
(A.ll) is simplified and so the value of B is less sensitive of the 
values of the fringe shifts. 
Brom the above discussion, it can be concluded that the 
experimental results are in fairly good agreement with the 
analytical results. 
CHAPTER-IX 
CONCLUSIO rs & RECOM::El'TDATIO?iS 
The following conclusions are ~ade on the basis of the analytical 
study as confirmed oy the experimental results. 
1. The effect of thermal diffusion on heat transfer is negligicle 
as com:9ared with that of diffusion thermo. Previous authors have 
also found this in various cases. Sparrow et al7 in their analysis 
for free convection flow from a porous cylinder drew the above 
conclusion 0 for a room temperature of 535 R and Tv/Too= l.l, values 
very close to those for the present analysis. Sparrow et al 6 in 
their analysis for forced convection over a flat plate with 
0 temperatures of T00 520 R, T~T~- 1.1 have arrived at the above 
conclusion. So it is evident that for ordinary temperature, this 
conclusion is true for free and forced convection flows for 
different types of surfaces. 
2. The maximum value of mole fraction (X1 ) for helium at the wall is 
0 . 03 and that for co2 is 0~12 . The wall temperature is close to 
close to the anbient temperature. The effect of property variation 
is negligible for low injection rate and at ordinary temperature. 
This mea~s that the property of the mixture is same as that of the 
ambient air. 
3. Previous authors used exact method to solve the basic equations. 
This exact method required excessive amount of com~uter ti~e . The 
pres9nt solution ~as done by pertur~ation method . 3ere only the 
first set of equations are one-linear and the higher sets are linear. 
so the computer time was less for this method. 
4 . The ~aximu~ vale of the blo~ing parameter (the value was limited to 
satisfy the co~vergency of the series) 1 ~as found to be o . ool for 
helium, 0 •. 01 for air and 0 . 02 for C02 with T,/Tct:>=- l.l. This 
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~as equivalent to the injection velocity of 0 . 00375 c~/s for heliu~ , 
0 . 0375 cm/s for air and 0 . 075 cm/s for co2 • These injection velocities 
are witnin the range of the interface velocities o: surface 
evaporation and condensation at the atmosuheric pressure . so the 
present analysis can be a pplied to t hese cases. 
The following recommendations are ~ade in order to i mpr ove the results -
1. The ~hole laboratory should be isolated to mini~ize the effect of 
vibration. This is important to have distinct pictures of interfere-
grams. This helps to measure the fringe shifts more accurately. This 
also reduces the time of adjustment. 
2. The whole room should be temperature and humidity controlled. mhis 
will stabilize the lasers. The lasers are very sensitive to the 
change in humidity. An air-conditioner should be installed in the 
laboratory. This problem is also mentioned by different authors71 , 74 . 
This will protect the life of the laser tubes. 
3. An opt~al comparator should be used to measure the fringe shift. 
~ 
This will help to measure the fringe shifts more accurately. 
As far as other areas of research are concerned, it is suggested that 
the two-wavelength interferometer be used for the determination or 
study of 
l. Other light and heavy gases. 
2. Perturbation solution for horizontal porous cylinder. 
3. Constant heat flux condition at the wall. 
4. Organic substances instead of gas for mass transfer. 
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APPENDIX - I 
si :v!PLIFICATIO:·r OF THE GOVERHI NG EQUATIOKS: 
1. Continuity equation from page 79 of reference 23. 
for 2-dimensional steady state condition, the above equation is 
or, ,2_( f u)+ .2_( f v) _ 0 ?x dJ -
23 2. Momentum equation from page 81 of reference . 
for incompressible flow, v.v=O 
+ v v ::: 
~~is negligible, ?V ~ -::::::: 0' ~X 
Expanding the above equation, 
therefore the equation is, 
+ :. vv -= 0. 
23 
3. Energy equation from p~ ge 82 of reference 
DP Dt = O, uniform pressure in the boundary layer. 
cf ( -::. 0, no viscous dissipation. 
Expanding the above equation, 
f(u;~+V~~1+ v--.(jl~+- j2h2)-: -~~ -~i +,jlF~+j2F2 
~~is negligible. 
F1= F2, jl: -j2. 
so the equation is reduced to 
or, IG 
~ ( C·· T) 
- p+ 
'dx 
~T ~T 
t7 • T :~X + ;) y 
;>T 
?X ~0 
so the final form of the energy equation is, 
G 
~ ( C T) c. ( c- T) J -;:, T f u - p + v _.._ p +j (C -C ) -
-.,X . 13y 1 pl p2 ? y 
61 4. Diffusion equation from reference , 
(:) Dw. 
\.--2. + V .j.+ K. Dt ~ ~ 
K. == 0, no chemical reaction. 
~ 
Expanding the equation, 
finally 
'd wJ ?w2 _?.. j..l-t-~ jl f ( U ox --t- V "dy ) - "dX ~ y 
~jl 
~ X :::::::: 0 ' 
the equation is reduced to 
-;:,wl v~l- ~ f Cu-;:,x +- ~Y )- ~Y 
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DERI VAT I ON OF DIJ:t'?ERENT PROPERT Y RATIOS: 
rp p A &>r~= fcoAc:o-MToa / ( M2T) (1+ ~)/(X~+ Y..-") · 1/A2CX' 
-::.MTco /(M2T ~2CD) [ 1+ 3A~2/5(xi(~~) + 2~ x2 (( 011 + M2 ) 2/(4M1M2 )) 
(tal;] 1/~]1 -t- h.J 1/ ~2]1)-1 ) + x~(M2/Ml))) /(xilhJl + 2X1 x2/ 
~2J1 + x~/ G:"2J1 + 3A~215<xi/ k11 (Ml/M2) + 2x1x2/ rA.J1 
2 
2 L t1 2 ( (Ml + t12) /(4MlM2)) (~ 1;11/( (Al]1 1"11 ) + x2/~}l (M2/Ml))) 
1/2 22* * 22* * * * 
=M/M2 ( Too /T) J2._ 2 (T200 ) /-'2.2 (T 2 )( ( 1 + 3A12/5M2/M1 ) + x1 ( 6A12/5 
Let, 
( ( (Ml+ M2) 2 /(4MlM2)) (~2J 1/~] 1 + [.A12]1/k"2)1) -1 )-GA~2/5(M2/~)) -t-
2 * * 2 r r 1 
x1 (3A12/5(Ml/M2) -GA12/5(( (Ml+ M2) /(4MlM2)) ( ~z}1/ f4rJ1 + ~1;3\1 
/~2]1)-1 )+ 3A~2/5(M2/M1) )/ ~1 ( 2 ~2]1/kA12J1-2 +GA~2/5( (Ml+ M2) 2 
/(4Ml M2)) ( ~12J1/ ~1]1)-GA~2/5(M2/~)) +xi( f:" 2J 1/ ~1] 1-2 k-«~1 
22* * 22* * 
A1 = -'2. 2 ( T 2 cO) I -'2.. 2 ( T 2) 
* A2 =1 +3A12/5(M2/M1 ) 
A3 =3A~2/5(2( ((M1 + M2 ) 2/(4M~M2) )( ~12J1/ kMrJ1 + ~1;)1/ ~2}1) 
-l)-2(M2/M1 ))/A2 
A A - 3A* /5(K./M -2(((M..+M2) 2/(4~M2))( ~2]1/ ~1]1. + 4 2- 12 -l. 2 -'l 
~12J1/ G:U-1]1)-l) +-M2/M1) 
A A 2(CM. J 1 r.A- '-1)+3A1* 2/5(2((Ml+ I~) 2/(4~M2)) ~12111 5 2 = ~ 2 1 ~ 1~1 
fj<~ l-2(M2/Ml)) 
A6A2 = h]l/~l]l-2[M-211/[I\~1 +1+3A~2/5C[u2]1/ ~l]lCMf12) 
-2 ((~ + ~) 2 /( 4Ml M 2)) tM12J 1/ ~1] 1 t- (M2/M]_)) 
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!P I.P 112 2 2 .>f~ :(M/M2 )(Tc:o IT) A~(1+A3x:r._ ;-A4XJ_)I(l +A5~ +A6x1 ) 
_ 112 G 2 2 
- MIM2 (TcoiT) A1 2-+ (2El+ A3E2 )( W0 j +Wl~ +· •.•• ) + (E1 +A3E1E2 + 
A4E~)cw~i+2w0w1:(+······)] 1 [L+C2E1+ Af2 )c w01+·v1:{+····)+-
<Ei-+- A5E1 E2 +A6E~) (W~ j+ 2W0w1f+ ......... )] 
112 . 2 2 
= M/M2(Ta:7 IT) Al (l+A2l WO~ +<A21W1 +A23WO) J +• • • .)1(1.+ A22WO~ + 
2 2 (A22Wl + A24 WO)~ + • •. • • •. • •) 
A22 = 2El +A5E2 
2 2 
A23=El +A3ElE2-t-A4E2 
2 2 
A24 = El. + A5El.E2+ A6E2 
112 . 2 2 C (A2 w2 ~~=M/M2(TcO/T) A1(1+A21W03+(A23WO+A21W1)3+•••) 1-A22WO~+ 22 0 
2 2 ) 
-A22WL-A24 WO) ~ +• • • •. • • 
1 2 2 ) 
= M/M2( Tao IT) 1 2Al ( 1 + A26WOj +(A26Wl + A27WO)~ +• • •. • •. • 
2 
A27 :.A23-A21. A22 + A22-A24 
2 2 2 
M/M2 = ll( 1 + E~w1 ) = 1-E1w01+ (E1W0-E1 W1) ~+· • • • • • • • 
ff ~ ::(Teo IT) li2Al (1+A28WO~ + (A2~Wl + A29W~)i +• •••.•• •.) 
(O,A ~ 
where, A28 = A26-E1 
1/2 I 2 (T-'0/T) := 1 (80 + e13+e23+• ......• ) 93 
= 1/~0(1-erfe0~+<ei;e;-e2;e0)~2+·············) 
~ ~ =-Al/eo< 1 +(A28wo-eJ!ao)~ + (A28wl-;- A29w~-A28wOel;eo .._ ei.Je~-e2/eolJ'i- •• ) 
Co ~k::::. f lc · k/k00 -== M/M2 · T~ /T (1 +z.. )j(x_ +Y ) ·1/ [k J } ~~ K -K k 2~ 
= MT 00 /(M2T) [k2] 1/[k2]~· 1/[k2] 1· (1+Zk)/(Xk+ Yk) 
= M/M2(TOC7/T) 1/2A1 (1 +xiu(1~ 2~~U( z) + x~U(2)) /( [k2]1/ L~J 1 
xi +[k2]1/[k1211·2x1~+x~ [k2]1/[k1]1 xiu(l)+ [k2Jrf[k12J1 
2~x2u(y) + x~u-( 2)) 
- ~ M/M
2
( Too/T) 112((1 + u< 2)+ ~ (2u< z) -2u( 2)) +xi< u(l) -2u< z)-ru< 2 ))) I 
( (1 + u< 2 )) + ~ (2[~] 1/ lk12] 1-2 + 2 [k2Jr((.k12] 1 u<Y) -2u< 2 )) -rxi< 
[~l/[kl11-2 [k2]1/[k1211 +1 +[~l1/~111 u<l) - 2 [~]1/ [klJ 1 u(y;~ 
uC2))) 
B2 :.l+U(
2 ) 
B 
3
B 
2 
= 2 ( U ( z) - U ( 2 ) ) 
B
4
B
2 
= u< I) -2u< z) + u< 2 ) 
B
5
B -2( rtr J /[k ] (1+U(y))-u( 2)-1) 2- 1.:'"2 l 12 1 
B6B2 =~~1/[k1]1(1+U(1))-2( [~]1/lk12}1(1+U(y)))+U(2)+ 1 
'$. ~k ::A1 M/M2(Too/T)1/2(1 +-B3x:t + B4xi)/(1 +B5~ + B6xi) 
f 2 l 2 2 2 
== A1/eo(1+ (B28wo-e1/eo)j + (B28w1 +- B29wO-B28woe1/eo + e1/eo-e2/eo) J + •• ) 
B22- 2El + B5E2 
2 2 
B23=E1 +B3E1E2+B4E2 
o( ::= K T/( xlx2) 9LL 
::: 1/[k12]1 (S1 x1-S2x2)/(Xk + Yk) (C~2-5/6) 
= (5/6-C~) [cs2-(s1 +S2)~)/( [k1 _J 1/[k2j 1 (l.+U( 2)) +~ (2(1 +U(y) }-
2(1+U(2)) [k1211 / [k2] 1 ) +xi(1+U(l) [k12] 1/[k1] 1-2(l+U(y)) + 
~12J1/ f!r2J 1 < 1 + u< 2 )) ~ 
Let, c2 =s2 
c3c2 = -(sl + s2) 
c4 = ~12J11 [k2]lc~+u< 2)) 
c
5
c
4
= 2(1+U(y)_(l+U( 2 )) [k1_J 1/[k~ 1 ) 
c6c 4 == C 1 +U( 1 )) [k12j1/G111- 2 ( 1 + u< y)) + C 1 + u< 2 )) [_k12l1/ [k2 J1 
2 
o( =.c
7
c 2/c4 (1+C3x1 )/(1+C 5x1+c 6x1 ) 
= c
8 
( 1 +( 2E1+ c 3E2)( w0~ +W1 f+ .... ) + (Ei -t c 3E1 E2 ) (w;i +2W0'\j4-
2 2 2 
.•••... ) )/(1+ (2El+ c 5E2 ) (Wol+Wl~+· •. ) + (E1 + c 5E1E2+c6E2 ) 
(W;~+2W0w1'%-t ...... ) ) 
- cs(l +C2lwo~+<c2lwl-;. c23w~) 'j2+· •.• )/(1+ c22wo~+cc22wl+ 
c24w~) i +· ...... ) 
2 2 ) 
- C8(l+C26WO~+(C26Wl-t- C27WO)~+· ••...•• 
C22 = 2E1-t-C5E2 
C23=Ei+C3E1E2 
2 + E2 
C24::=. E1 + C5E1E2 C6 2 
2 
c25= c22-c24 
2 2 
B24 =E1 + B5E:rE2+ B6E2 
2 
B25 = B22-B24 
B26 =B21-B22 
B27= B23-B21B22 +B25 
B28 =B26-E1 
'$~1 = feu/ e:: TM2/( T00 M) 
= e
2 (1+E1 w1 ) 
2 2 2 
== (eo+ ei~ + o23+ •••• ) ( 1 + El wo~+El wl~ +· ••••• ) 
95 
2 2_ 2 2 2 
=eo -t (2e-oe1 + ElB()Wo)~+< el +2eoe2+2EleOel wo +El eowl),3+ ••••••• 
~cp=Cp/Cpoo= (Cp1~+ Cp2x2)/Cpco 
:::: Cp00/Cp2 (1+(Cp1-cp2)x1/cp 2 ) 
;rep =.1 +Ecp~ where, Ecp= Cp1/cp2-1 
= 1+- EcpE2w1/(1+ E1 w1 ) 
::: 1+ Ecp E2(Wo'1, .Jr-W1 i+· .. • )( 1-E1 WO ~ -(El Wl-E~;) l2- •. • • • • ••. ) 
:::1 +EcpE2(Wo3 +(Wl-E1 w;) J +-. •. • • • ~) 
~D1~ D12/D12oa 
11* 11* * )3/2 
-J2.12 (Ti2cc)/-12.12 (T12)(T/Too 
::: AD(T/Too)3/2 
2 
= AD(e0+ e~+ e2~+ 
11* 11* * 
where, An =...Q.}_2 (Tl2oo )/-'2..12 (Tl2) 
..... ) 3 
c27 =c23-c21· c22 +C25 
c 8 = c 2 . c 7/ c 4 
96 
~~=AD ( M/M2· Tc::o/T) ( T/T00 ) 3/2 f 
=AD(T/T00 ) 1/ 2 M/M2 
=An G/(l+E1 w1 ) 
=An( eo+ el~+ e2l+ •.•• ) (1-Elwol+<Eiw;-El wl) i+· ..... ) 
= .AD90 ( 1 t- ( 61/60-El WO)~ +( 62/60-El elW0/60+ Eiw;-E1 Wl)~2+ •. • • •) 
t2 1/2 2 
'Sf :fn= AD( Teo /T) (M/M2) 
== A11/( 6(1+ E1 w1 ) 
2 ) 
=:AD/( ( 904- ei~+ 9-cj;. • • • .) (1+E1WO~+E1wli+· • •. )2) 
2 2 ~ . 22 2 
== AD/e0 ( 1-e1;e0'!+< e 1/eb-92/90 ) J, + .•••• ) c 1-2E1 w0 ~+(3E1 w0-2E1w1 ) ~ ~.) 
2 2 2 2 2 
= AD/60(1-(2ElWO-t- &1/90)~+( 91/90-92/60 +2ElW091/~0+ 3E1W0-2El W1)~ +. •) 
APPENDIX - III 
DERIVATION OF DIFFERENT SETS OF EQ.UATIONS WITHOUT AN"Y SH1PLI?ICATION: 
Momentum equation: 
~-~ 
'dX - 4X 
~- ..L ~ 'f =4A 2-z.) xl/2 f t 
- ~t ;;y a> 
;~ =4A2<.J~£l/2r' + x.l/2r" ;~ +£l/2/4(nr' '] 
-au =4A3-u xl/4 ~ r" 
'dY co f 
v=- ~ ~: ~-4A -z.J.,/~ [ -bc-l/4r+x314r' ~t+xc-l/4/4(nr~ 
t -v~~- :?~ = 4A4v2 r4' "' r"] 
-·"()'! ~ "'dY c::b~f ~ ~f 
substituting these values in momentum equation and after simplification, 
II f f f f II II -1 
[ 
t ~ ~ r ] -2 r r - r ( nf ) + 3 f r + f ( nf) + ~ f -1 = o 
Diffusion equation: 
substituting these values in diffusion equation and after simplification, 
==W +( W -W ) -t- ( W -2W W 2 t i OJ 1 0 2 0 1) +••••••••••••••••••••••• 99 
cXwl wz= c8 ~ -t- cz6Wo ~ +( Cz6wl-r c27w~) ·l+· ... j [ Woj -r( wl-w~) l+< wz-zwowl ~~-J 
=Cs 0o~+< wl +czsW~) 'jz +<wz +Zczswowl-r c3zw6)y_,. .•••.••• j 
where, c 28 -=c 26-1 
c32= c27-c26 
I I f I 2 I ) 2 _) 
e /9= ( e 0 -+- e1~+e2j + 933 +· .. ) /( 90+ 91'!+ 92 ~ +e3 J-1-• •••••• ) 
1/ (j '; ' I I ' I ' 2 2 2 ' ' 
=eo eo C + ( E\ 9o-s1 eo)j+< 92/90-e-1 91/( eo Go) -B2/eo+ 9t/9o) j +< e3/9o 
I I I I 1 2 2 1 2 3 3~ 
-E71 92/( 9090) -e1 92/( 90BO)-+- 91 91/( 9090) -93/eO +261 92/60-91/90) j +- ·j 
~ w1 w29 I /e]==cse;/eo[wo'! +(Wl + c28w~ + Wo(9~/9;-el/e.o)) :;2 -t- ( w2 +2C28WOWl+ 
. 3 2 r 1 ·. r t 1 r 
c32wo +- ( Wl+ c28wo) ( 91/9o-el/9o) +woe 92/eo-~1 91/( 9o9o) -e2/9o 
9i/e~)) i + .••• ·] 
1
_ ' '2 '3 
wl- Woj-tWl~ + w2~ + •.••.•• 
I I 1 f I I 2 I I ( w1 +2 (){ w1 w2f} /e) = cw0 t- 2c890w0;e0 )~ +< w1-r 2c8e0/e0cw1-t c28w0 + w0c e1/90-
e1;90))) -J-r c w; +2C89;/e0c w2 -r2c281N0w1 -t-e32w6 + cw1 + 
100 
9 2/90 +2E1 w0aJ:'a0 +3Ei~-2E1 w1 )) j +· •••••••••• ] 
Set of equations for diffusion equation for different powers of ~are, 
'f : An/ScoO t/e0(W~ +2C88~W/8o) r -F~WO -t-3FoW~ =0 
f : AD/Scoe (!!e0 (W~ + 2C89-~/e0 (w1 + c28w~;- w0 ( 6~/e;-e1/e0 )) -( 2El. w0 + e1/e0 ) 
' 
t ' ] ' ' ' ' (W0 +2C8e0w0/e0 )) -F1w0-2F0Wl.-r 3F0Wl+ 4F1w0 =0 
101 
substituting these values in energy equation and after simplification, 
z/Pr.,. [1 ~99 1] 1+ R0/(M1 cp .. sc_ { 'f:rn o<92M/M2( w~+ axw1 w29 1 /9) }~ 
ZE 0 /Sc ""( ~~99 1 ( w~ +2« w1 w2e 1 /6)) = 'j f 1 .fj 'Scp92)-3f [!cpe2 ] 1 -(nf) [!cpe2]' 
' 2 ' ' ' 2 99 == <9o+ 9i1+ 6 i:14-····)(&o+ 9114- 921+ ••••.• ) 
' ' t ' ' '2 
::: 9oeo+ ( eoe-1 + 90el)~+ ( eo92+ 91 el. + eoe2) ~ +· .......•.•.•••..••• 
' t ' ' ' ' t t;:. 
= 9oeo< 1 +( 91(eo + e1/9o) J +( e2/9o +91 91/( eo9o)+ 92/9o)a+· ••••••• ) 
~I I · t f 2 f t I I 2 (.>~~99 )=Ale0(1+ (B28W0+91/9o)j+(B28Wl+ B29WO+B28W091/8o+92/9o)j+-·. J 
2 2 2 2 22 2 
e M/M2 =(90 -+29091 j+(91 +290e 2 )J+ ••• )(1-E1w0~+{E1w0-E1H1 )_J +• ••••• ) 
== 9; 0 + (2&1;e0-El.w0 )j+C ei/9~ +2e2/90-2E1 e1 w0/90 +Eiw;-E1w1 ) J2+ •• ~ 
o(e2M/M2 :c8e;~ +(2e1;e0 +c29w0 )1-+- <ei;e; +2e2/e0 +c29 (2e1w0/e0 +w1 )+ 
(c27-E1c 29 )w;):{ + ••..• ] where, c 29 =c26-E1 
~2 c;: t I fr1 t I t ce M/M2 f ~D ( w1 + 2 4)( w1 w2e /9J =ADc8e0 ~ w0-t-2c8e 0w0/e0 ) j+ ( w1 +2C8&0/e0 
(wl +C28w~ +Wo(e~;e;-el/eo) )-(2El wo+ &1/eo) 
1 I I I 
cw0+ 2c8e0w0/e0 ) + (w0 +2C890w0/90 ) (291/e0 
2 
C29WO) )~ + • • • • • • • :J 
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2 2 2 2 
EcpE2(W1 E10-E1W080 +2908lWO) + 81 + 28082) i+• • • • ... •. •. • 
rr~Pe2j= (F0+F1~+F2 .i+···)(2e0901 +(E E w'e2 +2E E e e 1 w +2e'e + ~ cp 2 0 0 cp 2 0 0 0 0 1 
2eoe~)1+ (EcpE2w~ 9~+ 2EcpE2eoe;w~ +2EcpE2( e;e1wo+ eoe~ wo + 
99: I) I I I I 2 2 I ,j:. 
o 1 wo + 291 el + 29092+29092-EcpE1E2(2WoVJoeo.,... 2woeoeo)) d+· .. ) 
I I t2 t I f 
=2F0 e0e0 +(2F1 e0e0 +F0 (Ec:pE2w0e0 +2EcpE290e0w0 + 290 e1 + 290 e1 ) )3 
f I 2 I I I 
+(2F 2 8090 + Fl (EcpE2w0e0 +2EcpE29090w0 +290 91. +2e0 e1 ) + r0 c 
2 I t I t f 
EcpE2eOwl + 2EcpE2eOeOwl + 2EcpE2 ( eOel wo + eOelwo + eoel wo) + 
f I I 12 2 I 2 
26191. +260e2 +2&0e2-EcpE1E2 (2w0w0 e0 +2w0e0e0 )) ):.\+ ••••• 
(nf) f\ 2Jf , I I t 2 t 1 L1c:p 9 = 2:1! 1 e0e0j +( 4F 2e0e0 + F1 (EcpE2w0 e0 + 2EcpE2e0 e-0w0 -t-26061-t-
1 2 
2e0 61 ))1 + ........... . 
Different sets of energy equations for different powers of~ are, 
--........_ ·~- . ~~ ___________ ......._ _ _..,.,_. .?.~-'Wir"~?"~r, .. 4,._- ... ,.. ~:~· .. ,..- .. :"'7:"'"!":"':-?r-- .. ;:-.. •~:-·.•::·:-~·.':~·.,.h::~7."';.",;:'·l:~., 
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1 1 21 f I f 
26061 +280el)-3F oCEcpE2eo,''1 +2EcpE2eoeow1 + 2EcpE2( eoe1wo +eoe1 Wo+ 
' ' ' ' ' 2 '2 60e1 w0 )+ 261 e1 + 2e0e2 +2e0e2) -2F 0E cpE1E2w0 + 3EcpE1 E2F O ( 2W0W0 e0 + 
2 t 2w0e0e0 ) 
·~ ~- r« . . 
· -----·---------~·--··~-""'lt'".Af':lli'JIHr~.~~rrr~'9~.- ..,. ... ::-· .. ,r .. :-_;r;--,..~:r:-;.- ... --;:-· ... ~;-·.•::·~r~~.,.\ .. .... 7 •• ,~;: 1·;~- ~ 
APPENDIX - IV 
DERIVATION OF BOUNDARY VALUES: 
r rom equation }.13 , 
v == -4Avcc/ Lff ~/4x-l/4f + ~/4r' ~1 +l/4x-l/4(nf~ 
velocity at the wall , 
vw = -A ""2J00X-l/4/ CSf' (n-;-3) f\w 
again, j = vwx1/ 4/(4A ~) 
. . vw = 4Au00 ~ x-l/4 
comparing the two equations of v 
w 
4~=- -~(n-r3)fw 
fOtl'o - 62 E t:iw 2 2 1 \ w - 0 + 1 0 o~+E1 60\Vl ~ + · · • · • · • · · · · ·. ·. lW from appendix II 
~t wall, e1= 62::.o3 = •••••••••• =o] 
2 r, 2 
e ~+ElWO~+ElWl~+ ·········~··3 
4~= -9~~Fo+ 4F1~+5F2~2+·····-J [l+E1w0~+E1w1~2+···<~J/ w 
: -e~ [3F o+ (4Fl + 3El F0W0)~ + ( 5F 2+ 4E1 F l W0 + 3E1 F 0w1 ) -I-+- .... J w 
Equating the coefficients from both sides, 
2 360 (0)F0 (0) =0, 
4 = -e~ Co) 4F 1 co) 
as e0 (o)f-O, F0 (o)== o 
2 F
1 
(0)= -1/60 (0) 
applying the condition of impermeability l.e, wall is impermeable to air, 
f2V2= 0 = j2 +f2VW 
f 2Vw= jl 
(1.-wl) fvw=j1 
vw= jl/ [fCl-wl U 
104 
...,._ ·:........., ._ ,.... ·· ~ -- -~---··--------~--..~ . ... ~.~..,.-,......,..,...~_,..~.r.-r;"..:r., -:o:- -r :' ... .. ;-~'"':'~:-?r--:--.. •~:··.•:;·-:-t":~~'-.. : ... .,•,·;-;;;·:~ <ll 
-~ ~ .. . . ... 
v w = -A:x: - 1/~410SCoo ~ ~/( 1-w1) 1w G~ + 2 « w1 w2e' /e Jw 
1/(1-w1) = 1-+-Wo~+(W1+- W02)'-1!2 +(W +2W W +W3) ,J+ )~ 0 2 0 1 0 3 ........... . 
105 
[ff ~D] w = AD80 [ 1-E1 WO~ -(ElW1-Eiw~) J2-(E1W2-2EiNOW1 + Eiw6)i+ ••• -] 
~f~/(1-w1~ w = AD&O~ +(1-E1)WO~~l-El)Wl-;- (1-El -+-Ei) w~) j2 +-
' ' t ' (1-E1)Wo(W1-t- 2c8eo/e-o<wl.-~- c28wo +woel 
t ' t ;e0 )) + cw0 +2c8e0w0/e0 ) C (l-E1 )w1+ 
2 21\ 3 (1-El E1)Wo1~ + ............ ······] 
again, ~ = v wxl/ 4 I ( 4A VDD) 
. _, -1/4 
· · V w = 4A v.,o X ~ • • • • • · • • • • · 
( 2) 
Comparing equations 1 and 2, 106 
w;(o)= -1/e0 (o) [4scao /AD +2c8e;(o)w0 coTI 
1 I 2 I I t 1 
e0w1 ;- 2c8e0 cw1 +- c 28 N0 + w0 e-0e1/e0 ) -t-C1-E1 ) w0 c e0w0 +2c8 e-0w0 ) = o 
I I . 3 21 I I 1 
W2 + 2C8 60/80 ( W 2 + 2C28WOW1 -1- C32WO +(W1 +C28WO) ~\/80+ W08-2/90) +( 1-E1) 
I I . t I I I I 
w0;e0 ce0w1 +2c8 e0 cw1 + c 28w0+w0e1;e0 )) +-(w0 +2c8e 0w0/e0 ) c (1-E1 )w1 
2 2 (1-E1 + E1 )W0 ) = 0 
1 I 3 1/ I 2 I f 
w
2
(o) = -2c8e 0;e0 cw2 +2c28w0w1+ c 32w0 + e1 e0 cw1+- c 28w0 )+- w0 e 2;e0 )-(1-E1 ) 
I f f I I I If 
w
0
/e0 ( e 0w1 +2C8 o0 (w1 + c 28w0 +W0 e1/90 )) +(W0 +2C8 e 0w0/&0 ) ( (1-~1 ) 
Vll + ( 1-E1-+ E~~~) l w 
I ?J..r I 2 2 , ~q/(k00 . T oa) { w =- "dyL! lj'e' ~96 + R0 Prc:oc:X.HG /( M1 CpO(> Sc 00 H2 ) j'e ~D ( w1 + 
2 o1. w1 w2e
1 /e~w 
[ 
2 2 J ~/fk( w= Al/eO 1 -tB28WO~ + (B28W1 + B29WO)~+ • • •. • • •• •. w 
' I I I ' 2 ee w = e 0 ( 9 0 + e1 ~ + e 2 ~ + .•..••• • • ) w 
2 ':l'e ~ee ·~=2A~[e~ + ( 9~ + B28e~w0)~ -r (a; +B28e~ w0+ B29e~w~ .. ., •• e~;~~;_., .. -Jw 
from appendix III, 
1 I I 
2c8e0w0/e0 )+ c 29w0 (w0 -+2c8e0w0/e0 ) 
)i-+-··············Jw 
e.g q/ (k T ) I :::: _ ·~-~J2A e 1 + 12A c e' +B28e;w 0 ) -t- R0ADC8Pr~ I C M1 CpcoSccc) f co 00 w -;;y t 1 0 l: 1 1 
where, 
c33= -c29 
c35 =- c33 t-ZEl 
when there is no blowing, 
APPENDIX - V 
DERIVATION OF DIFFERENT SETS OF EQUATIONS IJITH SIMPLIFICATIOHS : 
Using the following assumptions, 
all '$ s ::.1 
TD is negligible, 
o<. is constant, 
t he transformed equations will be simplified as follows, 
Ill f f t I 
f -2 f f - f ( nf ) II II 1 3f f f (nf)-r csf- -1=0 
II f t I 
wJSc00 -f (n.+l)w1 + 3fw1 +W~(nf)= 0 
II I t t I 
6 /Proa +R0 ot /(M1 Cp~ Sc:00 ) @Mw1/M2] + Ec:p/Sc00 ( e w1 )-= 
'de ' I ~ f ~:! -3f8 -(nf) 8 
frrere, e == T/T""-=- t: e ( "1 ) Jl ] [ n-= 0 n .3 
For the momentum equation, 
E W 4 
1 3~+-·········) 
Usin~ these values in momentum equation, the first five equations accord-
ing to the power of ~will be as follows, 
~1 
f f f 
8 
t I I 1 11 .11 11 11 t 2 11 
F
4 
- F0 F4-8F1F3 +7F0F4+ 6F1F3+ 5F2F2 +4F3F1-4F2 + 3F4F0 +e4+ 
E1 ( e3w0+ a2w1 + a1w2+ e0w3) = o 
For the diffusion equation, 
Using these values in diffusion equation, the first five equations 
according to t he power of~ will be as follows, 
~l 
~2 
For the energy equation, 
110 
.... ) 
Using these values in energy equation, the first five equations accor~ 
ing to the power of~ will be as follows, 
From appendix IV, 112 
4~= -e0 (3F0+ 4F1~+5F 2 ~ + 6F3i + ?F 4~ + ... ) (1+ ElWo~+ElWl~+ 
El W 2 ~ + El W 3 ~ + . • • • . • • • ) w 
:. -e0 pFo+ (4F1 +3E1F-0W0 )~ +(5F 2 -t-4E1F1W0+ 3E1F0w1)~2 +( 6F3 +5ElF 2w0+ 
4E~Fl W1 + 3E1 F0 W2);$ + (?F 4 +6E1 F 3w0+ 5E1F2w~ +4E1 F1w2 + 3El p0w~~+. ·]w 
Equating the coefficients of from both sides, 
5F2+ 4E1 F1 W0= O, 
6F y~ 5E1 F 2w0+ 4E1 F1 W1= 0 
7F4 +6E1 F3W0+ 5E1F2 -+4E~F1W2= 0 
F0 (0) ==-0 
Fl.(O) = -l/e0 (0) 
F2(0)=0.8E1w0 (0)/e0 (0) 
2 F3 (0)= -2E1/(390 (0)(E1w0 (0)-W1 (0)) 
2 3 F4(0)=4E1/(790 (0)(E1w0-2E1w0 (0) 
w1 (O) +W2 (0)) 
Applying the impermeability condition at the wall, i.e., the wall is 
impermeable to air (as in appendix IV), 
Equating t he coefficients of from equations 1 and 2, 

APPENDIX - VI 
TABLE - 6.1 
PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT l:1 IXTURES OF GASES: 
' 
T = 310 to 370°K 
w 
Teo= 293°K 
Cp. ~0.24 ca1/gm °K. 
0<1 v~ = 14.8134 x 1o-2 
E ij -= V e. i ' €: j 
2 
em /sec. 
from eq. (8 .4-8) Of ref. 68. 
0;. :::: 0.5( O:.+~), from eq. (8.4-9) Of ref. 68. 
~J ~ J 
0 Temp. K He air C02 
310 1.242236 0.240410 0.209460 
Cp 330 1.242236 0.240489 0.212231 350 1.242236 0.241041 0.215000 
370 1.242236 0.241089 0.219000 
Air-He Air-co2 
0~2 3.09650 3.80650 
E-12/k 31.48500 135.75700 
D12 0.68985 0.14694 
Sc 00 0.21473 1.00806 
at average temperature. 
at Tc:ao 
Air-He Air-co2 
11* 0.7424 1.0081 
_Q12('Tl2) 
-
12* 
...12.12(T12) 0.7013 0.9047 
_Q22(T ) 0.8242 1.1028 1 1 
13.;. 4 12(T12) 0.6735 
0 . 8517 
...n..11 * 
12(Tl) 0 .. 7424 
1.0081 
_.f2. 22( T ) o • .8242 1.1028 
12 2 
115 
APPE NDIX - VII 
COMPUTER PR OGRAM:~ES: 
l. Perturbation method without any sim~li fication. 
2. Perturbation method with simplifications. 
116 
c 
c 
c 
PE R TUReftTI O ~ M ET~OD WITHOUT ANY T~ER~AL DIFFU S I ON ANC DIFFUSION ~I M PLIFICATICN F OR THI RD SET. I~PLICIT RF. ~L *B (A-H,O-Z) TrER~O 
E XTE~N~L VECTO R ,FCN 
:Jtrv'E~ S IG N A(l),((l)d-:(l),S(c) 
~EAL* 8Y(2 8 ),0F R Y(23) 
CCMMON ACP,~2 A ,A29, 8 28 P2Y C8 C, 
c 01..11-1 o N v 10 • v 1 2 , v 1 :: , r r~ , ; M ,F ~ A i ;;: .~ • ~ ~ 2 ' P R 2 • s c 2 ~ P • R a • \td , v 3 , v 5 , v 6 , c 2 8 
CALL ERRSET(207,2~6,1 -1) ' ' ' ' ~2,CJJ,Vl7,Vl9,V20ti 
K~RT=O ' 
II\OEX=2 
G(ll=-5.2010 
H(l ):5.2010 
NVR=-1 
\JGJN= 1 
"lFIG=6 
L=6 
NTRIFV=lOOO 
r?=29~.o 
Tw=.3to.o 
TR=T\\/T2 
P~2=0.7l.O 
'II 1 = 4 • 0 
\oJ2=28. 96 
F;C=J4.8 
SIGMA1=2.576DC 
S IGMA2=~.617.0 
SC2=C.2147J:363 
CP1=1.24223cDO 
c p 2-= 0 • 2 4 0 2 3 c;6 
S222TA=la007 
S222T2= 1.037 
Sl222A=0.817J5500 
S1213A=O .673500 
Sl2112=0.75164DO 
S1212A=0.7C1JOO 
S1211W:Q,754544 
S1221W=l.022 
VJ=O.OB015498 
v 5= - 0 • 0 c 6 g 8 3 3 4 
VE:=5.298769 
V10=2C.81365 
V12=-5.890341 
V13=1073.104 
vt7-=lc8c.92J 
V19=-2~38.932 
1\ ( 1 >=227]145.0 
CALCULATION OF DIFFEREI\T PROPERTY CONSTANTS 
ASR=SIGMA1/S1GMA2 
AfJ=W21 'tJ 1 
Al=S222T2/S222TA 
AD= S 1 2 1 1 2/ S 121 l W 
Al2=S1222A/S1211W 
8 12=(5.CO*Sl212A-4.0C*Sl213A)/Sl211W 
C12=S1212A/Sl211W 
A2-=l.CO+C.6CO*AM*Al2 VR2=~SR*AS R *(AM**C.5)*51221W/5222TA 
VR121=( ( 2.DC*A ;\1/( l.OC+~M) l**•5) *{ ( 2oDO*ASR/( l.DO+ASR)) **2) * 
CS122l '.oi/S1222A V q 2 2 = ( ( 2. C 0/ ( 1 • DO +AM) ) * * • 5) * ( ( 2 • D 0/ ( 1 • !J .')+A 5q l l * * 2 l * 5222 T A/ S 1 222A 
TC121=( (.SOC*( 1aCO/A .'-1+1.DO) l**•5)*( (2.DO*AS R/(1.DO+ASR) ) -Jc*2)* 
CS1221W/S1222A TC 1 2 2 = ( ( ( 1 , C 0 +A ·"' ) /2 • C 0 ) * * . ~ ) * ( ( 2. D IJ I ( 1 • 'J 0 +A 5R) ) * * 2 ) * S2 22 T A /S 1 2 2 2A 
TC2=ASR*ASR*S1221~/(5222TA*(A~**0•5)) 
t.. 3= • 6 C 0 *A 1 2/ A 2 * ( 2 .D 0 * ( ( ( ( 'n 1 + \'1 2 ) * * 2 J / ( 4 • 'J 0 * W 1 * w2) ) * ( 'v R 12 1 + V K 12 2 ) -
C1.D0)-2.DC:t.W2/ '!Il) ~4=0.6*A12/A2*(w1/j2tW2/W1-((w1+W2l**2)*(V~12l+VR122)/ ( 2.0*W1* 
CW2l-2o0) ~5=l.CO/A2*(2.DO/VR12 2 -2•DO+.tDO*A12*(2.00*((~1+~2l**2l*V~l21/(4. 
CD 0 * w 1 * w 2 ) - 2 • 0 0 * W 2 / ';/ 1 l ) t.. 6 = ( V R 2 - 2 • 0 / V R 1 2 ?. t 1 • C + 0 • 6 *A 1 2 * ( V ;12 / .t..i-1 - ( ( 'II 1 + .,.. 2 ) * * 2 l * V R 1 2 1 / ( 2 • 0 * W 1 * 
Cw2)+AM) )/A2 
A21=2.DO*(AM-1.DO)tA~*~M 
A22=2.DO*(A~-l.!JO)+A=*AM ~23=(A~-t. C )*(A ~ -1. 0 +A3*AM)+A4*A~*AM 
<\ 2 4 = ( AM- 1 • 0 ) * ( -\ 1-1 - 1 , 0 -+ ,'>.. <;*A r...t ) +A c * ,\ M *A i-1 
A25=A22*A22-A2<1 
A26=A21-A22 
A27:ft23-A2l*A22+A25 118 
A 2 8:: ft 2 6 - { A !-4 - 1 • 0 0 ) 
A2Q=A27-A26*(AM-1.0)+(AM-1.0)**2 
U 1 = 4 • 0 * A 1 2/1 5 • 0- 1 • 8/ 1 2 • 0 * ( 1 2 • 0 * 0 12/5 • C + 1 • 0 ) * 1t 21 W l + 0 • 5 * ( ( W 2- ,/1 ) C**2)/(Wl>l<W2) 
U2:4.CO/l5.CO*Al2-l.CO~l2.CO*( 12.DO*Jl215.0C+loDOl*~2/Wl+.SDO*( ( 
CW2-~1)**2l/(Wl~W2) 
UY=4.C0/15.DO*Al2*((~1+~2)**2l/(4.DO*~l*j2)*(TC12l*TC122l-leDO/ 
112eDO*( t2.D0/5.DC* fll2+l.OOJ-5.DO/( J2.DO*Al2 l*( 12.DC/5.DO*U1..!-5.00 
2 l * ( ( 1N 1 - W 2 l * * 2 l / ( 'N 1 * "' c l 
U Z = 4 • D 0 / 1 5 • C 0 * ~ 1 2 * ( ( ( V. 1 + ~~ 2 ) * * 2 l / ( ~~ • 0 ,J * W 1 * w 2 ) * ( T C 1 2 I+ T C 1 2 2 ) -1 • 0 0 ) -
C 1 • 0 C / 1 2 • D 0 * ( 1 2 • D 0 IS • C 0 * IJ 1 2 + 1 • 0 0 ) 
Sl=(Wl+W2)/(2.n0*~2l*TC121-15.00~(~2-~l)/(8.DO*Al2+~tl-l.DO 
S2=(~t+W2)/(2.00*Wl)*TC122-15.00*(Wl-W2)/(3.DO•Al2*~2)-l.DO 
q2: 1. no +U 2 
B2=2.C0/02*(UZ-U2l 
~4=(Ul-2.0*UZ+U2)/B2 
35= 2. CO/B2 * ( 1 .:-> 0/TC 122*< l .0 O+UY) -U2-1.DO) 
86=1.0/E2*(TC2*( t .O+l.;l )-2.0*( 1.0+UY)/TC122HJ2+t.O) 
821=2.DO*(AM-1.00)+E2*AM 
922=2.DO*(A~-l.OC)+85*AM 
8?3=(A~-I.O)*(AM-1.C~B3*AM}+84*A~*AM 
~24=(AM-t.O)*(AM-1e0+85*AM)+B6*AM*AM 
1325=E 22*822-024 
R26=E21-822 
R27=B23-B21*B22+825 
'328=E26-{ 4r.l-1 .DO} 
B29=E27-B26*CAM-1.0)+{AM-1.0}**2 
CZ:S2 
C3=-(Sl+S.2 l/C2 
C4=TC122*( 1.00+U2) 
C 5= 2 • C 0 / C 4 * ( ( 1 • D 0 +UY } - T C 1 2 2 * ( 1 • 0 0 + U 2 ) ) 
C f= 1 • 0/ C 4* ( ( 1 • 0 +U 1 ) * TC 12 1-2 • 0 * ( 1 • Q+ l.. Y) + ( 1 • 0 + U 2) * TC 1 22) 
C7=!3.C0/6.00-Cl2 
C8=C2"•C7 /C4 
C21=2.DO*( .AM-1.00)+C3*AM 
C22=2.00*(AM-l.OO)+C5*ftM 
C23=(A~-~.O)*(A~-1.0+C3*AM) 
C24:(AM-l.Ol*(AM-l.O+CS*AM)+C6*AM*AM 
C25=C22*C22-C24 
C26=C21-C22 
C27=C23-C2l*C22+C25 
C28=C26-I.OO 
C32=C27-C28-lo0 
c.:n =- c 2 6 + At<~- 1 • o 
!= 8= C8 
f)Q 5 N=l.,2 
5 CALL CLIMBS(NVQ,A.,NCCN,U,NFIG,S,L,K~RT,G,H,INOEX,NTRIPV,FCNl 
STOP 
F.l\0 H ) S~ERO~TINE FCN(NVAR,A,NFON,U,G,H 
IMPLICIT REAL*9(A-H,O-Z} 
EXTERI\AL VECTOR 
'>IMENSION A(l },G( 1) ,1-H(l) 
~EAL*8Y(28) ,OE~Y(28) . CB CJl (p? PR 2 sc 2 ,P,RO,Wl,V3,V5,V6,C28 CCMMON ACP,A28,A29,028,029, A•1 Ao'c,~'c~J:V17,~19,V20oi CCMMON V10,Vl2,Vl3oTR,AMoF8, • • - ' 
N-:: 2 1 
T=O.O 
H=o.5 
Y(l)=O.O 
Y(2} .:0.0 
Y(J)=V3 
Y(4):Tq**0.5 
Y(5)=V5 
~~~;~~~ ./Y(4)*(4.*SC2/AD+2o*C8*Y(5}*Y(6)) 
Y(8)=-1.00/(Y(4)*Y(4}) 
YC9>=o.o 
Y(l0)=V10 
Y(ll):J.O 
Y ( 1 2) =V 1 2 
Y(l3)=Vl3 * (6 l*Y(6)+Y(13)+Y(6}*Y(12}/Y(5))+ Y(l4):-2.0*C8*Y(5)/Y~ 4 ~=~~;~(~)*Y(c)/~(4)) 
( ( .AM- 2 • 0 ) * Y ( c ) * ( Y ( 7) +" • ( ( 4 ) * y ( 4 ) ) 
Y(l5)=0o8*(AM-l.OH•Y(c)/ y 
Y(1c)=O.O 
Y ( 1 7 ) =V 1 7 
y ( 1 8) = ·) • 0 
Y(l<J)=V19 
Y(20).:A( l) 119 
Y(21)=-2.0*C~*Y(~)IY(4)*(Y(20)+~ 0 C 
t)+Y(l2liY( 5Ht(Y(l2)+C2E*Y( 6 * ~· * '3~Y(6)*Y(l3)+CJ2*Y(ol*Y(j)*Y(6 
2 ( Y ( 1 4 ) + 2 • Cl * C 8 * Y ( 5 l 1 y ( 4 ) * ( y ( ~ , r l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; * y _( 1 c; ) I Y ( 5 ) ) + ( A 1·1- 2 • 0 l * Y ( 6 ) * 
.JY(7)+2.0*C 8*YC5l*Y(6}/Y(4})*t< 2 O-A-1) , *YCfJ)+Y(6)*Y(l 2 }1Y( 5 )) )-{ 
4 y ( 6 ) * y ( 6 ) ) • * Y ( l 3 ) + ( A t-1 *A 1-1- 3 • 0 ... ~A :-1 + 3 • 0 ) * 
DO 3 I=l,40 
3 CALL RKINT(T,y,~,H,VECTOR,DERY) 
U=Y ( 20) **2+Y( 21) **2 
RETURN 
EI\D 
SUA~OUTINE VECTOR(T,Y,DERY.N) 
I~PLICIT ~EAL*~(A-H,O-Z) 
R EAL*eYC28),DE~Y(28) 
sc~~~N ACP,A28,A29,023,829,(8,CJ1,CP2,PR2,SC2,P,RO,W1,~3,V5,V6,C28 
'-CI\. M._.N V10,Vl2,Vl3,TF~,A,',.,F8,Al,AJ,C'2 C3.J Vl? VlS v2 o I DERY(l)=Y(2) - ' ' ' ' ' 
0 ER Y ( 2 ) =Y ( 3 } 
!.J ER Y ( 3 ) = Y ( :; ) * Y ( ~) IY ( 4 ) + Y ( 4) * ( 2 • D 0 * Y ( 2) * Y ( 2) -3 0 0 *Y ( 1 ) * y ( 3) -Y ( 4 ) * 
1Y(4)+1.D0l/Al • 
DERY ( 4 ).:Y( ~) 
0ERY(5)=-3.*PR2*Y(1}*Y(4)*Y(5)/Al 
DERY(6):Y(7} . 
DERY(7)=(( 1oD0-2.DO*C8)*Y(5)*Y(7)-2.D0*CO*DERY(5)*Y(6))/Y(4)+4.DO* 
1 C A* Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) I ( Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4) } + SC 2 * Y ( 4) * ( Y ( 2 ) * Y ( 6) -3 • D 0 o;-:y ( 1 ) *Y ( 7 ) ) 
21.AD 
D ER Y ( a ) = Y ( 9 ) 
DERY(9)=Y( 10) 
0 F.R Y ( 10 ) =-A 2 ~H ( 0 E RY ( 2 ) * Y ( c) +Y { :3) * Y ( 7) ) + ( Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 0) +A 2 8 *Y ( 3) *Y ( 5) * 
2Y ( 6 ) + CER Y ( .:! ) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( .3 )* Y ( 12 ) ) / Y ( 4) -2 • D 0 * Y ( 2 ) * Y ( 5 ) *Y ( l l ) I ( y { 4 ) * 
2Y ( 4 ) ) + ( 5 • C 0 *Y ( 2 ) * Y ( 9 ) - 4 • D 0 * Y ( .; } * Y ( e ) - 3 • D 0 * Y ( 1 ) * Y { 1 0 ) - ( AM-1 • DO ) * 
4Y(4)*Y(4)*Y(6)-2.DO*Y(4)*Y( 11))*Y(4)1A1 
DERY( 11 l=Y( 12) 
DERY( 12}=-Q28*(0EhY(5)*Y(c)+Y(5)*Y(7))-RO*AD*F8*PR21(2.DO*Al*SC2* 
2CP2*W1)*(Y(4)*~ERY(7)+Y(5)*Y(7)+2,DO*C8* CDERY(5)*Y(6)+Y(Sl*Y(7})) 
3-ACP*AD*PR2/(A1*SC2)*(Y{5)*Y(7)+2.DO*C8*Y(5}*Y(5)*Y( 6 )/Y(4))+PR2/ 
4(2.00*~1 )*(~CP*Y(2)*Y(4)*Y(4)*Y(c)+2.nO*Y{2)*Y(4)*Y(ll)-6,DJ*Y(8) 
5*Y(4)*Y(5)~3.DO*ACP*Y( 1)*(Y(4)*Y(4)*Y(7)+2.DO*Y(4)*Y(5)*Y(6))-
66 • D 0 * Y ( 1 ) * ( Y ( 5) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 1 2) ) -2. D 0 * Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 5) * Y ( 8) ) 
DERY( 13 )=Y( 14) 
n E R Y ( 14 ) ~ 2 • D 0 * ( ~ M- 1 • C 0 ) * ( Y ( c ) * 0::: ,( Y ( 7 ) + Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 7 ) ) -+ ( Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) - 2 • D 0 
2*C8*C28*(DERY(5)*~(E)*Y(6)+2.00*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(7))-2.nO*C8*(D~~Y(5)* 
.3 Y ( l 3 ) -+ Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) + Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) + Y ( c ) *fJ E q Y { l 2 ) ) - 2 , D 0 * ( A 1.4 - 1 • D 0 ) * Y { 5 ) * 
4Y(6)*Y(7)+4.DO*(AM-1.DOl*C8*(DEHY(5)*Y(6)*Y(6)+2.DO*Y(5)*Y(0)* 
5 Y ( 7 ) ) +DE RY ( 7) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) ) I Y ( 4 ) + ( C 2 t3 * Y ( 5 l * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6) *Y ( 6 ) + 
6Y(5)*Y(5)*Y( l3)+2.DO*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(12)+0EqY(5)*Y(6)*Y(11J-2.DO*(AM-
71 .D 0 ) *Y ( 5 ) * Y ( :; ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 6) ) * 4. D 0 * C Gl ( Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4) ) -+ ( 4 • 00 *CD- 2 • D 0) *Y ( 5) 
8 * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) / ( y ( 4 ) * y { 4 ) ) - 1 ;; , D 0 * C 8 * Y ( 5 ) * Y { 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) I ( Y ( 4 ) *Y ( 4 ) * 
9Y(4))+SC2*Y(4)/AC*(Y(6)*Y(9)-+2.DO*Y(2)*Y( 13)-4,DO*Y(7)*Y(8)-.J.DO 
1*Y(1)*Y(l4)) 
DERY( 15)=Y( 16) 
')ERY( 16 ):Y( 17) 
i) E R Y ( 1 7 ) : 1 • 0 / y ( 4 ) * ( y ( 5 } * y ( 1 7 ) + D E :1 Y ( 1 0 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( l 0 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) + 0 E :( Y ( 3 ) * 
1 Y ( 1 8 ) + Y ( 3 ) * y ( 1 ·:j ) ) - 1 , 0/ ( y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4 ) ) * ( 2 • 0 * Y ( 5) * Y ( 1 0 ) * Y ( 1 1 ~ +DC RY ( .J ) * 2Y(11)*Y(11)+2.0*Y{:;)*Y(11)*Y(l2)~2.0*Y(3)* Y(18) *Yb))t-.J,O/~ 
?Y ( 4 ) * * 3 ) *Y ( .3) *Y ( 5 ) * y ( 1 1 ) * y ( 1 1 ) -A 2 3 * ( Y ( 6) *DE~ Y ( 1 0) + Y ( 7 ) *Y ( 1 0) +DE RY 
4 ( 3 ) * Y { 1 3 ) +Y ( 3 ) ::< y ( 14 ) - l • 01 Y { 4) * ( Y ( 5) *Y ( 6) * Y ( 1 0 ) + Y ( 3 ) * Y ( 5 ) *Y ( 1 J ) + 
5!!ERYC:3l*Y( 6 )*Y( 11 )+Y(3 )*Y(c)*Y( 12)+Y( .3)*Y(7)*Y( lll )+2.0*Y(3J*Y(5)* 
cY(6)*Y( 11 )/(Y( 4 )*Y( 4 )) )-A29*(DEqY(3)*Y(6}*Y(6)+2.0*Y(3l*Y(6) * Y(7)-
7Y ( 3 ) * y ( 5 ) * y ( 6 ) * y ( 6 ) 1 y ( 4 ) ) + 1 • 0/ A 1 *' ( J • 0 *Y ( -J) * 't ( 9) + 6 • 0 *Y ( 2 ) *Y ( 16 ) -4 • 0 
e * Y ( 8 ) * y ( 1 O ) _ 5 • Q *Y ( ~ ) *Y ( 1 :; ) -.3 • 0 ::< Y ( 1 ) * '!' ( 1 7 ) - Y ( l 1 ) * Y ~ 1 1 ) -2 • 0 * Y ( 4 ) * 
<; Y ( l 8 ) - ( AM- l • 0 ) ~' ( 2 • C * Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4 ) * Y { 1 - ) ) ) 
DERY(1'3)=Y(19) · · ~Dtq=P~2/(2.0*A1)*(Y(~}*(2•0*Y(4l*Y(11)+ACP*Y(4)*Y(4)~Y(b) )~~·0* 
1 Y ( 2 ) * ( y ( l 1 ) * y { 1 1 ) + 2 , Q * 't ( t• ) * y ( 1 8 ) + A C P * Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 1 3 ) -+ 2 • 0 * A C' .,.. Y ( 4 ) * 2 Y ( 6 ) * y ( t 1 ) ) -4 • 0 * ( 2 • 5 *Y ( 4 ) *Y ( :; ) * y ( 1 5) + Y ( 8 ) * ( .A CP * Y ( 4) * Y ( LJ. l *Y ( l) + 2 • 0 * 
3 A C p * y ( 4 ) * y ( 5 ) * y ( 6 ) + 2 • 0 * y ( 5 ) * y ( l 1 ) ~ 2 • 0 * Y ( 1• ) * Y ( 1 2 ) ) ) - 3 • 0 * Y ( 1 ) * ( \ C P * ( 
6 Y ( 4 ) * y ( 4 ) * y ( 1 4 ) + 2 • 0 * y ( 4 ) * y ( 5 ) * y ( 1 J ) ) + 2 • 0 * AC I= * ( Y ( ~ ) * Y ( 7) * Y ( 1 _l ) + Y ( 5 ) ~*Y(6)*Y(11)+Y(4)*Y(C:)*Y(l2))+-2.0*(Y(ll)*Y(12)+Y(-l*Y(l8)+Y(4)* 
cYCl<>>>» > < > AC1Sl-~O*AD*F8*:::!R21(~.0*.A1*Wl*CP2*SC2l*U!.O*(Y(6)*Y(l2 +DE RY 7 *Y 
1 ( 1 1 ) ) : C 3 3 * ( y ( 5 ) ~ y ( 6 ) * y ( 7 J + y ( 4 ) * y ( 7} * y ( 7 ) + y ( 4 ) * y ( 6 ) *DE R y ( 7) ) } 
~-ACP*A'J*PR2/(Al*SC2) *Y( 1 :;)+2.0*Y{5):i,tY(6l*Y( 1 .:! )+C2 S * 
3 * ( Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) + 2 • C * C ~J I Y ( 4 ) * ( y ( 5 J ~ j ~ ~ f c ) * y ( 5 ) * y ( 6 ) :!< y ( 6 ) l -2 • 0 ~' C J * Y ( 5 ) * 4Y(5)*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(6)-~.0*(AI-1-l• 2 ) 2 -0*(At-1 -1 Ol*Y(5l*Y(6l*Y(7)) 5Y(6)*Y(l1)/{Y('•)*.Y(4})+Y(7l*Y(1 -' ' 
c+A019 . ;:. ? O*Y('5l*Y( 6 )*Y(7) )-82c3 t~(DCR Y(5) 
D f:.: R Y ( 1<) ) =- Q 29 * ( r: E RY ( :; ) * Y ( b ) * y ,\ ~ ) +- • * y ( 1 2 ) J - ~ LJ *A[) *F B * Pr< 2 / ( 2 . 0 *A 1 * 
1 * Y ( 1 3 ) + Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) + Y ( 6 ) * D E f~ y ( 1 ~ )) ; yy (( ~ l ) + 2 c * c g * ( C 2 e- C .1 J l '1' ( 0 t:: · ~ Y ( 5 ) * 2Wl*CP2*SC2)*(Y(4)*DC:Wd14)+Y(5 ' 
120 
:;y ( 6 } * Y ( 6} + 2 • 0 *Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 7 ) ) + 2 • Q * C 8* ( DER y ( 5 ) * y ( 1., ) + y ( -) *Y ( l4 ) + 
4 Y ( 6 ) * 0 >= R Y ( l 2 ) + y ( 7 l * Y ( 1 2) + <DE R Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( t 1 ) +- Y ( 5 ) *v ( 6 ) ~ y ( 1 Z ) +- y ( 5 ) * 
5 Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) ) /Y ( 4 ) - Y ( 5 ) * 'Y ( !: ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) I ( Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4 l ) ) - Y ( 4 ) * 0 E RY ( 7 ) * 
6 v < 1 1 > - Y < <.: > * v < 7 > * v < t 1 >- v c 4 > * v < 7 > ,~ v < t 2 > -c 2 9 * < v < 5 > * v c 1 1 > * < v < :> > *Y < 6 > + 
7 Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 7 ) l + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( () l * ( 0 E R Y ( 5 ) * Y ( t 1 ) + Y ( 5 ) * Y ( t 2 ) ) ) - 2 • 0 * ( A 1·1 - 1 • J ) * ( 
2Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 l * Y ( 7 ) + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 7) + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 5) *0 CRY ( 7)- C2 .9 * ( y ( 5 ) * y (:...; ) * 
gy(6)*Y(6)+Y(4)*0ERY(5)*Y(cl*Y(6) .+2.0*Y(4)*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(7))) )+A0191 
nERY(20)=Y( 21) 
.1.021=2•0*( AM-1.')) *( 2 •O*Y( 7l*Y( 11~) +Y( 6) *[)ERY( 14l+OcRY(7l*Y( 1J)) +1.0 
1 IY ( 4) * ( Y ( 1 2 ) * Y ( 1 L;. ) + Y ( 1 1 ) * OCRY ( t 4 ) -2 • 0 * ( 1\~ -1 • 0 l * ( Y ( 5 ) *Y ( 6 ) >i<Y ( 1 4 ) +Y ( 
26 ) * Y ( 7) * Y ( 1 2) +Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( o) *l.) E~ Y ( 7 }* Y ( 1 t ) + Y ( 5) *Y ( 7) * y ( 13. ) ) + 
3P E R Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 R ) + Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 S ) ) - 1 • 0 I ( Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 4 ) l * ( 2 • 0 * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) + 2 • 
4 (I * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 8 ) +DE R Y ( 7 ) * Y ( l 1 ) -* Y ( 1 1 ) + 2 • 0 * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) -4 • 0 * ( A 1-1 
5- 1 • 0 ) ,X y ( 5 ) * y ( 6 ) * y ( 7 ) * y ( 1 1 ) ) + 3. 0 * y ( 5 ) 1~ y ( 7 ) * y ( t 1 ) * y ( 1 1 ) / ( y ( 4 ) * * J ) -
63 • 0 * ( ft M- 1 • 0 l * ( t. ~- 1 • J ) * ( 2 • 0 * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 7 ) + Y ( 6 ) *Y ( 6 ) *D C:< Y ( 7 ) -Y ( 5 ) * 
7 y ( 6 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 7 ) / Y ( 4 ) ) + Y ( 4 ) I AD* ( Y ( 0 ) * Y ( 1 b ) + 2 • C "~ Y ( 9 ) * Y ( 1 J) + J. 0 *Y ( 2 ) * 
2Y ( 2 0 ) -3 • 0 * ( Y ( 1 ) * Y ( 2 1 ) + 't ( 2 ) * Y ( 1 4) ) -5 • ~ * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 5 ) - Y ( 8 ) *Y ( 14 ) ) 
.\ o2 1 1 = 2 • o * c e * c 2 • o 1 < v c 4 > * Y < 4 > > * c v < s > * Y c s > * v c 2 o > + v c 5 > * v < 1 2 > * v c 1 3 > + 
1 C 2 >:3 *Y ( 5 ) * Y { 6 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) + 0 E R Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 3 ) + Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) * Y ( 1 J) + Y { 5 ) 
2 * y ( 1 1 ) * y ( 1 4 ) + y ( 5 ) * y ( c ) * y ( 1 c; ) + y ( 7 ) * y ( 1 1 ) * y ( 1 2 ) + y ( 6 ) * y ( 1 2 ) * y ( 1 2 ) + 
3 Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * 0 CRY ( 1 2 ) + 0 E R Y { ~ ) * Y ( c l * Y ( 1 8 ) + Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y C 1 8 l + Y ( 5 ) ~y { 6 ) * 
4 Y ( 1 S)- 2 • 0 * ( AM -1 • 0) * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 5) * Y ( 6) * Y ( 6) ) -1 • 0 I ( Y ( 4 ) * * 3) * ( 6 • 0 *Y ( 5) * 
5 y ( 5 ) * y { l l ) * y ( 1 ] } +f. • c * 'Y ( 5 ) * y ( 6 ) * y ( l 1 ) * y ( 1 2 ) + 6 • 0 * y ( 5 ) * y ( ~j ) * y ( 'J ) * y ( 1 
6 3 ) + 3 • 0 * { DE R Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 1 l + Y ( 5 l * Y ( 7 ) * 'r ( 1 1 l * Y ( 1 1 ) + 2 • 0 * Y ( 5) * Y 
7 ( 6) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) ) ) + 1 2 • 0 * Y ( ~) * Y ( 5) '~ Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) I ( Y ( 4) * *4 ) ) +AD 21 
0 E R Y ( 2 1 ) = Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 2 l ) - 4 • 0 * C 8 * ( C 2 2-2 • 0 * ( Al-l- 1 • 0 ) ) * ( ( DE R Y ( 5) * Y ( 6 )>I< Y ( 13 ) 
1 + Y ( 5) *Y { 7) * Y ( 1 3 ) + Y ( 5) * Y ( 6) * Y ( 14) ) IY ( 4}- ( 2 • 0 * Y ( 5) *Y ( 5) *Y ( 6) *Y ( 1 3) + 
2 0 E R Y ( 5 } * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) + 2 • 0 * Y ( 5 ) * Y ( fJ ) * Y ( 1 1 ) * 
3Y(7)}1(Y(4)**2)-3.0*Y(~)*Y{5)*Y(6)*Y(6}*Y(11)1(Y(4)**3))-2.0*C8*( 
4C22-2.0*(AM-l.O)*C28+3.0*(AM-1.0)**2l*C(DERY(5)*Y(6l*Y(6)*Y(6)+3.0 
5*Y(5)*YC6l*Y(6)*Y(7))/Y(4)-2.C*Y(5)*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(6)*Y{6)1(Y(4)*Y(4) 
6 ) ) - 2 • 0 * C 8 * ( 1 • 0/ Y ( 4 ) * (DE R Y ( 5 ) * Y ( 2 0} + Y { 5 l * Y ( 2 l ) + 0 E R Y ( 1 2 ) ~,y ( 1 3 ) + Y ( 12 ) 
7 * y ( 1 4 ) + C 2 8 * ( Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 6 ) * 0 E R Y ( 1 2 ) + 2 • I) * Y { 6 ) * Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) l + Y ( 7 } * Y ( 1 ·.; ) + Y ( 6 
el*DERY(19)-2.0*(AM-l.O)*(OERY(5)*Y(6)*Y(6)+2.0*Y(5)*Y(6)*Y(7J) )) 
<;-Y(5)*Y(2l)+Y(5)*Y(21)/Y(4}+AD211 
RETURN 
END 
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PEP.TURCfATI C ~ ~~T~OO ~ITH SIMPLIFICATIC~•s FOR FIFTH SET. I~PLI IT RC~L*8(A-H,C-Z) . ,, 
FXTf~~~L VECT 00 ,FC N 
DIMEf'..SION A(3),G(::),t-(.:;),S(24) 
((~~CN P~R,ftCP,PR2 ,SC2~V~,V5 v 6 v 1· cv27.VJ1.V3J.VJ4,v38 .~ 40 ,v 41 TR 1• o,vtz,vt3,V17,Vt9~vzo,vz4,V26. ~~RT=O ' ' 
2 
55 
9 
I~DEX=2 
G ( 1 ) = -5 • 20 1 0 
H ( 1 ) = 5 • 20 1 0 
G(2l=-S.2D10 
H(2 ):5. 2Cl0 
G<Jl=-5.2010 
H(3)=5.201C 
NVR=-3 
NCO~= 3 
L-=24 
~~F I G=6 
NTRIPV=lOOO 
T f' .: 1 • 1 
Pf'2=0.71CO 
RG=34o8 
'!11=4.0 
'.V2-=2€ .96 
CP1=1.24 
CP2=0o24 
P=v/2/W 1-1.0 
~cP:CP1/CP2-1.00 
SC2=0.21 
V3=C.1204699 
V5=-0.:J282340c;l 
V6=4.e2S68c;l 
V10=lg.67 .'370 
Vl2=-12o04<;51 
v 13 = 6 1 • 77 0 3 3 
vt7=e64.55t8 
Vl.:J=-50.S4719 
V20=-1207C7o8 
V24=-75351.10 
'126=716<;27.5 
V27=-0.6467213D08 
A(l )=-0.<;481551D08 
ft(2l=0.710SC1~D08 
ft(3)=0.€265195Dl0 
DC 55 "'1 = 1, 2 
IF(fw'.EO.l) 03=-0.26 
lF(M.~Q.~} C8=0o0 
R=RO*C8/(Wl*SC2*CP2) 
110 2 J= 1 • 2 CALL CLIMBS(NVR,A,NCCN,U,NFIG,S,L,K~P.T,G,H,INDEX,NTRIPV,FCNJ 
COH INUE 
STOP 
EN[) S~eROUTINE FCN(NV~R,A,~FCN,UoG,HH) 
lfw'PLICIT RCAL*9(A-H,C-Z} 
EXTER"'AL VECTOR DIME~SION A(~},G(~),t-H(~} 
REAL*AY(99),0E P. Y(99) CC~MCN P,R,ACP,P~2,SC2,V3,V5 9 V6,V10,Vl2,V13,V17,Vl9,~20tV24,V26t 
CV27,V3l,V33,VJ4,VJdov40tV4ltTRol 
~=35 
T=O • 
H=.5 
Y(l)-=0.0 
Y(2)=0.Q 
Y(::}=V3 
Y(4l=TR 
Y(5)=V5 
Y(6)=V6 
Y(7)=-4.0*SC2 
Y (.:.3 l=-1 o0/Y(4) 
Y(0)=0o0 
Y(lO)=VlO 
y ( 1 l ) =0. 0 
Y ( l 2) =V l 2 
Y( 13l=V13 
Y ( 1 4 ) =- Y ( 6 ) *Y ( 7) 
Y(l5}=0.8*P*Y(6 J/Y(4) 
Y(16)=0o0 
Y(17)=V17 
Y(1 A )= O .O 
Y(lSl=Vl9 122 
Y(20)=V20 
Y(2ll=-Y( 6 )*Y( 14)-Y(7)*(Y( l"")+Y( - )* Y(22)~ 2 ·0*P/3, 0 *Y{4)*{Y(13):o*Y( ~ )*~(( 66 ))~ Y(23)-0.0 I 
Y(24)=V24 
Y(25)=0.0 
Y(26)=V26 
Y(27l-=V27 
Y ( 2 8 l =- Y ( 6) * Y ( 2 1 ) -Y ( 14) * ( y ( 1 "l) + y ( 6 ) (Y{l3)+Y(6)*Y(6)*Y(6)) - *Y( 6 ))-Y(7)*('1'(20)+2,0*Y(6)* 
Y(29)-=4.0*P/7. 0 *Y(4)*(Y(-0)-2 C*l--l ( ~ . Y(30)-: .J,O .:. ' *Y ol*Y(l3l+I=*P*Y(6}*Y(6)*Y(6)) 
Y(31)=A(l) 
Y(32):::Q,Q 
Y(32l=A(2) 
Y('34)-=A(3) 
Y(35)=-Y(6l*Y(28)-Y(21)*(Y(l"l)+Y( - )* () 
2Y(l3)+Y(6l*Y(6}*Y(6) )-Y 7)* - 0 y 6 ~-Y( 4 l*{'r(20)+2,0*Y(6)* ~y ( 6 ) * Y ( 6 ) * y ( 1 3 ) + y ( .6 ) *Y ( ~ ) *Y ~ ~ ~; ~ ~ ~ ~ l () * y ( 0 ) * Y ( 2 0 l + Y ( 13 ) *Y ( 1 J) + J, 0 * 
DO J !=1,40 
3 CALL RKINT(T,Y,~,r,V~CTO~,DERY} 
~~~~~Z'**2+Y(3ll**2+YC22l**2+Y(33l**2+Y(34}**2+YC35l**Z 
E~O 
SUB~OUTINF VCCTOR(T,Y,DCRY,N) 
I~PLICIT REAL*~(A-H,C-Z) 
REAL*eY(S9),0E~Y(99) 
CCV~7M~VON31PV,~3,ACVP,PR2,SC2,V3,V5,V6,VlO,Vl2,Vl3tV17,Vl9,V20,V24,V26, ~ • • - • 34oV28,~4Q,V41,TR,I 
f) ER Y { 1 l -= Y ( 2 ) 
DERY(2l-=Y(J} 
DERY(J)=2.0*YC2l*Y(2)-J,O*Y(ll*Y(2)-Y(4)+1 0 
D ER Y ( 4 ) -= Y ( 5) • 
DERY(5l-=-3.0*PR2*Y(1)*Y(=) 
OERY(6)=Y(7) 
DERY(7)=SC2*(Y(2l*Y(c)-2.0*Y(1)*Y(7)) 
f) ER Y ( 8 ) = Y ( 9 ) 
OERY(9)-=Y(10) 
11ERY( 10}=5.0*Y( 2l*Y(<;)-4.0*'1'(3)*Y(8)-J,O*Y( ll*Y( 10)-Y(ll )-P*Y(4) 
C*Y(6) 
0 E R Y ( 1 1 ) =Y ( 12 ) 
_DERY( 12 )=-R-*PR2*(Y( 4 l*DERY(7l+Y( 5)*Y(7) l-ACF*PR2/SC2*Y{5)*Y(7)+ 
t::P R 2 * { Y ( 2 ) * Y ( 1 1 ) - 4 • 0 * Y ( ~ ) * Y ( e ) - 3 , 0 4<Y ( 1 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) ) 
DERY(1~)=Y(l4) 
DERY( 14)=SC2*(Y(6)*'r (9)+~.0*Y(2l*Y( 13)-4,0*Y(7l*Y(8)-3.0*Y(l)* 
CY C 1 4 ) ) . 
DERY ( 15 )=Y( 16) 
DEqy( 16 )=Y( 17) 
r>ERY( 17)=3.0*YC9l*Y(S)+6.0*Y(2)*Y{16)-5.0*Y(3)*Y(l5)-4,0*Y(J)* 
c y ( 1 0 ) - .1 • 0 * y ( 1 ) * y ( 1 7 ) - y ( 18 ) - p * ( y ( 6 ) * y ( 1 1 ) + y ( 4 ) * y ( 1 3 ) ) 
DERY{ 18 l=Y( 1 9 ) 
DERY{ 1 9 )=-R*PR2*('f( 7 )*Y( 12)+DERY( 7) *Y( 11)+Y("5l*YC 14)+Y(Id*DcKY(l4) 
2 l - A. CP * P R 2 / S C 2 * { y ( 7 ) * y ( 1 2 ) + Y ( S ) * Y ( 1 4 l ) + P ~ 2 * ( Y ( q ) * Y ( 1 l ) + 2 • 0 * Y ( 2 ) * 
3Y{18)-5.0*Y(5)*Y( 15)-4.0*Y(c>*Y( 12)-J,O*Y(l l*Y{ 19) l+~*P*(Y(:5)* 
4 Y ( 6 ) * Y { 7 ) +Y ( 4 ) * y { 7) * y ( 7) + y ( 4 ) * Y ( 6) *D ER Y ( 7) ) * P R2 
DERY(20 ):Y( 21) 
DERY{21 l-=SC2*(Y(6)*'r(l6)+2.0*Y(Sl*Y(13)+3.0*Y(2)*Y(20)-5.0*Y(7)* 
2Y(15)-A.O*Y(8)~<Y( 14)-.2,0*Y( l)*Y(21)) 
DERY( 22 l=Y( 23) 
DERY( 23 l=Y( ~4) 
D ERY ( 24 ) .-:::7. C * y ( 2 ) *Y ( 2 3 ) + 7 • 0 * y ( c;) * Y ( 16)- 6 • 0* Y ( 3 ) * Y ( 2 2 l- 5 • 0 *Y ( 1 0} * 
1 v < 1 5 > -4 • 0 * y c a > * v c 17 >- 3 • (H v < 1 > * v c 24 >- v c 2 s > -P * < v < 6 > * v c 1 s > + Y c 1 1 > * 
2Y(l3)+Y{4)*Y(2())) 
')ERY(25)=Y(2')) 
D ER Y ( 2 6 ) =- R * p R 2 * ( y ( 7 ) * y ( 19) +DE R Y { 7 l * Y ( 11'3 l + Y ( 1 2 l * Y ( l 4 ) +Y ( 1 1 l * 
2 D [ R Y ( 1 4 ) + y ( 5 } * y ( 2 1 ) + y ( 4 ) *DE K y ( 2 1 ) ) - '\ C P * ;J :< 2 / ~ C 2 * ( Y ( 7 l * Y ( 1 J ) + Y ( 1 2 ) * 
:3Y(14)+Y(5)*Y(?l) )+D R 2*(Y{ 11 )*Y{ l-5)+ 2 .0 '~ Y( 9 ) .t-Y ( 18 )+:3. C*Y(2l*Y(25)-
4 6 • 0 * y ( c; ) * y ( 2 2)- 5 • () * y ( 1 2 ) * y ( 1 5 ) -4 • 0 * y ( i3 ) * y ( 1 <; ) - 3 . 0 * y ( 1 ·' * y ( 2 {; ) ) 
5 + J:; * P * p ·~ 2 * ( y ( 7 ) ::-: ( y ( 7 ) * y ( 1 1 ) + y ( 4 ) * Y ( 1 4 l l + Y ( 6 ) * ( Y ( 7 ) * v ( l 2 l + DE R Y ( 7 ) * 
6 Y ( 1 1 ) + y ( 5 ) * y ( 1/i. ) + y ( 4 ) * c E ~~ y { 1 4 ) ) ) + '~ * t-> ~ 2 * ( ( Y ( 5 l * Y ( l 4 l + Y ( 4 ) *D E . ~ Y ( l t~ l ) 
7 * ( P * y ( 1 3 ) - p * p * y ( 6 ) * y ( 6 ) ) + y ( 4 ) * y ( l 4 ) * ( P * Y ( 1 .3 ) - 2 • 0 *P * P * Y ( () ) * Y ( 7 ) ) ) 
IJERY(27)-=Y(28) , _ 
f) E R Y ( 2 r3) = S C 2 * ( y ( 6 ) * y ( 2:; ) + 2 • 0 * y ( 1 J ) * Y ( t 6 ) + 3 • C * Y ( q ~ * Y ( 2 0 ~ + 4 • J: Y ( 2 ) * 
2 y ( 2 7 ) - 6 • 0 * y ( 7 ) * y ( 2 2 ) - 5 • 0 * y ( l 4 ) * y ( 1 ': ) - 4 • !) * y ( 8 ) * 'y • c. 1 ) -.J • .,. y ( l ) =-- y ( 2 8) ) 
r>ERY(29)=Y(20) 
OER'r(20 ):::Y(2l) 
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D ER Y ( 3 1 ) = 8 • 0 * Y ( 2 ) *Y ( ~ 0 ) + 8 • 0 * Y ( <; ) * Y ( 2 J ) ·H • 0 * Y ( 1 (; ) *Y ( 16 ) -7 • 0 *Y ( 3) * 
2 y ( 2 9 ) -6 • 0 * y ( 1 0 ) * y ( 2 2 ) - ~ • c * y ( 1 :: ) * y { 1 7 ) -4 • 0 * y ( -3 ) * y ( 2 4 ) -3. 0 :,'<y ( l ) * 
JY ( 3 t ) - Y ( 2 2 ) -P * ( Y { 6 ) * Y ( 2 5 ) +Y ( l ~ ) * Y ( 1 B ) + Y ( 1 1 l * Y ( 2 0 ) + y ( 4 ) *Y ( 2. 7 ) ) 
DERY(32)=YC::J) . 
DERY(331=-~* 0 R2*(Y{7)*YC26)+DERY(7)*Y(25)+Y(l4l*YC19)+DERY(14)* 
2Y(1R)+Y( 1?)*Y(21 )+Y( 11 )*DCRY(21HY(5)*Y(2Bl+Y(4l*OERY(28) )-ACP*PR2 
., / SC 2 * ( Y { 7) * Y ( 2 6 ) + Y ( 1 4 ) * Y ( 1 9 ) + Y ( 1 2 ) * Y ( 2 1 ) + Y ( :; ) * Y ( 2 8 ) ) + PR2 * ( y ( 1 l ) * 
4Y(23)+2.0*Y(ltl*Y(l8)+2.0*Y{<;)*Y(25)+4.0*Y(2)*Y(J2)-7.0*Y(5)*Y(29) 
5-6 • 0 * y ( 1 2 ) * y ( 2 2 ) - 5 • 0 * y ( 1 5 ) * y ( 1 9 ) - 4 • 0 * y ( :J ) -~ y ( 2 6 ) - .3 • :)* y ( 1 ) * y ( J 3 ) ) 
6 + f; * P * P R 2 * ( Y { 7 ) * ( Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 8 ) + Y ( 1 1 ) * Y ( 1 4-) + Y { 4 ) * Y { 2 1 ) ) + Y ( 6 ") * ( Y ( 7) * 
7Y(19)+DERY(7)*Y( 18)+Y( 12)*Y( 14}+Y( 11)*0Ef<Y( 14)+Y(5l*Y(21l+Y(4)* 
8') ER Y ( 21 ) ) +Y { 1 4) * ( Y ( 7) * Y ( 1 1 } + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 1 4) ) + Y ( 1 J l * ( Y ( 7) * Y ( 12) + DC:RY ( 7) 
S*Y( 11 )+Y(5)*Y( 14 )+Y(4)*DE.~Y{ 14)) )-R*f->*P*PR2*(2.0*Y(6)*Y(7)*(Y(7)* 
1 y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 4 ) * Y ( 1 4 ) ) + Y ( c >* Y { 6 ) * ( Y ( 7 ) * Y ( 1 2 ) + 0 ER Y ( 7l * Y ( 1 1 ) + Y ( 5) * Y ( 1 4 ) + 
2Y ( 4 ) * 0 E R Y ( 1 4 } } ) + R *P R 2 * ( ( Y ( 5 ) ;.;: Y ( 14) + Y ( 4) *') ER Y ( 1 4) l * ( P *Y ( 2 0) -2 • 0 * P * P 
< * y ( 7 ) * y ( 1 3 ) + p * p * p * y ( t ) * y ( c ) * y ( e: ) ) + y ( 4 ) * y { 1 4 ) * ( p * y { ·2 1 ) -2 • 0 * p .;c p * y ( 7 ) 
4*Y( 13)+P*P*P*YC6)*Y{ c )#Y(c) )+Y(4)*Y( 14l*(P*YC.21)-2.0*P*.:>*Y(7) *Y( 13 
5 ) -2 • 0 *P * P * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 14 } + 3 • C *P *P *;::> * Y ( 6) * Y ( 6 ) * Y ( 7 ) } ) 
nERY(34)=Y(25) · . 
OERY(35)=SC2*(Y(6)*Y(30)+2.0*Y( 13l*Y(23}+3.0*Y(1c)*Y(20)+4.0*Y{9) 
2*Y( 27)+5.0*Y( 2)*Y{34)-7.0*Y(7l*Y(29)-6.0*Y( 14)*Y(22)-5.0#Y(l5)* 
3Y(21)-4.0*Y(8)*Y(23}-2o0*Y{1)*YC35)) 
RETU~N 
END 
BOU"'DARY VALUZS AT THE WALL: 
APPEND I X - '1111 
Table -8.1 
a) Perturbation method without any simplifications: 
T F" e' w 
-
0 0 
8 310 0.08015498 -0.00698334 
A 330 0.14621900 -0.01828122 
.,(! 350 0.20531980 
-0.03108194 -~ 
370 0.26120690 
-0.04486453 A 8 
~ 310 :::> 
H 330 ~ ~ 350 ~ 
::r: 370 
I 
310 
p:; 330 H ~ < 350 0 370 z 
8 310 
A 330 
o(S 350 
i A 370 
8 
310 
p:; 330 
H 8 350 ~ A 
370 
I 
p:; 310 
H r2 330 < :550 0 
z 370 
310 8 
A 330 
o(S 350 
A 370 
8 
(\J 310 
0 330 0 8 
A 350 
I 370 
p:; 310 H 330 ' < ~ 
0 350 
z 370 
124 
wo 
5.298769 
4.166473 
3-5~4069 
3.188587 
5.269620 
4.10~179 
3.5058·67 
3.093217 
5.269620 
4.108179 
3.505867 
3.093217 
-.... 
I 10.957260 
8.454854 
7.142538 
6.265132 
I 10.967070 8.477778 
7.178914 
6.313354 
10.967070 
8.477778 
7 .. 178914 
6.313354 
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T F" I 
w 1 e1 w1 
8 310 20. 8136500 
-5. 89034100 1073.1040000 A 13.4084400 330 
-6.36628000 537.9190000 o(S 350 11.5110100 
-6.42810800 303.0462000 
:::t A 370 10.4517900 
-6.52827400 195.5493000 ::;, 8 
H 
20.6867000 H 310 
-5.87830800 1057.0840000 r.£1 
::z:: ~ 330 13.1578700 
-6.33424500 525. 8752000 350 11.1612900 
-6.38115400 294.6812000 I 370 10.0015700 
-6.46795400 189.1617000 
~ 310 34.8594100 
-2. 89255500 
-684.7095000 H <x: r.£1 330 25.5613800 
-2.51102700 
-245.2186000 z 0 350 22.0442800 
-2.14863700 
-139.3659000 :z; 370 20.1054300 
-1.80454400 
- 93.3949100 
~ 310 -0.2299810 0.02324142 330 
-0.2829729 0.66704357 
o(S 350 
-0.3260541 . 0.10503940· 
A 370 
-0.3593050 0.13956950 8 
p:: 310 -0.2299671 0.02324091 
H ~ 330 -0.2829262 0.06703866 ~ 350 -0.3259512 0.10502390 ' 
I 370 -0.3591689 0.13954650 -
p:: 310 -0.1592584 0.04517688 
,. H ~ 330 -0.2272866 0.09267434 ' I ~ 
0 350 -0.2755264 0.13399480 : z 370 -0.3110498 0.17177540 
310 -3.0685270 0.31953810 34.2760400 ~ 330 -2.1672060 0.39480830 -5.8805840 
o(S 350 -1.8158630 0.46233970 -9.5890640 
A 370 -1.6338320 0.51624850 -9.1123060 
8 
.. 
0(\ 310 -3.070075 0.31951250 33.9593400 
330 -2.170958 0.39486270 - 6.3203160 0 8 0.46256950 -10.1303000 A 350 -1.822172 ' 
I 370 -1.642817 0.51671580 - 9.7042700 
p:: 310 -3.448460 0.19322060 65.1230200 H 0.21780160 5. 9864140 ~ 330 -2.530039 
r.£1 350 -2.185335 0.24028570 -2.7633590 z 0.25855250 -4.7127130 0 370 -2.005748 :z; 
126 
Tw Fll I 2 e2 w2 
E-t 310 1686.923000 
-2338.9320000 2273145.000000 A 330 193.236900 
-1492.2470000 734443.100000 o(S 350 - 80.571840 
-1081.5230000 293322.800000 A 370 
-165.447900 
- 897.5183000 144005.400000 E-t 
:a: p 
~ 310 1629.640000 
-2336.8480000 2283681.000000 H H E-l 330 126.091600 -1491.0850000 747870.400000 ~ 
::X:: A 350 -140.727200 
-1079.4240000 303027.800000 370 -220.833900 
- 892.8523000 151052.100000 I 
~ 310 -6188.409000 255.4494000 296601.700000 
H ~ 330 -1836.269000 107.6806000 41785.140000 <:t; 0 350 - 963.986100 54.8245700 14465.830000 z 370 - . 624.078400 23.7816800 7123.120000 
~ 310 9.318017 -0.2101749 330 10.148450 
-0.3343737 
o(S 350 10.245990 
-0.3960303 
A 370 10.163510 
-0.4362441 E-l 
cr.: 310 9.315478 -0.2098744 
-
H 330 10.141270 
-0.3336953 ~ ~ 350 10.283820 
-0.3949931 . 
I 370 10.146530 -0.4348993 
-
cr.: 310 9.001800 -0.2666163 H ~ ~ 330 9.889927 -0.4320523 z 350 10.060810 -0.5241860 0 z 370 9-937619 -0.5914537 
~ 310 -26.554100 -3.6528370 1847.1380000 330 - : 0. 60.535L;. -3.6419220 115.6790000 
o(S 350 3.153303 -3.5598410 16.9575200 
A 370 4.142202 -3.3650400 2.1622640 E-l 
310 -26.523400 -3.6531740 1848.2890000 C\J E-t 330 0.528418 -3. 6425130 113.2890000 0 - 14.1211000 t..) A 350 3.277221 -3.5602110 
I 370 4.310622 -3.3637880 -1.1257330 
cr.: 310 -36.628620 0.4181826 2866.5440000 H 
-0.2655631 177.9409000 ~ 330 - 2.172817 1'£1 
-0.3272081 9.4165230 z 350 3.325660 0 
-0.2684975 -13.6355900 z 370 4-934503 
Table - 8.2 
b) Perturbation method with simplifications: 
-. 
F'l I TR 0 90 wo 
~ p 0.2026077 -0.066715241 4.083433 H 8 1.2 
H A 
fil 
p:j 1.1 0.1204699 -0.028234090 4.829689 
I 
~ 1.2 
P:< 0 
H z 
< 1.1 
1.2 
P:< ~ H 
< 1.1 
I 
~ 1.2 P:< 
H 0 
< z 1.1 
1.2 8.470?559 
C\..1 ~ 
0 1.1 10.075020 u 
I 1.2 
P:< ~ 
H 0 1.1 ::X: lZ; 
II I 
F1 91 
14.73078000 -13.18448000 
19.67870000 -12.04951000 
25.05857000 - 2.79619400 
32.31864000 - 3.18451300 
-0.17787050 0.16035770 
-0.16745910 0.06361297 
-0.12130410 0.23044560 
-0.09342788 0.12571250 
-1.94165000 0.90895600 
-2.48555700 0.75168410 
-2.31170300 0.41618690 
-2.96986300 0.312554?50 
w1 
lj-6. 68307 
61.77033 
-211.52480 
-463.07B90 
- 26.60268 
- 33.557L~4 
- 22 .67035 
- 10.29854 
- 13.2e5238 
14. 52904 
1 
I 
1-' 
1\.l 
~ 
1/ I I I I 1/ \ I TR F2 e2 w2 F3 e3 \ w3 
E3 1.2 612.8959 I 96.62965 I -38886.55 I -87118.27 I 265167.80 1 -9479743.o 
~ ~ 
~ 1.1 864.5518 -50.94719 -120707.80 -75351.10 716927.50 l-64673130.0 
~ 1.2 -1612.319o 496.55740 31852.oo 242193.90 -87564.46 I -6126b54.o 
~~ I -4091.2170 I 847.&o6oo I 127435.90 1n16212.oo 1-261903.oo l-451525oo.o 
p:; !S 
~ 1.1 
. ~ 1~2 -0.2912340 -0.2346071 0.35~5479 0.7540783D-O 
;z:; 
p:; 0 
~ z \ 1.1 -0.2920310 -0.16b0576 I 0.46507501 0.1483674D-O 
(\jl ~ 1.2 -0.1615231 -4.326590 123.6878 I -41.41256 I -72.42470 I -3o1.4103 8 1.1 -8.636449 I -4.981312 I 415.1876 I -24o. 8913 1 -12() .1021 1 b561. 641 
r.il 1.2 -1.6b63t~3 I 1.423692 I 141.3330 I -4().31547 I 8.4153261 519.6348 z 
P:< I 0 ~ z 11.1 I -16.3784CS I 2.927418 I 852.9711 I -416.2699 I b2.53722 I 20392.34 
I-' 
[\) 
00 
TR 
..:. p 1.2 H 
t--=1 ~ f:s:l 
::r:: 1.1 
I 
· ~ 1.2 
p:: 0 
~ z 1.1 
1.2 
p:: 8 
~ A 1.1 
I 
: ~ 1.2 
p:: 0 
H z 
~ 1.1 
1. 2 
C\.1 
· E-i 
0 A 
0 1.1 
I 
~ 1. 2 p:: 
H 0 
<I! ~ 1.1 
F'' 4 
-0.94t31547D08 
-0.9481551D08 
-0.6771686D08 
-0.5442280D09 
-0.5539786D-02 
-0.4220335D-01 
363.4205 
-532 .4 997 
-53~ . Lj803 
-13607.27 
L___ 
I 
e4 
0.7109022D08 
0.7109019D08 
0.27171241J08 
0.1278371D09 
-· 
0.1757023 
0.2258319 
-562.8554 
178.9661 
17~-9524 
2664.843 
w4 
o.8265195D10 
o.8265195D10 
0.2747090D10 
0.3021238V11 
-32667.63 
-10939.67 
-10940.59 
b16Lj91.0 
I 
1-' 
1\J 
\,() 
APPE IDIX- IX 
FLOJVET:SR CALI BRATION CUR~S AND E.1PERICAL :2ELATIONS: 
The 1ndividual calibratiOn chart supplied w1th each meter is 
a lot of the percentage change m d1ameter rat10, R, aga1nst lh~ scale read1ng of the meter, wh1ch IS a stra1ght lme. On 
the left s1de of the chart IS a d1rect read1ng scale of the 
equivalent flow of a1r at standard cond1t1ons, and a similar 
scale for water is on the r1ght s1de. . 
When cleaning the meter, great care should be exerc1sed 
~· · to lose the glass ball . It is possible to replace the glass b~il; however, . the calibration will not be as accurate, 
•' though deviat1ons will only be mmor. . . . . . 
Accuracy is 2.0% of readmg or 1 diVISIOn, wh1chever 1s 
the greater. . . . 
The above dimens1onless correlat1on chart of flow coeffi-
cient, c •. agai;1st Stokes number, S ,, tor different values of 
R may be used to calculate the cal1brat10n curve for any flUid 
whose density and vtscos1ty are known at cond1t1ons of flow: 
1. Select a suitable value of R and read the correspond-
Ing scale reading from the individual calibration curve 
supplied. 
2. Obtain the values of weight of float in grams, W1, and 
the density of float. r 1• in gram/ mi. !tom the calibration 
chart. Let 1, = density of fluid in grams/ mi. and JJ = vis-
cosity of fluid in centipoises at conditions of flow. 
3. Calculate the Stokes number from the following equa-
tion : S, = 1.042 WI (p~ _:_ p)p R:' 
P. PI 
4. From the correlation chart read off the corresponding 
value of c. tor the calculated value of S, and the selected 
value of R. 
5. Obtain the value of diameter of . float in inches, D1. 
from the calibration chart, and calculate the volumetric rate 
of flow in ml / min. q, from the followmg equation : 
1.1 
1.0 
. 9 
.a 
.7 
.s 
.5 
.4 
. 3 
.2 
.15 
. , 2 
+ 
c . 
~-,. -
- st < 5, c. - .cas t 
1 2 
I 
.. 
~ 4 5 7 10 2 3 4 5 7 10' 2 3 4 5 7 10' 2 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
q = 59 8 D1 C i W1 (, ,, - ,,) R [__!__ - 2 J 
• 1'1 I' 100 
6. The volumetr.IC rate of flu1d flowing and measured at 
the cond itions of flow may be converted :nto mass rate of 
flow by multiply1ng by the dens1ty. 
7. To obtain a complete calibration curve several values 
of R may be selected. Gases may be plotted agamst the 
standard a1r scale and l1 quids against the standard water 
scale on the calibratiOn chart to give very nearly straight 
lines. SAMPLE CALCULATION 
Flowmeter, catalog No. F 1100, std. water at R = 25 
1. From indiv idual calibration chart, scale rtading is 100 at 
R = 25 
2. W1 = .00530 grams, p 1 = 2.53 grams / mi. For std. 
water: 
r = 1.0 grams/mi. and JJ = 1.0 cp. 
S _ 1.042 X .00530 X 1.53 X 1.00 15 625 _ 53 2 3
· 
1 
- 1.0 X 2.53 X ' - . 
4. From correlation chart, c. = .458 
5. 0 1 = .0625 inches and 
q = 59.8 X .0625 X .458 
6. Mass flow : 
.00530 X 1.53 X 25 (2.25) 2.53 X 1.0 
= 5.44 ml/min 
5..44 X 1.0;;: 5.44 _wams/ min. 
R~ 
3 5 10 
St~ 
3 45 710" 2 3 4 5 7 10' 2 
3 4 5 7 10' 2 
F; a-
-o• Correlation chart for flow:neters. 9.1: 
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SIZE N0.1 
C, ROGER Calibration Chart 
UILMONT Flowmeter Catalog No. F1100 
Serial No. L- G bO 
0 1 = .0625" W, = .00530 GM p, = 2.53 GM/ML 
STD* 
AIR ML/MIN • MEASURED AND FLOWING AT 1 ATM. AND 70" F. 
STD * ~S WATER ML/MI 
260 
~ 
240 -
2=l0 -= 
200 -= 
180 
-
160 
140 -= 
120 _::H+H 
80 -
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
~·· 
~HH~ 201~~ 
- - · - · ·- - · - - - · - - · - · • · &11111111 I 
2 .0 
1. 5 
!4"1-l .:~~l-ll-t -l-l-ll- l -l-l-1-t-I- I-I.:. J-:-1- II-I-I - I-I-11-H 11-1-111-1-11111-11111111111 
1.0 
0.5 
0 .2 
I t - t--t Itt 1 - t----1 t-t-t--1~ 1-- 1~-1 -1 I I I -1 -4-t 1- 1 -1 ~ 1 I I I -~ ;1 
:::._ 0 .1 
·- ··- ·. - · --· ··- · ·- - ·-~· .................. ~ .. 11~ ::: 
10 ~ 
5-
1 
--fR3 R-EEH FH-1111 Ffll RfiEBT-ffFH-fFR131-FIIIIIJEI-II H-11 Rill-I-ll H±H 1-1 111-H:El-EH Ill-! 1-11 HIll [I-I 1 Ill 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
SCALE READING AT CENTER OF BALL 
(;:! 
1--' 
-----------------------------------------------------SLZE 1\IC>_ 2 
STD* 
AIR Ml/MIN 
1600 -H-H-H-++++-f 
-~ 
1400 --t I I I H 
- -
1200 ---H-t-t-H 
-
600 
~IIIII I 
400 
200-
100 --liT1 
ROGER Calibration Chart 
ILrJIONT Flowmeter Catalog No. F1200 
SeriaJ No. __jJ- b D f 
D, = 0.125" W, = 0.0424 GM p, = 2.53 GM/ML 
• MEASURED AND FLOWING AT 1 ATM. AND 10• F. 
-· -·-y 
14-· .. 
R STD* 
25 WATER ML/ MIN 
35 
30 
::tafU~I-iliNOOf~mlJ=~IIII.llitllil 
0 
r-------------~---------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------
SIZE N0.3 
(iAOGER Calibration Chart ILMONT Flowmeter Catalog No. F1300 
Serial No. _._E __;_-1---L-:..91 __ 
o, = 0.250'' w, = 0.339 GM P• = 2.53 GM/ML 
STD* AIR ML/MIN • Measured and flowing at 1 ATM. and 70" F. 
12,000 
-
11,000 -
tO,OOO 
-
9,000 = 
8,000 
-7,000-
6,000~ 
R STD* 
25 WATER ML/M 
280 
260 
240 
220 
200 
160 
140 
120 
5,000 -=flTI~-·-~· -~- · - · .............................. - ........................................................... .. 
4,000 ~ - ~ ~ 80 
3,000 - - 60 
- 40 
2,000 - - - - - -- ·:=t - -- 5 
··;~~ ? G 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
SCALE READING AT CENTER OF BALL 
SIZE N0.4 
liAOGEA ILMONT Calibration Chart Flowmeter Catalog No. F1400 
Serial No. c - 5 14-
o, = 0.375" W, = 1.142 GM p, = 2.53 GM/ML 
STD* 
AIR ML/MIN 
• Measured and flowing at 1 ATM. and 70" F. R 
25 
STD* 
WATER ML/MI 
-36,000 - - - . -. - 1=-
_:... 850 
- - - t:: 
34,000 ~ - - . ~ 
32,000 - - - . - - -
-
-
.- 800 
-
.. 11~+1+11111111111750 -- - -
00 
- "IIIII 
30,0 
- - -- "-
1. 1 1 1 1- 1-1-1-r 'loll 
. 700 
- - - - -28,000 -- . -
650 
-
26,000 - - . - - . - . ~~ 
24.000 - - - ~ - - '""' - _ - _- __ · ~ - 1 
-= -- ---
-
= 600 
-
-
= 550 
22·000 ==: - ~ - --- - - -- -- -FllTI 15J 
2o,ooo---:: -- - - · - 1--- - · -- --- - ~ - - -- H H-11111111111::: 
'I~ 5oo 
-
450 
18,000 -
,000 
14,000-
12,000~~ 
10,000 ~-W-W-
8,000 =. ·-
_ _, 
400 
350 
300 
250 
200 
150 
c II 6
•
000 ~Inn 11 Ml nru ff11llllll 111 FIITI nrnrrrrn IITITill 1"1 rn 1-l!Tlll RTFIIIII r1 lllllTilll r1 II n 1111111o11ll~ 
4,000 --= 
-=m3-E-EI±ffiEB rn-IIFEJJJJTlJIHli]]]]JB=I-1 ElllLD11JJlll un Fllllll u1, '-' ,,, L '1''''''''''-t-H-HTTliiTrl 2,000- - - --.......................................... ::~:~:; :;~~;;~;;: ~;~;.;; ~itU:fl!Hl U !Jll HIIIIIIIIIJ 
100 
50 
1 II 10 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
SCALE READING AT CENTER OF BALL 
1-' 
I.J'J 
~ 
SIZE N0.5 
STD* 
AIR ML/MIN 
75,000 
70,000 
-
-
-
-
-
65,000 = 
-
-
60,000 = 
-
-
55,000 = 
-
-
50,000 
-
-
45,000 :. 
-
-
40,000 = 
-
-
-35,000 
-
-
30,000 = 
-
-
25,000 -= 
20,000 -= 
-
-
15,000 = 
-
-
10,000 = 
-
-
5,000 -= 
4-
0 10 
ROGER Calibration Chart 
ILMONT Flowmeter Catalog No. F1500 
Serial No. £- lOb~ 
D1 = 0.500" W, = 2.715 GM p, = 2.53 GM/ML 
• MEASURED AND FLOWING AT 1 ATM. AND 70" F. A 
25 
-~- 1 -A- .-- 1-& - &-I -&-.___,. _ _ __ .........._. ___ _ 1_ 1 _ -·-----,_....__........_._.._. _._~--1-&-1-~1.-1 ~--l~-&--1--1_._, 1_.1 _1 I l ..-l. --..1_..l---.llllllllll 
1 II 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
SCALE READING AT CENTER OF BALL 
STD* 
WATER ML/MIN 
1800 
1600 
1400 
1000 
800 
600 
400 
200 
, ..... 
\..N 
100 \J i 
f FLCWHETER-1 HELIUH 
r 
1< Readings St Cr q 
1 o.o 0.0023 0.004 0.167 
2 o.o 0.0189 0.011 0.986 
3 4.8 0.0640 0.021 2.668 
4 8.4 0.1519 0.033 5.650 
5 12.5 0.2960 0.046 9.914 
6 16.5 0.5128 0.061 15~734 
7 21.0 0. 81L~4 0.076 23.247 
8 25.0 1. 2150 0.093 32.. 607 
9 29.0 l. 7300 0.112 43.964 
10 33.0 3.3700 0.131 57.453 
11 37.0 3.1600 0.147 71.201 
12 41.0 4.1000 0.170 90.252 
13 45.0 5.2100 0.192 110.947 
14 49.0 6.5100 0.215 134.423 
15 53.5 8.0100 0.240 161.523 
16 '77 .0 9.7250 0.260 187.517 
17 bl.O 11.6650 0.280 215.556 
18 65.0 13. 8L~OO 0.310 253.854 
19 69.0 16.2800 0.320 277.070 
20 73.0 18 .9900 0.31,0 312.195 
21 77.0 21.9800 0.360 348. 665 
22 81.0 25.2800 0.375 382.209 
23 85 .0 28 . 8800 0.390 Lf17. 438 
24 90 .0 32 . 8200 0.400 448 .759 
25 94.0 3'1 .1000 0.420 493.022 
Table - 9 .1 
AIR 
i 
St Cr q St 
0.0179 0.0113 0.178 0.047 
0.1433 0.0320 1.015 0.377 
0.4836 0.0590 2.822 1.270 
l.lL~60 0.0910 5.832 3.020 
2.2390 0.1270 10.224 5.890 
3.8690 0.1680 16.310 10.190 
6.1449 0.2080 23.673 16.180 
9.1720 0.2500 32.675 24.160 
13.0590 0.3100 45.801 34. L~OO 
17.9140 0.3450 56.907 47.190 
23.8440 0.3800 69.276 62.820 
30.9560 0.4100 81.927 81.550 
39.3580 0.4300 93.523 103.690 
49.1 570 0.4600 108 .250 129.510 
60.4610 0. LJ.800 121. 590 159.290 
73.3'170 0.5000 135.728 193.320 
8<:$.0130 0.5200 150.674 231.880 
104.4770 0.5400 166.437 275.250 
122.8750 0.5400 176.489 323.730 
143.3150 0.5b00 193. 539 377.580 
165.9050 0.5800 211.430 437.100 
190.7530 0.5800 222.501 502.560 
217.9650 0.5800 233.662 574.250 
247.6490 0.6000 253.360 652 .460 
279.9130 0.6100 269 . 513 737-460 
·-
C02 
Cr 
0.0184 
0 .. 0523 
0.0960 
0 .lL~70 
0. 2040 
0.2650 
0.3350 
0.3900 
0.4300 
0.4500 
0.4b50 
0.5200 
0.5200 
0.5600 
0.5800 
0.6000 
. 
0.6100 
0.6300 
0.6400 
0. 6L~OO 
0.6500 
0.6600 
0.6600 
0.6700 
0.6800 
q 
0.234 
1.340 
3.708 
7.608 
13.263 
20.776 
30.790 
L~l.165 
51.305 
59.943 
71.404 
83 . 913 
91.334 
106.424 
118.650 
131. 533 
142 .740 
156 .812 
168 .922 
178 .625 
191. 352 
20L~ . L,.70 
214. 727 
228.477 
2Lj2 . 628 
1-' 
I..JJ 
U \ 
I FLOVmETER-2 HELIUM 
H Readings ~ t Cr 
1 o . o 0 . 018 0 •. 0114 
2 4. 0 0 .151 0.0331 
3 8 . 0 0 . 512 0. 0609 
4 12 . 0 1 . 210 0.0937 
5 15 . 0 2 . 3b0 0 . 1308 
b 19 . 0 4.100 0.1700 
7 23 . 0 6. 510 0 . 2150 
8 26 . 0 9 . 720 0 .2600 
' 13. 840 9 30 . 0 0. 3100 
10 34 . 0 18 . 960 0 . 3600 
11 38 . 0 25 . 2b0 0 . 3750 
12 42 . 0 32 . 800 0 . 4000 
13 46 . 0 4.1 . 6CSO 0 . 4400 
lL~ L19 . 0 52 . 080 0 . 4600 
:L5 53 . 0 o4 . 080 0 . 4800 
16 56 . 5 77 . 800 0 . 5000 
17 60 . 5 93 . 320 0 . 5200 
18 64 . 0 110 . 720 0 . 5300 
19 68 . 0 130 . 2L~O 0 . 5400 
20 71.0 151.920 0 . 5600 
21 75 . 0 175 . 840 0 . 5700 
22 79 . 0 202 . 21,0 0 . 5800 
23 82 . 0 23l. OL~O 0 . 5900 
21~ 86 . 0 262 . 560 0 . 6000 
25 90 . 0 296 . 800 0 . 6100 
Table -9. 2 
AIR 
q S t Cr q 
2.705 0 . 1L,.3 0.032 2 . 857 
15 .786 1.146 0 .091 16. 335 
43 .782 3 . 868 0 .168 45 .460 
90. 260 ! 9.1 68 0. 250 90. 642 
158 . 270 I 17. 712 0 . 350 159 . 402 
2L~8 . 048 30 . 952 0.420 230. 659 
36'/ . 770 49 .152 0.470 302 . 600 
510.735 73 . 376 0 . 500 369 . 680 
688 .367 104. L~72 0. 540 451.320 
892 . 465 143 . 312 0 . 570 531. CS60 
1027 .486 190 .750 0. 600 618 . 770 
1201. 286 247 . 648 0 . 620 700 . 829 
1L~38 . 286 314. 86L~ 0 . 650 799 . 723 
1626.931 .593 . 256 0 . 670 891 . 908 
1827.429 483 . 6b8 0 . 61:50 974 . L~10 
2039 . 921 587 . 016 0 .700 1074. 917 
2264 . .. ;48 704 . 104 0 . 710 1163 . 778 
2455 . 130 835 . 816 0 . 720 1255 . 350 
2652 . 535 983 . 000 0 . 730 13L~9 . 659 
2908 . 776 1146 . 520 0 . 730 1427 .180 
3122 . 885 1327 . 240 0 . 71~0 1525 . 972 
3341~ . 054 1 526 . 02L~ O. 7L~O 1605 . 871 
3572 . 353 1743 . 720 0 . 750 1709 . 218 
3807 . 853 1981.192 0 . 750 1791.529 
4050 . 624 2239 . 304 0 . 750 1874 . 507 
co 2 
S t Cr 
0 . 37 6 0 . 0522 
3 . 010 0 .1Lj70 
10.160 0 . 2650 
24 .160 0 . 3900 
47 . 120 0 . 4600 
81. 520 0 . 5300 
129 . 440 0 . 5700 
193 . 280 0 . 6100 
275. 200 0 . 6400 
377. 520 0 . 6500 
502 . 560 0 . 7000 
652 . 400 0 . 7100 
829 . 520 0 . 7300 
1036 . 080 0 . 7400 
1274 -320 0 . 7500 
1 5L~6 . 560 0.7700 
1855 . 040 0 . 7800 
2202 . 01~0 0 . 7800 
2589 . 840 0 . 8000 
3020 . 040 o.8ooo 
3496 . 800 0 . 8000 
4020 . 480 o.8ooo 
4594 . 000 0.8100 
5219 . 680 0.8100 
5899 . 680 0 . 8200 
q 
3 . 764 
21.310 
57.909 
114.193 
169.186 
235.060 
296.366 
364 . 223 
L~3l. 970 
489 . 798 
582 . 980 
6Lj8 . 127 
725 . 322 
795 . 535 
867 . 913 
954 . 881 
1032 . L~96 
1112.349 
119L~ . 463 
1263.071 
1332 . 253 
11,02.009 
1490.743 
1562 . 534 
1655 . 089 
1-' 
,,~ 
""-) 
\ 
T a ble - 9 . 3 
r 
I FLOWMEI'ER-.3 
-
HELIUM AIR <..;02 
R Readings St Cr q St Cr q St Cr q 
1 o.o 0.143 0.032 43.342 1.143 0.091 45.960 3.006 O.lL~7 59.957 
2 L~. 0 1.207 0.093 252.449 9.162 0.250 253.788 24.065 0. 390 319 .726 
3 9.0 4.093 0.170 691.166 30.925 0.420 642.712 81.232 0.540 667. 333 
4 12.0 9.674 0.260 1416.380 ?3.300 0.510 1045.708 193.166 0.640 1059.747 
5 17.0 18.868 0.360 2463.445 1Lr3. 211 0.590 1519.589 373.730 0.700 1455.975 
6 20.0 32.780 0.420 3465.647 247.470 0.650 2018.748 651.775 0.750 1881.099 
7 25.0 52.049 0.470 4546.558 392.984 0.700 2548.688 1034".900 0.780 2293 .480 
8 28.0 77.410 0.520 5776.612 586.661 0.730 3052.295 1545.328 0.800 2701. 316 
9 32.0 110.650 0.540 6781.084 835.283 0.750 3544.871 2200.300 0.820 3129.931 
10 36.0 151.590 0.580 8131.372 1145.820 0.760 4010.359 3018.379 0.840 3579.568 
11 40.0 202.120 0.610 9451.953 1525.100 0.790 4607.365 4018.109 0. 850 4003. 374 
12 44.0 262.240 0.630 10699.764 1980.015 o.~oo 5113.962 5216.122 0. 860 L~L~39. 639 
13 48.0 333.240 0.645 11923.376 2517.426 0.810 563:5.836 6632.247 0. 870 4888 .485 
14 52.0 L116. 394 0.660 13200.863 3144.193 0.820 6173.139 8283.752 0.880 5350. 034 
15 56.0 512.337 0.690 14855.777 3867.228 0.830 6726.021 10188.540 0.890 582Lh 408 
16 60 .o 622.030 0.700 16150.588 4693.359 0.830 720?.791 12365.184 0. 900 6311.729 
17 64.0 746.119 0.710 17485.720 5629.510 0.850 7879.125 14831.569 0. 900 6737. 259 
18 68.0 885.230 0.720 18861.580 6682.585 0.850 8381.048 17605.610 0 . 910 '1246.069 
19 71.0 10L,1. 300 0.720 20000.773 7859.363 0.850 8887.243 20706.500 0. 910 7683 .714 
20 76.0 121L,. 640 0.740 21737. 068 9166.751 0.850 9397.709 24150.870 0. ')10 8124.052 
21 8o.o lL~05. ~90 0.740 22927.667 10611.659 0. 850 9912.447 27957.900 0 . 920 8664. 260 
22 8L~. 0 1616.960 0.740 2Lr128 .146 12200.993 0. 860 10554.180 32144.870 0 . 920 9117. 916 
23 87.0 18L~7. 230 0.740 25338.505 139L~l. 534 o.07o 11212.497 36730.330 0.920 9575 . 305 
24 92.0 2099. 240 0.750 26917. 6t17 15840.190 0. 870 11752.464 41732.810 0 .930 1014 5. 520 
25 95.0 23?3. 000 0.760 28539.916 17903. ~69 o.88o 12433.145 L~7Hi9. 610 0.940 10729 . 574 
I FLOWHETER-4 HELIUM 
R Readings St Cr q 
1 o.o 0.484 0,059 218.705 
2 Lj . • 0 4.066 0.170 1262.325 
3 8 . 0 13.7~8 0.310 3L~69. 924 
4 12.0 32.5<S9 0.420 6299.128 
5 16.0 63.561 0.490 9231.260 
6 20.0 110.427 0.560 12721.770 
7 24.0 177-339 0.610 16245.731 
8 27.0 261.780 0.640 19573.763 
9 31.0 372.750 0.670 23163.524 
10 35.0 510.660 0.700 27018. 322 
11 39.0 680. 880 0.720 30714. 869 
12 43.0 883.Lt10 0.740 34601.097 
13 47.0 1122.590 0.760 38679.209 
lL, 51.0 1402.710 0.770 42400.753 
15 5L~. 5 1725.920 0.780 46234-414 
1b 58. 0 2095.450 0.780 49546.089 
17 62.0 2513.1~70 0.790 53564.467 
18 66 .0 2982 .100 o.8oo 57697.902 
19 '!0.0 3507.860 o.8oo 61182.715 
20 7L~. 0 4091.790 o. 8oo 6 469 6 .9 3L~ 
21 77 . 0 4'!36 .060 o.8oo G82 40.562 
22 81.0 54L~7.100 0. 810 72711. 267 
23 c.\5 . 0 6222 . 820 0.820 77301.441 
21, 89 . 0 7071. 770 0. 820 8102 L~. 088 
27 93 .0 7994.000 0 • 8 30 8 5810 . 71~2 
T a ble - 9 -l~ 
AIR 
St Cr q St 
3.850 0.168 233.603 10.127 
30.<S64 0.430 1201.779 81.06~ 
104.178 0.570 2401.413 273.640 
246.928 0.670 3782.159 650.724 
482.439 0.730 5176.325 1269 .100 
833.660 0.780 6669.418 2995.650 
1323.857 0.800 <S019.240 3486.300 
1976.303 0.820 9439.349 5205.740 
2813.844 0.840 10930.523 7412.220 
3859.960 0.850 12348.468 1016~.100 
5137.652 0.870 13969.127 13535.930 
6670.139 0.880 15487.252 17571.710 
8480.532 o.88o 16857.008 22342.259 
10591.942 0.890 181,L~6 .190 27905.730 
13027.653 0.900 20079.232 34322.450 
15810.666 0.910 21756. 548 41654-980 
18964.30<S 0.910 23223.353 49963. 570 
22511.835 0.920 24974.206 59308. 570 
26476.084 0.920 26482.587 69754.640 
30880. 323 0.920 28003.697 81357.790 
35747.830 0.920 29537. 536 94184. 660 
41101.870 0.920 31084.104 1082o7.43o 
46965. 2o5 0.930 32998. 221 123734.620 
5:': 361. 348 0.930 34587.334 14,)586 . 630 
60313.320 0.940 36578 .446 153901.750 
co2 
Cr 
0.265 
0.600 
0 .700 
0 .780 
0. 820 
0. 850 
0.880 
0 .900 
0.900 
0 .910 
0.920 
0. 930 
0.930 
0.940 
0 .950 
0.9 60 
0.9 60 
0 . 970 
0 .970 
0 . 970 
0 . 970 
0 . 975 
0 . 975 
o.9oo 
0 . 980 
q 
2') 7.576 
1354.219 
2381. 617 
3555 . 832 
4695 . 634 
5869 .403 
7123 .733 
8366 . 665 
94·57. 751 
10676 .414 
11929. L~ 26 
13217.723 
lL1 386 . 7lt3 
15733 . 532 
1711 6. 301 
18535 .3~2 
19785 .019 
21264. 605 
225!~8 . 935 
238L~4 .103 
25150 .110 
26G03 . 382 
27937 -909 
291133 . 501 
30796 .771 1-' 
'.1~ 
~ 
Table - 9 - 5 
FLO ,JME1'1 :R- 5 HELIUM AIR co2 
R Rea.d:Lngs 0t Cr ~ St Cr q St Cr q 
1 o.o 1.150 0.091 691.144 9.153 0.250 714.663 ~4.070 0. L~10 94-6.514 
2 3.5 9.660 0.260 3969.048 73. 3'16 0.580 3332.535 19~ . /30 0.750 3480.084 
3 8.0 32.779 0.420 9664.919 247.673 0.690 5976.292 650.550 0.820 5735.593 
4 11.5 77.477 0.520 16033 .382 587.048 0.770 89:36 .065 1547.030 0. 870 8153.735 
5 15 .5 151.110 0.600 23238.428 1146.954 o.8oo 11662.169 3017 .1 60 0.880 10359.856 
6 19.5 262.530 0.660 30824.358 1981.950 0.850 14941.798 5219.950 0.910 12918 .350 
7 23 . 5 416.850 0.700 38326.403 3147.348 0 . 870 17928.878 8288.350 0.930 15477.418 
8 27 .0 622.350 0.730 45899 .L~86 4698.478 0.880 20825 .789 12476.280 0.940 17956 .047 
9 31.0 886 .170 0.750 53306.688 6689.655 0.900 24076.690 17621.870 0.950 20523.886 
10 35.0 1214.040 0.780 61893.571 9176.700 0.910 27178.542 24173.720 0.950 22)13.429 
11 39 .0 1618.720 o.e5oo 70161.161 12214.295 0.910 30038.760 32180.480 0.950 25324 .795 
12 43.0 2100.220 0 .810 77863.472 15857.642 0.920 33286.675 41775.120 0.970 283L~2. 361 
13 46.5 2668.850 0.820 85796 .278 20161.685 0.920 36230. 661 53116.660 0.970 208L~9.056 
1Lt 50.0 3334 . 810 0.820 92829.776 25181.368 0.920 39626.912 66343.300 0.980 33722.136 
15 54 . 0 Lt103. 210 0.830 101143.844 30972.047 0.940 43114.470 81598.460 0.980 36299.696 
16 58 .0 4981.730 0.850 111000.338 37588 .404 0.950 46694.187 99030.880 0.990 39296 .703 
17 62 .0 5975 .540 0.850 118483.868 45085.898 0.950 49842.261 118783.790 0.990 41946.047 
18 66.0 7089.660 0.860 127514.359 53519.817 0.960 53575.836 141000.670 1.000 45068.820 
19 70.0 8339 . 610 o.86o 135215.915 629L~4. 455 0.960 56811 . 261 165845.240 1.000 47790.867 
20 73.0 9727 . 850 o.86o 142982 .462 73415.128 0.960 60074.393 193420.660 1.010 ~1041. 2L,.3 
21 77.0 11259 . 5Lt0 0.860 150814.001 84987.179 0.960 6336AJ .• 831 223910 .610 1.010 53836.911 
22 81.0 12949.970 0.870 160556. 004 97715 .916 0.960 66682.576 257443.400 1.010 56655.'/79 
23 85.0 14794.180 0.870 168610.104 111555 .646 0.970 70757.082 294167 .680 1.010 59497.049 2Lt 89 .0 1 6812.1~80 0.880 178761.329 126861. 698 0.970 74164.568 334281 .780 1.020 62980 .575 
25 9Lt . 0 19005.000 o.88o 187041.012 143389.391 0.975 77999. 6LtL~ 377774.300 1.020 65897. 644 t:: 
[' 
APPENDIX- X 
List of eguiument and instrumentation 
1. Porous ulate (5 inches x 5 inches) with 1/16 inch thick having 
ril tration rating 1~, Mott Hetallurgical Corporation, iarmington , 
Connecticut, USA. 
2. Ther~ocouple v1ire, 36 gage iron-constantan wit h teflon insulation 
Omega Engineering Inc., Springdate station, Stamford, Conn, USA. ' 
3. Thermocouple w~lder, ~UP-1-WELD, cat. no. 73-075, ll5V, Burrell 
Corporation, Plttsburg, PA, USA. 
4. Flowmeters, size no. l-5, Roger Gilmont Instruments, Inc., N.Y., USA. 
5. Heater tape, 1 inch wide, 10 feet long, Electrother~al Engg. Ltd., 
Canada. 
b. Stainless steel inline filter holder, model no. 9-730-230 with 0.3 
glass filter paper, Canlab, Canada. 
7. Potentiometer, model no. 2745, Rubicon Instruments, Minneapolis-
Honeywell Regulator Company, Philadelphia, PA, USA. 
8. Manometer, Range 0-10 inch of water with o.ool inch graduation, 
The Meriam Instrument Company, Cleveland, Ohio, USA. 
9. Thermocouple rotary switch, with 24 circuits, Thermovolt ~nstruments 
li ~ited,Toronto, Canada. 
10. Autotransformer, vARIAC, 0 - 140V, 5amps, General Radio Co, Concord, 
Mass., USA. 
11. Magnetic stirrer, 115volts, Hz 50 - 60, Cat. no. S-76490, Sargent-
Welch scientific company, USA. 
12. Concave mirrors, 12 inch diameter, focal lengths are: 99.875 ft, 
101.125 ft, UPCO optics, USA. 
13. D.C. motors, mounted with mirrors, part no. C-5A-ll06, volts 35V 
DC, Globe industries Inc., Dayton, Ohio, USA. 
14. Viev1 camera, Burke & Janes Inc., Chicago, Ill, USA. 
15. Ca~era stand, quick-set Inc., ~koki, Ill, USA. 
16 A. 6328 A Spectra-Physics, Calif., USA. • He-Ne laser 1 model no. 120, ~ ' 
1 1 d 1 162 63 "= 5145 A suectra- .tJhysics, Calif., 7. Ar- l on aser, mo e no. - /\. ' ~ 
USA. 
l t h colli mating leases, 18 . Bean exnan der, model no.336, Multiwave eng • 
~pectra- Physics, Calif., USA. 
_U. l 
lLt-2 
19. Exiter, model no. 256 for ne-re laser, Spectra-~hysics, Calif., uSA . 
20. Exiter, model no. 2b2, for ~r-Ion laser, Spectra-Physics, Calif.,USA. 
21. beam splitter, Oriel Corporation, Stamford, Connecticut, USA. 
22. Optical bench~ Oriel corporation, 0tamford, connecticut, USA. 
23. Kodak Ektachrome film, size 8 inches X 10 inches. 
24. Unicolor E-6 chemistry, Dexter, Michigan, USA. 
25. Uniroller - Unicolor film drum, model 352, Dexter, Michigan, USA. 
26. Kodak Wartten gelatin filter, no~. 25 (red filter), 61 ( green 
filter), 3 inch square. 
27. Universal colorhead, model 23C, Beseler Co, N.J., USA. 
28. Darkroom timer, model 300, Dimeo ~ray Co, Dayton, Ohio, USA. 
Gas TR Flow rate v (ml/min) w X 
.3 (em/sec) (em) 
Helium 1.1 15.734 0.00200 3 0.00043 
7 0 . 00053 
21.570 0.00275 3 0 . 00059 
7 0 . 00073 
24.417 0.00311 3 0 . 00067 
7 0 . 00082 
Air 1.1 158.270 0.02010 3 0 . 00430 
7 0 . 00530 
214.380 0 . 02730 3 0.00580 
7 0.00720 
248.048 0.03160 3 0.00680 
7 0 .00840 
co2 1.1 296.366 0.03780 3 0 . 00810 
7 0.01000 
398.090 0.05070 3 0 .01090 
7 0 . 01350 
489.798 0 • .06240 3 0 . 01340 
7 0 . 01660 
TABLE :- 11.2 145 
FRINGE SHIFT DETERMI NATION OF HELIUM I NJECTED I NT ER FEROGRAMS 
TR v X y Red. fringe s hift Green frin ge shift (cm/¥!ec) (em) (em) s 
sb a 
1..1 0.00200 3 o.oo 6.95 8.58 0.24 3.90 4.81 0.49 2.23 2.75 0 .. 73 1.15 1.41 0 .. 98 0 .. 66 0. 81 
1.23 0.23 0.32 
1..47 0 .. 09 0.11 
7 o.oo 8.50 10.49 
0.24 4.00 4.93 
0.49 2.62 3.23 
0.73 1 .. 68 2.07 
0.98 1.14 1.40 
1.23 ' 0 .. 62 0 .76 
1.4T 0 .. 32 0.39 
0.00275 3 o.oo 10.12 12.49 
0.25 5.21 6.43 
0.51 2.24 2.76 
0 •. 77' 1.21 1.49 
1.03 0 .. 54 0 .. 66 
1 .• 29 0.19 0.23 
1.55 0.02 0.02 
7 o.oo 14.20 17.53 
0.25 8.25 10.18 
0.51 4.10 5.06 
0 .. 77 1.85 2.28 
1 .. 03 1.03 1.27 
1.29 0.52 0.64 
1.55 0.21 0 .. 25 
10.22 12.61 0 .. 00311 3 o.oo 6.05 0.25 5.35 2.81 0.51 2.28 1.51 0.77 1.23 0.69 1.03 0.56 0.22 1.29 0 .. 18 0.01 1.55· 0.01 18.39 7 O.OO; 14.90 11.23 0.25 9.10 3. 48 0.51 2.82 2.23 0.77' 1.81 1.27 1 .. 03 1.03 0. 62 1.29 0.51 0.24 1.55 0.20 
TABLE - 11.3 146 
FRINGE SHIFT DETERMINATION OF AIR INJ~CTED INTERFEROGRAMS 
TR v X y Red fringe shift Green fringe shift w (em) (em) (em/sec) s sb a 
1.1 0.0201 3 o.oo 4.12 5.10 0.26 2.90 3.61 0.52 1.70 2.31 0.78 1.00 1.35 1.04 0.40 0.63 1.30 0.15 0.23 
1.56 o.oo 0.05 
7 o.oo 4.10 5.10 
0.26 2.95 3.40 
0.52 2.12 2.72 
0.78 1.40 1.83 
1.04 0.91 1.11 
1.30 0.43 0.62 
1.56 0.10 0.20 
0.0273 3 o.oo 4.20 5.10 
0.26 2.90 3.61 
0.52 1.73 2.32 
0 .. 78 1 .. 05 1.37 
-
1 .. 04 0.42 0.67 
1.j0 0.19 0.31 
1.56 o.oo 0 .. 06 
7 o .. oo 4..20 5.10 
0.26 2.97 3.72 
0.52 2.11 2.52 
0.78 1.30 1.91 
1.04 0.92 1.11 
1.30 0.47 0.68 
1.56 0.10 0.31 
0.0316 3 o.oo 4.30 5.10 3.60 0.26 2.91 
1.60 2.30 0.52 
1.20 0.78 1.10 0.60 0.50 1.04 
0.31 1.30 0 .. 23 0 .. 06 1.56 0.05 5.10 7 o.oo 4.30 3.80 0.26 3.10 2.71 0.52 2.10 1.90 1.35 0.78 
0.93 1.10 1.04 0.65 1.30 0.52 0.30 1 .. 56 0.21 
TABLE -11.4 147 
FRINGE SHIFT DETERMINATION OF C02 INJECTED INTERFEROGRAMS 
TR v X y Red fringe shift Green fringe shift (c:m/'sec) (em) ( em) s sb a 
1.1 0.0378 3 o.oo 
-5.53 
-6.81 0.28 ' 
-2 •. 14 
-2.63 
0 .. 57. 
-0.75 
-0.92 
0.85 
-0 • .38 
-0.46 
1.14 -0 .. 16 
-0.19 
1.42 -o .. oo 
-0.00 
7 o.oo -4.72 -5.81 
0.28. 
-1.45 -1.78 
0.57 -0.40 -0..48 
0.85 -0.21 -0.25 
1.14 -0.08 -0.09 
1.42 -0 .. 02 -0 .. 02 
0.0507 3 o.oo -5.17 -6.37 
0.25 -1.43 -1.75 
0.51 -0 .. 65 -0 .. 79 
0.77 -0 • .30 -0.36 
1.02 -0.11 -0.13 
1.28 -0.01 -0.01 
7 o.oo -4.32 -5.31 
0.25 .:1 •. 16 -1.42 
0.51 -0 .. 40 .:.o.48 
0.77 -0.21 -0.25 
1.02 -0.05 -0.05 
1.28 -0.00 -o.oo 
O.G624 3 o.oo -4.96 -6.11 
-1.60 0.25 -1.31 
-0 .. 73 0.51 -0.60 
-0.41 0.77 -0.34 
1.02 -0.09 -0.10 
1.28 -o.oo -0 .. 00 
-4.49 7 o.oo -3.65 
-1.36 0.25 -1.12 
-0.54 0.51 -0.45 
-0.24 
-0.20 0.77 
-0.10 -0.12 1.02 
-0.00 1.28 -o .. oo 
APPENDIX - XII 
INDEX OF RSF~ACTION: 
Table -12.l 
The molar rl'fraction H . d li 
' 'IS ,, mrd a.:;: 
(~)(~) n• + 1 d R 
whrrc 11 = ref t' . · · 
. . me 11c 1ndex· M 1 
stty HI gr:~ms per cml; nn~!· ( 1[ ~ mo rn!l:!r wci~;H; d = dt•n-
1 gram molecubr wei~!tt of th~ I.) IS :.he ,·oll.!m~ occupi!'d b,· 
th<'n _he cm-J. co.npot .. ld. Tb: ~!lit;; of R wiil 
R ts, .to n first nppro"irnation . d ~ . 
fr phy:Hcal st:ltc, and it prol·;dr'- rn C'Jl . nd~r:t or t<r.tpt' r:tturc 
. he nctual total volume (wit! . t" /n ~;>;;;-oxH:::!:<' i11t':l~Url' of 
Ill fne gmm mole. lOU rec >;:::. ~r> ' ,,; tl:" mokcul!'~ 
?~ a very br~e numb f 
addtllYC for the bonds rr ~ co~npot::JO:s !? !; :::p;'roxim::~trh· b::~sed on "n (sodium li"~~)"'~}~~ It r/!-:_e. r;;v!<-.·:..:7. t'sing R~> 
stru,ctural contributiou::;"to 1\ 01·
0
'•::1; :::.:,:=:.:c. froup and 
me., rrrt 111 
1 n arc l:l!;fd r -. \ r -·1·. . ~ . casurcments pu~ l'-<h d · 1 ···· '"~ ~ c·xtens1w 
'oc1C'ty, Hl-lS. ''- <' 111 t 1e Jo;:::::::.: cf :~~Chemical 
1?\DI-;X OF REFRACTI0:-1 OF AIR (15•C, 7G em l:1£:) 
Co::ectio:u (o~ rt-l~cine ~;J.n·:tn;~ht and rrtqutocit:! b &i: (tS"C, ~5 <"0 P.;) tc;, y~-..:" 
Th• in<!icN "'"' C~::lput.J ~-~c the C~uchy fon:d.J. (~- 1)!01 ~ 27~5.43 + !2.=5> . : ~'X to-•) + 0.3~5~/ ('-' X 10 ·"). For O'C and 76 '"'!!-the coo':'"" of th• rqc:o::J: h<.o,~c ZS75.6~. !3.H2 ~nd 0.3777 ,.,.poctin!;·. >'1 for 30'C aod 76 c:::: i!; 2SS~.72, tz . z;~ 
and 0.2'576a &Hrn-i~:·~ fo:~uh (or Lut one ab~•"~r~ti'n b1:1d clostly Et.> t;".e oh~t=-..-:-.~i:-n1: 
r.t = 1 + 0.C('{}3';~J;'8>.:j(AJ- .5'i5:!60). Ir n- 1 we:-e ~tri.:t!y J.I:'O;>O:t:IJnJl to the drls;r)·, 
th•n (n - l)o/(n - t)t ,..ou!J oqu>l I+ al .. ~ere " ,~ould be O.QoJ357. The fo!b,.;r.o 
T.lluu o( a wtre fo'Jnd to bo:d: ~ 0.8S" 0 .75~& O.&S,. O ..SS,. OA5,. O.J.Su 0.25• 
" 0.0030.2 0.003674 0 .003575 O.OoXi6S5 0.003700 O.C•J3733 0 O.m72 Th~ in~ices are for dry a!r (0.05 ± ;., CO,), Corrections to rod•Jc< to rl'Y •ir the in~im for 
!!:OISt atr truy be r::~e for aay 'ffaY~l~:t;::h by I.ortn~·s rvaC'l!.lb. +O.&Jo)iH l ~ r.:: /7&0). Yht'Ot m 
u t~e Y:lpor pr~·Jr~ in mm. The corrtspo;,.rl i:~ g frcqctncits in wa.v~ }~: ::=a ad the cor· 
rrrt1oas to re-duce W3'tt1ta&;th5 a.cd frequtncit""S in a i r~! 15"'C and i6 r.n i:: ~·~~.;:t :o \'lCC:'I 
art gi•.-r-a. E.¥:. a li&;ht 11i3Vt of .sroo an~ trams in dry air ~t 15~C. ;5 c:n P.;: bl"CV!!'!~ S(\)l.3~l A ia ... -~:.:o· a frrqutncy or W 000 •~"·~ per em corre:~~ndln;ly ~~J::.t.:s ~~~g.JAt 
. . Fro- Yacu'> . • I Fre-l Y.ruo 
\\' ::1.\'t"- Dry 31r \ 3CUO . co ruction \'f . I>:y atr \' acuil n .. .... -y
1 
cor~ttt:o:'f 
l•o th (n- !) corrtc- qu•n<) 1 ~,.- (n- I) co::ec· I ;..·;~;, , I . . ~ • X 10' tion for -,.·a,·e:s Cor- in )it teo;;tb, X 10; tion f~r i _, ~Jr). 10 1 1 ~ 
.. ~~- 1s·c '- ia air pert em 1). 1 ;>.. ts•c '-;, "' IP'",'- (I I) , · i6 (r.:>. - ).) _ (- _ -) ang· 76 (n>. - ~) ~ -- -
io ait :~ublrxt ta. a1r subtra.:t. .troll» em l!g a.dJ ,_ •'- ,_ l'trorus em l!& adJ . A. n'- ~ 
2000 
2100 
2!00 
2300 
!tOO 
2.Sil() 
2·~00 
17UO 
2-;QO 
2~00 
3(100 
3100 
3!()0 
3'1!>0 
3100 
-- ____ 1--
\ ~~~ ~m I :m 1~rm1 J:!SG 3tSS 3132 
3056 
3017 
3011 
2~ 1: 5 
21)6•! 
2911 
2923 
.651 
.670 
.6.'i? 
.i10 
. 731 
.75·1 
.776 
.soo 
.8·H 
.S l3 
.872 
.&~1 
. !>:!'2 
. 917 
'~i2 
50 .000 
l7 .619 
45,151 
n.HS 
41.6~6 
40 ,O'JO 
3.> '4~1 
~7 .Ol7 
~5. i! I 
3·1,452 
1~3 ,333 12 ,2!>~ 
;~t.250 
1
30 ,303 
29,Hl 
16. 27 
15.18 
U .23 
13 . 41 
!2.6? 
12 . 05 
IUS 
!0 97 
10.50 
!O.OS 
9. 6? 
9. 33 
9 00 
8. ~9 
8.41 
31UO HJ; t.Ot? ~i.O!i 
3800 25~9 !.075 !5,315 
3SOO 2523 1.101 25,6111 
~ooo 2s11 1. m zs .o-YJ 
1100 2'-12 !.1.13 21.3~0 l~OO 2SCS I. I 79 23 JO?I 
1300 2S03 t.20S 21, 2.\S 
HOO 27Q? 1.231 22,727 
i 1500 21~5 1. z~:; 2'' 2·" 
I 1GOO 27~2 I. ~S I 2i: ;j\il jj(JQ 2789 ].311 21.~76 4~00 2<Sfi t.J:l3 20,S.13 4!100 2751 !.361 10,105 
8. 14 
7 ~9 
7. &ii 
7H 
7.2 1 
7 . 0~ 
U6 
6.6S 
6 . ~! 
6 .3 ~ 
f..21 
6 07 
~ - ~J 
~ . so 
5 . 6~ 
1~+8 
1:\DEX OJ:' RI::r'H/l.CTlO:"i OF Allt 
(ls•c, 7G em Hg) (Continue<.}) 
L'i'DE...\: OF Rf.FRACT10N, GASES 
....-~:·.:~ l~~ rt!lti '·t to a vlc:.:.·J~1 a:ul for ~ Tc1n.r~ o! 0° C. hnll •100 
:::.::... j7:-:-~·..:.:e. 
tF:o::1 :O:~it.!Honinn Tnblc~) 
.1.-::o~: ·::. ~ 
..'.:: . : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : :: : ! 
) . :; . .::::·::~~ - ...... .. ... . ... : 
.·:.~-: l :: . .1 . ..•• .• • .•••• • • • . 
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TABLE -12.2 
INDEX OF REFRACTION OF DIFFERE1~ GASES: 
AIR ( 760 em Hg) (n-1) X 106 
A.(!) o0c 15°C 30°C 
5001 293.55 264.20 5110 293.05 278.43 264.33 5167 292.68 277.93 263.90 
5232 293.42 277 .. 92 263.64 
~397 293.01 277.19 263.61 
5455 292 •. 44 277.34 263.43 
5506 292.26 277.28 263.60 
5569 292.59 277.90 263.13 
5624 293.13 277.61 263.26 
6297 290.40 274.65 
6304 275 .. 77 262.30 
6318 276.74 
6334 276.16 262.47 
6335 291.06 275.81 262.10 
6382 276.36 262.40 
HELIUM ( o0c 
' 
760 em Hg) 
'A (!) (n-1) X 10 6 
4800 35.04 
5086 34.99 
5209 34.98 
5461 34 .. 95 
5769 34.82 
5791 34.92 
6438 34.86 
CARBON DI-OXIDE ( o0c, 760 em Hg) 
\ (!) (n-1) X 10 
4800 453.42 
5085 452.01 
5209 451.48 
5461 450.50 
5770 449.47 
5790 449.40 
6438 447.7a 
6708 447.14 
TABLE - 12 . 3 
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF DIFFERENT GASES: 
Wavelength Index of refraction 
Gas Molecular wt. )\e. i\b na nb 
M (lt) (lt) 0 (at 0 C) (at o0c) 
Helium 4.00 6328 5145 1.00003487 1.00003498 
Air 
GO 2 
28.96 6328 5145 
44.00 6328 5145 
n 00 = 1.000251924 at 26°c a 
n ~ b= 1.000253517 at 26°c 
1.00029100 1._00029282 
1. OOOL~4 799 1.0004517'-4 
------ -
Density_, f Molar refractivity 
( gm/ ccJ .Na Nb 
(at 0 C) 
0.0001812 0.76974 0.77228 
0.0013045 6.45928 6.49967 
0.0019962 9.87232 9.95494 
1 
I 
f---J • 
\Jl 
0 
APPENDIX -XIII 
INTERFEROMETRIC t1EASUREHENT OF THE FRI TGE PATTERN: 
The general relationship between measured fringeshift and 
index of refrac tion at any point in a one-wavelength interferogram 
along any plane 71 ,72, 73~74,.77 is, 
ll:x:2 
•(y)= 7\: x [n(x,y)-n2 (x,yl] dx 
1 
... (A.l) 
where, s(y) ==.fringe shift at y relative to the undisturbed pattern, 
dimensionless. 
7\ = wavelength of the beam used, em. 
n(x~y) ~ index of refraction of the injected gas at point x,y, 
dimensionless. 
n2 (x,y)::: index of refraction of air, dimensionless. 
Since the variation of the value of n in x-direction is negligible as 
compared to y, equation 2.1 can be integrated to give 
where, L =width of the plate, em. 
Thus, s(y) = ~ r(n(y)-l)-(n2(y)-l)] 7\L .... ( A.3) 
In order to utilize the above equation a relationship between the 
density of a pure substance and its index of refraction must be used. 
This relationship is given by the Lorenz-Lorentz law, 
where, 
... 
. . .. 
N =molar re fracti vi ty of pure substance' ml/mole • 
M=molecular weight of pure substance, gm/mole. 
P== density of pure substance, gm/ml. 
( A.4 J 
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For a mixture of k gases components, however, equation A.4 reduces 
quite accurately?3,?4,79 to 
where, 
where, 
N p 
n-1 = ]_,_m_ 
2 R0 T 
... . .. 
P =total pressure of the eystem, atmosphere. 
R0 ~universal gas constant, ml.atm./gm.mol.°K 
0 T = Temperature, K. 
N =N for the mixture, given by m 
k 
N = L X. N. 
m . 1 l. l. 1.= 
N. molar refractivity of component i. 
l. 
X. = mole fraction of component i in mixture. l. 
(A. 5) 
Since n and N are functions of wavelength, equation A.5 may now be 
written in the form 
(n.-1)= 3 P 
J 2 R0T 
or, 
k 
~ 
i :::' 1 
k 
L. 
i= 1 
X.N .. 
l. l.J 
X.N .. 
l. l.J 
... ( A. 6) 
where the subscript j indicates the particular wavelength upon which 
they de pend. 
A similar equation can be written for a point in the undisturbed 
part where there is neither heat nor mass transfer: 
... 
CombJ..nJ.·ng A 6 d A 7 and assuming that for small velocities equations • an • , 
P differs only slightly from Poo , 
Combining equations A .• 3 and A.8, 
e == 
1 
1-t- 7\.s 
L( n 00 .-1) J 
for a two-component system, 
e= 
k 
i~lXiNij 
N2j 
k L X.N .. 
i = l ]. J.J 
N2j 
The basis for the interferometric method of simultaneous 
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(A. 8) 
(A. 9 ) 
determination of temperature and concentration fields is the dispersion 
of light. The change in the index of refraction as a function of 
the wavelength is different for various materials . Here, to 
determine X. and e for a point in the investigated space in a 
~ 
two-component medium, two unknown equations of the type (.A.9) are 
required. The data for these two equations can be obtained from 
two interferometer traces taken simultaneously for two different 
wavelengths. The desired system of equations are, 
1 
1 
solving this system for xl' 
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( A.lO) 
Equations (L9) and (A.lO) are derived for n)'n 00 • By extending 
them to n (n
00 
as well, for the two-component medium, 
e =----
1
--- fx1 1+-'{\S \ 
L( n00 -1) 
( .A.ll) 
(A.l2) 
where the plus sign corres:ponds to n) n00 and the minus sign to n <nco. 
HELIUM: 
APPENDIX - XIV 
SAMPLE CALCULAT10NS 
From table 12.3 
N2a = 6.45928 
N2h = 6 • .49967 
L = 11.43 em. 
n oc a= 1.000251924 
n c:ob = 1.000253377 
'1\.a = 0 •. 00006328 em. 
1\.b = 0.00005145 em. 
Nla= 0 .. 76974 
N1b~ 0.77228 
F f" · rom 1gs. l5~3, 15.4, magnification= 2.029 
at x.::=3 em, Y= o.49 em. 
sa== 2.23 ( from fig. 15.3) 
sb:::: 2. 75 (from fig. 1-5.4) 
Using all the above values in equation (A.12) 
X1= 0.01046 
Using the value of x1 in equation ( .A.11) 
G= 1.04187 
N1a= 9.87232 
Nlb::: 9 .. 95494 
From figs. ~5...J.5, 15.16, 
at x = 3 em, y =0.57 em-. 
magnification:: 1. 749 
sa= -0 •. 75 (from fig. 15.15) 
sb::: -0.92 (from fig.l5 •. 16) 
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AIR: 
-
using equations ( A .. ll) and ( .A.l2), 
x1 = 0.0182333 
8 :I 1 .. 0265 
N"la= Nlb 
N2a= N2b 
~:: o.o 
From figs. 15.$, 15.10, 
at x=3cm, y ·==-0.52 em. 
s = 1.70 (from fig. 15.9) a 
6 = 1.040 a 
s 0 =2.31 (from fig. 1.5.10) 
Bb ::.1 .. 042 
magnification =.l. 924 
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Interferograms of different gases. 
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Fig.l5.1 Red 
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Fig.l5.3:Red fringe for helium injection with v = 2 X 10-
5 
rn/s. w 
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Fig.l5.4: Green fringe for helium inJ·ection 1Nith v ~ 2 X 10-5 m/s . \'1 
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Fig.l5.5 ' : Red fringe for helium injection with v = 2. 75 X l0-
5 
m/s. w 
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Fig.l5. 7: Red frin ge for helium injection with v, = 3.11 X. 10-
5 
m/s . 
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Fig.l5.8 . : Green fringe for helium injection with v = 3.11 X 10-
5 
m/s. w 
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Fig.1 5 .9: Red fringe for air injection with v = 2. 01 X 10-
4 
m/s. VI 
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Fig.15.10 : Green fringe for air injection with v, = 2. 01 X 10-
4 
m/s. 
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Fig,l5.H:Red fringe for air injection Vlith vw= 2.73 X 10-
4 
m/s. 
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Fig.l5.12:Green fringe for air injection with v ~ 2.73 X 10-4 ~;s . w 
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Figl5.15: Red fringe for co
2 
injection with vw=3.78 X 10-
4 
m/s . 
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· Figl5 .17: Red fringe ror co
2 
injection 'vith v = 5.0? X 1.0-
4 
m/s. w 
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Figl5.18: Green fringe for co2 injection with vw= 5.07 X 10-
4 
m/s. 
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Figl5.19 : Red fringe for co 2 injection with. vw= 6.24 X 10-
4 
m/s. 
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Fig).5 ,20: Green fringe for co2 injection with v w= 6 .24 X 10-4 m/ s. 
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